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THE LITERARY CRITICISM OF LORD BYROF
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Byron's character and background was conducive to neither

the accepted standard of early nineteenth- century poetry, nor tc

a logical, objective, and unprejudiced formulation of standards

of literary criticism which he could be depended upon to uphold

without hesitation at any given moment. The poet's critical

views are largely those of the Neo-classical period of English

literature, i.e., of the eighteenth century; and, just as the

eighteenth- century literary circles were dominated by the two

adamant figures of Pope and tTohnson, so was Byron himself greatlJKr

influenced in formulating his literary point-of-view as a result

of studying these two men. Byron's personality and interests,

however, led him in a good many of his own literary productions

to express, unconsciously as well as consciously, a deep romanti

feeling for the faraway in time and place, the melancholy moods

and pleasure in Nature's solitude so often found in the Romantic

writer. But above all other characteristics, Byron is, perhaps,

best known for his love of freedom, his hatred of tyranny of all

kinds, and his sympathy for the oppressed.

Byron's first ten years were spent in Scotland where his

early training was under Presbyterians who instilled an idea of

predestination, leading to a feeling of hopelessness in the younlb

boy. Along with this idea, came the knowledge cf his family back-

ground "rom his mother who was fiercely proud of the Gordons of

Gight v/ho were a branch of the Stuarts and belonged to the Scotc

nobility. He was not, however, left in ignorance as to the
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horrible crimes which had been committed in the course of this

family 1 s history. Then, too, his mother, who was very unstable

in her affections, alternated between fits of temper--in which

she hurled objects at the boy and taunted him about his lameness

nd passionate demonstration of her affection. She also familia

her son with a long list of superstitions and a complete knowled

of the escapades of the Byron family, to such an extent that the

boy felt fate was against him and that his life would inevitably

be the result of his horrible heredity. Yet in later life, he

wrote that his failure would be a result of himself alone. At

another time he wrote:

"Like Sylla , I have always believed that all
things depend upon Fortune, and nothing upon
ourselves. "-*-

This is an illustration of one of Byron's main characteristics--

his lack of faith in himself--which was often the main reason fo:

many of the inconsistencies in his writing and criticism with wh|tch

he has often been charged. While young he depended upon others

to a great extent in the criticism of his own work, taking advic

from many, and changing things almost at random; and, though he

overlooked this characteristic in himself, it annoyed him in others

for he often accused his publisher, John Murray, of following th|

suggestion of the last person he talked with. When Reinagle

,

whom he considered a better ornithologist than himself, told him

that a "bloody beak" was unttrue to nature, Byron changed his

wording to "bloody talon". In reading his letters to nis publish

one hopes that Murray was a very patient man, for there are many

"l L <S- J y, 451
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passages similar tc the following:

"Which will be best? 'painted trappings', or
'pictured-purple 1

, or 'pictured trappings', or
'painted purple'? Perpend, and let me know. "2

"I wish you would ask Mr. Giffcrd which is best,
or rather not worst .''r

"'Tis said at times the sullen tear would start.'
Now7

, a line or two after, T have a repetition of
the epithet 'sullen reverie', (if it be so) let
us have 'speechless reverie', or 'silent reverie',
but, at all events, do away the recurrence."4

''^ccol—I h^ve marked some passages with double
readings— choose between them— cut--add*-re.iect—
cr destroy--do with them as you will—T leave it
to ^ rou and the Committee—you cannot say so-called
'a non commitendo. ' . . .The passages marked thus = »,
above and below, are for ,you to choose between
epithets, and such like poetical furniture.

'As flashing far &he new voxcano shone
And swepo the skies with (meteors not their own,

[lightnings
While thousands throng' d around the burning dome, 1

T think 'thousands' less flat than 'crowds collected'
--but don't let me plunge into the bathos, or rise
into Nat. Lee's Bedlam metaphors. ..' choose ' , cr 're-
fuse'—but please yourself, and don't mind 'Sir Fret-
ful'... you know better than best. "5

'Till slowly ebb'd the rlava of the wave,
(spent volcanic

And blackening ashes mark'd the Muse's grave.'
If not, we will say 'burning wave' , and instead of
'burning clime' , in the line some couplets back, have
'glowing' . "6

Although Byron was goodnaturedly uncertain of his aesthetic

qualities, he wouldn't change his opinions, especially v.
rhen his

frankness involved what he considered his political integrity.

Btc.

2. L & J V, 261
3. L &. J IT, 282. 1813 to Murray
4. L & J TI, 34. 1811 to Dallas
5. L <S J IX, 115-8. 1812 to Holland
6. L & J TI, 156
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"With regard to the political and metaphysical
points, I am afraid I c rn alter nothing; but I
have high authority for my Errors in that point,
for even the AEITEID was a political poem, and
written for a political purpose; and as to ray

unlucky opinions on Subjects of :nore Importance

,

I am too sincere in them for recantation. [tC>ck

His uncertainty in himself took still another form, for whi

he is greatly criticized by those critics who are not thoroughly

familial with the facts of his life. I am referring to his ar-

rogant and aristocratic tendencies which he expressed in various

attitudes. Although he had always been aware of the fact that h

was of the nobility, it was not until he was eleven that he in-

herited the title of "Lord Byron" and the family seat at ITewstea

Abbey. Therefore he had to contend against while at Harrow, not

only the same misfortune—his lameness—which had set him apart

from his other schoolfellows at Aberdeen, but also the fact tha't

he was a vary young lord. This last was overcome to a great ex-

tent, however, since he became famous for his protection of the

younger boys and those less fortunate than himself. He was very

sensitive in regard to these two matters which set him apart fro

the average boy of his age, however, and when he entered the Hou

of Lords, he continued to feel like an outsider, and as always

during his life, as a result of his lack of assurance, he wcrrie

about the impression he was making on his companions:

"Whatever diffidence or nervousness I felt (and
I felt both, in a great degree) arose from the
number rather than the quality of the assemblage,
and the thought rather of the public without than
the persons within."'

6a. L & J TT, 26. 1811 to Murray
7. L & J II, 198.

i
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Lady Blessington, however, who was anything but sympathetic

in her opinion of Byron, wrote:

"Byron is, after all, a spoiled child." 8

This is a very opinionated statement for a woman to make who met

Byron in 1823, Just a short time before his departure for Greece

and who used rather rood strategy as an excuse for intruding upoil

him, ^ndlthen after his death succeeded in making her literary re-

putation by writing an unsympathetic journal of her conversations

with him. She tells the reader that Byron received a tragedy

dedicated:

"From George--to George Byron." Byron's
ejaculation was: "How stupid, how ignorant to
pass over my rank!" He then determined not to
read it, "for a man capable of committing such
a solecism in good breeding. .. can write nothing
worthy of being read."*-

This is an example of the fact that, although Byron was a

liberal in politics and in favor of freeing all men from the

tyranny of oppression, he, nevertheless, used his rank to bolstex]

jp his lack of faith in his own meritoriousness. For the same

reason Byron set forth the following idea when he felt uncertain

eis to one of his literary works or when one of them was criticized

Dut if he were speaking or writing against a noble, we find the

converse of the idea:

"Authors aren't considered as men of fashion in
the circles of haut ton, to which their literary
reputations have given them an entree , unless they
happen to be of high brith."^ a

L&tHy Blessington also accused him of affecting a Johnsonian

tone, of being sententious, and of enjoying being listened to, arild

8. Bles. 102 9. Bles. 114 9a. Bles. 168
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of observing his effect upon the listener. 10 This was only naturfl,

for Eyron needed to feel that he had authority in order to have

confidence in himself. It was undoubtedly for a similar reason

that Byron affected a nonchalance in all his work, a gallantness

and mockery against the plodding, less versatile writer who allowed

a party to buy his opinions and who wrote for patronage. Byron

was in every way, however, the "antithesis of the hypocrite", as

Calvert writes,^ for when Byron does pose, which is seldom, he

has convinced himself to a. far greater degree than he could ever

hope to bluff an observing reader. There is much in his letters

and poetry expressing his contempt for ihe political and religions

hypocrite, and those who vacillate from one side of an argument

to another.

Byron shouxd never be accused of beinr essentially arrogant!

and misanthropic. He was extremely kind to both men and animals

The story of his love for Boatswain is well known. He once wounied

a bird, tnen took it home and tried to save its life p he never

went, Hunting again. He subsidized Hunt and his entire family xoj?

a. long time in Ttaly rather on^n nun, Hunt f s feelings, altnuugn

he really disliked tne man who did not have insight enough to

realize that his journal was a failure, ne wrote an account of

a thunderstorm in the Alps in his journal. The guard had wantec

to carry his cane, but just as Byron was about to let him, he

remembered that it was a "swordstick" , and since he was afraid

that it might attract the lightning to the guard, he kept it hinjl-

self.l^ Therefore, although one hears Byron 1 s violent temper and

To: Bles. 56 TlT Calvert 19 12. L & J TTI , 358. 1SK
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extreme emotionalism which caused him to fear his future sanity,

referred to more frequently than his numberless acts of kindness

Byron himself wrote:

"It is strange enough but the ra scaille English, who
calumniate me in every direction and on every score,
whenever they are in great distress, recur to me for
assistance . "i3

Calvert, who wrote a sympathetic and understanding criticism,

said he possessed:

"a kindliness pre-eminently protective. . .like Swift,
one of those people who are much more popular with
their valets, their hou se- servants , and the poor,
than with their peers. Supersensitive and affectionan,'
he gathered a menagerie ab?ut him because he could
not be sure enough of the regard of his fellows."-^

Along with his kindliness one should not fail to 'mention hi

fairness. Murray offered him a, thousand guineas for the GIAOUR

and THE BRIDE OF AEYDOS, but he refused to take the money until

sales had shown the works to be worth this price. He never

accepted money for his literary work until late in his life. For

merly he had commanded the money to be sent to an unfortunate

writer or friend. One of his earliest works had been criticized

and on Finchot's advice he stopped the republication of FUGITIVE

PIECES, ?=>nd when Rogers reminded him that he was intimate with

many of the people he had harshly satirized in ENGLISH BARDS AND

SCOTCH REVISES, he forbade another reprint of that also. This

action shows a reasonable nature that Byron is not always credit

with having possessed. Although he was always having pecuniary

difficulties, he had Murray send much of the money which should

have been his for his poetry to numerous acquaintances and otherfe

13. L S J VI, 133. 1822. 14. Calvert

id
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who begged assistance.

Byron was always restless, melancholy, and longed for the

life of violent action denied him because of his lameness. He

once wrote to his friend Hodgson that he was doing "anything to

cure" himself from "conjugating the accursed verb 'Ennuyer 1
.
n^

This led him to hel r
' hint that some incidents were true in his

poetry such as the story of GIAOUR in the Turkish Tales, for in L

letter to Lewis he wrote that the reader would wonder at its bei4g

written if he onlv knew "the feelings of that situation" for it

was "icv even to recollect them". 16

;r

15. L <?- J II, 55. 1811 17. L £ J TIT, 408.
16. L & J 11, 361. Dec. 5, 1813. 18. L & <

T TV, 73 quoted from
Scull's Fi ube y/uika iv»$=f

19. L <5 J TIT, 438 from Gait's LIFE CF LCHD WRC.
p. 345-6.

In 1814 he wrote tc Miss Milbanke:

"'.Vhere I shall go, it is useless to inquire.
In the midst of myriads of the living end
the deed w^rlds--st^rs--systems— infinity--
why should I be anxious about an atom?"-1-'

A beautiful literary friendship existed between the young

Eyron and Sir Walter Scott, who wrote an essay on Byron's charac

in which he said "the proper language" of Byron's face was "that

of melancholy . "l^ A similar comment was made by the French writ

Standhal, who gave an account of Byron at Milan. ^ One evening

they heard Mayer's ELENA sung. Stendhal was struck by the ex-

pression in Byron's eyes and realized that never before had he

seen anything so enthusiastic. He ends this story with the word£:

"Internally, I made a vow that I never would of my own free acco

sadden a spirit so noble."

In 1816 Byron wrote to Murray describing the sensation of

recovering from fainting, which incidentally showed his state of

er

d
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mind at the time. He reported that it was accompanied by a tota .

loss of memory, and by way of comment, said this state would not

be disagreeable, if one didn't recover his memory again.

When he finally dedided to go to Greece to aid their cause

against tyranny, he lost much of his restless melancholy, for he

had at last found a worthwhile c^use on which to expend his entire

energy.

Lady Elessmgtcn wrote that he enjoyed ridiculing sentime: it

and romantic feelings, but that he showed much hirnsfilf , for he

would sometimes become so emotional that his eyes would fill wit 1

tears. Fe has often been accused of being an atheist, but throu gh-

out his works are sincere and deep feelings of the mystery and

supernaturalism he felt in the presence of the Supreme Being,

and Lady Blessington quotes him as saying:

"/a/ fine object in the phenomena of nature, excites
strong feelings of religion in all elevated minds,
and an outpouring of the spirit of the Creator,
that... is the essence of innate love and gratitude
to the Divinity. "22

In 1F13, he wrote to T'oore: "tenderness is not my forte."

Ke is referring to his writinrs, and this is true to a great ex-

tent, for satire most certainly was, in spite of the fact that

some critics such as Culvert do not agree. (It must be acknow-

ledged, however, that Byron often wrote that something or other

was not his "forte", such as "prologuising" 2^ and punctuation.)

He had a deep love for both of his daughters, and while

Allegr? lived, there is much about ner progress in education, et:.,

~ L I J TTT, 368. 23. L r J II, 2.
r

21. Bles. 73
22. Bles. 124
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to be found in his letters to his friends. Lady Elessington men-

tions that for sometime before his departure for Greece, ne dwel"

continually on his deep desire to see Ada; and his interest in

her is very apparent in his letters, his Journals, and his poetr;

In 1817, he wrote to Augusta:

"I must love sometning in my old age, and
probably circumstances will render this
poor little crvature /A~llegra7 a great,
and, perhaps, my only comfort. "24

If Eyron had been able to live with his daughters and act the pa:

of a father as he so desired, his life would undoubtedly have

been much happier and his later poetry would surely have been fn

of much of its cynicism, and have been written in a different ke;

Even so, we have much of the beauty and tenderness in his poetry

such as that in the third canto of CTULDE HAROLD, that may be

credited to his child's influence, even though he was allowed to

see har only once.

Thus in this brief survey of a few of the essentials of Byr<

character, one can understand why this man who hated cant and hy

crisy, who admired the authority of literary dogmas and classic

restraint- -while practicing none himself-- should scatter throug

out his literary productions a. body of ideas which might be

arranged into a theory of poetry which would follow neither the

concepts of the true classical critics nor those of the true

romanticists who were his contemporaries. Some critics have

24. L & j II, 141. 1812 to Holland
25. L & J IV, 124.

•t
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tried to explain this nixed allegiance to the two greatest

schools of poetry by suggesting that the violent hatreds and

excessive loyalties to which Byron was subject, necessitated

the use of these mixed concepts.

However, the fact that his criticism is often subjective,

and a. result of personal animosities, whould not deter one frcm

investigating this poet's interesting views, and entertaining

—

at times subtlely humourous- -manner of setting them forth.





LOCI CF EYRHI'S CRITICAL VIEWS
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Byron did not write any one "book of literary criticism. In

Drder t,o discover ell of his opinions, one must re?d the greater

part of his poetry and letters. There are of course, some specie

works which will give his broader concepts, such as the HINTS

mOl". HORACE , THE ENGLISH BARDS AIT) SCOTCH SgVIWERSf the TWO LETT

John MurrayJ OH BOWLES f d STRICtUHES OK PCHE, and the

3EPLY T<" BLACKWOOD'S EDIUBUBGtH MAGAZINE, August 1819, in the form

bf a letter to Disraeli, Even in these longer pieces which deal

Largely with questions of criticism, Byron treats e-ch individual

work in a h^sty, discursive manner which comprises many digressic

5S well as much personal satire aimed at the autnors of whom he

3id not approve.

Since ne ..as looking for an authoritative standard, he

followed Horace and the two eighteenth-century cnucs, Pope and

jiffore, to a great extent. He wrote HINTS FK€M HORACE mainly

jnder uhe miluence 01 Horace, whereas EHixLiSH BARDS AMD SCOTCH

REVIEWE&S was mainly in the manner of Gifford's ITAEVTAD and BAVT7

(ridiculing the Della-Cruscan School of poetry) , but under the

influence of the versification and aristocratic manner of Pcpe.

Needless to say, the principles of these critics were classical,

but at the time Byron was Writing classical principles were repic

being discarded in England in favor of a freer, more individuals

tic type of writing Which allowed the artist a greater variety oi

expression in keeping with his new interests and attitudes toward

writing and life in general, for the Zeit-geist of the nineteenth

century was not in harmony with the old philosophy and standards

of the preceding age.

1
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Byron's prefaces are another source for his critical ideas.

The DEDICATION TC DON JUAN is one of the more interesting of tbeie

for it is written in ottav? rima verse, consisting of eighteen

stanzas of eight lines each. The main purpose appears to he to

satirize South ey, Coleridge, and V/ordsworth, for Byron was no ad-

nirer of the Lake School. The dedication of THE CORSAIR to Moor

contains Byron 1 s views on meter, while the dedication of SARDANA-

TALUS to Goethe contains his ideas on the fitness of the unities,

Aside from these few works consisting, at least mainly, cf

alleged critical material, the remainder of Byron's literary

criticism is found scattered throughout his letters and other

poetry. There are three main excuses which Byron has for including

lis critical ideas in the midst of a poem or of a letter to his

publisher or to. a friend such as Moore. An idea is most frequently

found in connection with his admiration or contempt for the work

Df a contemporary which he has just read. Often a critical tenet|

is net in itself expressed; one must decide what Byron wants in

Literary production by the manner in which he expresses his opinion

of the work before him, or by comparing the type of work which he

admires with the type over which he expresses his disapproval.

This is a trifle mere difficult than it would appear on the surface

for, as it has been said, a good deal of Byron's denouncements

,vere really the result of a dislike of the author more than of

lis creation.

Byron's second reason for scattering snatches of criticism

throughout his work was even more personal and subjective than

gas the former. This division comprises the countless literary
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tenets which Byron brings before the reader to justify his own

method of approach to his writing. This is often seen in lines

such as the following from DON JUAN where he pieces the blame on

B former writer (usually Shakespeare, as a matter of fact):

"Because, though I am but a simple noddy,
I think one Shakespeare puts the same thought in

The mouth of some one in his plays so doting.
Which many people pass for wits by quoting. "•*-

"Ycu are 'the best of cut-throats:'—do not start;
The phrase is Shakespeare's, and not misapplied."^

'"To be, or not to be? That is the question',
Says Shakespeare, who just now is much in fashion. "3

Shakespeare is not the only celebrated author to be used as Byror

shield, however, for he often draws to his aid other authorities

puch as Fope:

"Or duchess, princess, empress, 'deigns to prove'
('T is Pope's phrase) a great longing, though a rash

one ,
"4

Byron introduces a good deal of historical background into

ihe prefaces, etc., of his plays. He does this to explain his

reasons for writing ad he does and to explain his theory of the

frama as a justification for not basing his work entirely on his-

torical truth. 'Vhile in the process of explaining his own work,

[e comments on many other former works by way of illustration.

Throughout all of his poetical career, Byron was possessed

#ith the fear of being accused of plagiarism. This was perhaps a

Jesuit of his great pride—which was often carried to the extent

f morbidness—as well as his desire to be considered independent

n all matters. Thus we have the third reason for his placing

-

.

< i

- > •

D.J. 7, 165-8 3. D.J". 9, 105-6
D.J. 9, 25-6 4. D.J. 9, 541-2
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his literary opinions where the reader is unable to overlook

them. He would, therefore, point out in detail the resemblances

between his work and works of others which, he had been accused

of imitating or of which he feared an implication of influence

would arise.

In this manner, Eyron managed to br:'ng into nearly all of

his published work, and to an even greater extent into his pri-

vate correspondence, his journals, and his conversation, a de-

sultory and imaethodical body of critical doctrines which were

partly the result cf personal taste, partly the result of per-

sonal dislike ^nd annoyance, and partly the result of an un-

certainty concerning the public's approval of works which he

would like to have m^de conform to the rules of a past authority,

but which, because of his romantic interests and love cf free-

dom, he was not always able to make comply. T.7ith the exception

of his dramatical attempts, he can, perhaps, bp set up as an

excellent example of a man who found it easier to criticize

others and to placidly expound the rules than to follow himself

these self-same critical tenets of whose intrinsic value he

was so certain.





BYHCIT'S CRITICAL T^TTETS
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In an enumeration cf Byron's critical tenets, cne must keep

in mine the fact that his was a divided taste. Many of his prin-

ciples ere exact oprosites, i.e., he calls for the rule of reasoJt

fs do the TTeo-classisi-s, while, on the otherhand he sanctions

v:ritings of his own arid owners in which emotion and free rein of

trie passions predominate. Also the fact that he of cen criticizes

a literary work in the li r--nt of its author's personality, may

create an inconsistency in his critical views at any given time.

On the whole, however, one will find that the rules by which he

criticized literary works may be pleceu untie? ohe two headings q:
1

Classical and Romantic Principles, and, insofar as he does vacillate

frum cne Bchool to the other, he maintains this vacillating stat<

in respect to the same questions throughout his work.

Throughout Byron's letters there are a number of interesting

definitions and evaluations of poetry and poets in general. Byrcn

had, at times, what might be called both an aristocratic end an

idealistic point-otf-view toward writing. He considered poetry

an art or attribute resulting from the passions and thus refused

to look upon it as a profession. ^ Poetry, according to Byron, is

"the expression of excited passion, "^ "the feeling of a Former

//orId and future." Poetry finds a useful place in the world

according to this definition, for "the best of Prophets of the

future is the Tast."^

Yet he was fond of writing that all poets are "crazy. . ,thou£

h

few have the candour to avow it," he "more than the rest," for his

IT L 5 tX TV, 238. 1818. 3. L & J V, 18n . 1821.
2. L & J V, 318. 1821 to Moore. 4. L &'J V, 189. 1821.





frankness is proof enough to him that he isn't in his right mind

He was quoted as saying thai he hoped his daughter Ada wouldn't

be "poetical" since it was "enough to have one such fool in a

family."6 Byron, v/ho was always in fea^ of insanity, wrote in

1815 that he had heard that poets "rarely go mad," so he suppose^,

the writer meant "that the insanity effervesces and evaporates

in verse . "

'

Although Byron acknowledged that he found "scribbling" a

relief, since it allowed him to release his pent-up emotions, he

nevertheless believed -hat if he did not stop, he would have

•frittered away" his mind before he was thirty, 8 for no one shou

be a rhymer who could be anything better. 9 If one's year's can 1

be better employed than in sweating poesy, a man had better be a

ditcher.

"

9a It annoyed him tc see Scott and other great men "whft

might have all been agents and leaders, now mere spectators. . ,wh

would write who had anything better to do?. .. 'Actions—actions, 1

I say, and not writing,—least of all, rhyme. . .what a worthless,

idle brood it iBi n+® He had no great esteem for poetical person

especially women, for they have "so much of the 'ideal' in rjract

s in ethics;" 11 however, as authoresses they can do no great

1?
har*. Byron soon came to the conclusion that "when once the

'Gods make a man poetical', the Devil generally keeps him sc." 13

14
In 1813, he wrote to Miss Milbanke:

5. Bles. 197 10. L & J II, 345
6. Cal. 81 from Ralph Milbanke' s 11. L & J II, 346, 1S13.

ASTARTE p. 313. 12. L & J IV, 201, 1818
7. L J III, 248. To Hunt. 13. L & J III, 174, 1815.
8. L & J III, 372, 1815. 14. L <& J ITI , 405
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"I by no means rank poetry or poets high in the scale
of intellect. This may look like affectation, but it
is my reel opinion. It is the lava of the imaginatior
whose eruption prevents an earthquake. They say poet!
never or rarely go mad . Cowper and Collins are instance -

to the contrary (but Cowper was no poet). It is, how-
ever, to be remarked that they rarely do, but are
generally so near it that I cannot help thinking rhymt
is so far useful in anticipating and preventing the
disorder. I prefer the talents of action... to all
speculations of those mere dreamers of another existence."

The poet more than any other person is unable to justly

appreciate the works of those with whom he is familiar, thus he

should live in solitude, rendering his presence more desired by

its rarity... and be as distinct in their general habits, as in

genius, from the common hero of mankind,™ for:

"a msn's poetry is a distinct faculty, cr soul, and
has no more to do with the everyday individual than
the Inspiration with the Pythoness when removed from
her tripod.

Thus Eyrcn alternates from an exalted outlook on the work o

a poet to a more cynical and despairing point-of-view such as

the following:

"As to defining what a poet should be, it is not
v/orthwhile, for what are they worth? n7h?t have
they done?"!?

On the whole it can not be said that his negative estimation of

poetry and the poet can be considered either a result of his

romantic or of his classic ideals.

Byron also made a number of observations as to the end of

poetry and the effect of literature on a person. When one of hjjs

poems was criticized for its philosophy, he asked his publisher

18
if he knew of anyone who had eve? been altered by a poem, for

15l ^les. ICC
16. L * J V, 4^9, 1821.

17. L & J V, 196, 1821.
18. L p
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the end of all scribblement was only to amuse. 18a He observed th,

men go xo a drama, not for the moral, but to be amused, since

"Plays make mankind no better and no worse. "-^c

Byron had both the Neo-cls.ssic and the Romantic concept of

the end for which poetry should be written. TTo book should be

considered totally bad which has even one reader who has enjoyed

it and finds pleasure in goin<r back to it now and then. 2 It was

in his opinion, perhaps better to be the ?uthor of a work which

was not too successful, for:

"A successful work. . .makes a man a wretch for life: it
engenders in him a thirst for notoriety and praise,
that precludes the possibility of repose; this spurs
him on to attempt others, which are always expected
to be superior to the first... and, in the present day
one failure is pieced 'as a - counterbalance of fifty
successful efforts. "22

On the otherhand, he does, in the following lines find a pi,

for teaching in literature:

"Two objects always should the poet move,
Or one or both- -to please or to improve.
T.7h^te'er you oeach, be brief, if you design
For our remembrance your didactic lme."l°Q

n ...that bard for all is fit
Who mingles well instruction witn nis wit." iye

As in the prerace to his SARDAMPALUS ,
Byron stated th^t an

instance of i allure in writing is oiten a resuxt of a fault in It

no
=rcn±fect, not in the art* Since each poem is written for a ce:

tain effect, Pyron believed that the writer should strive for fchi

Bffect no matter how it is produced. However, he should bear in

L8a. L & J TT, 299, 1810. 21. L & ,
T II, 364, Dec. 1813.

L8b. HINTS FROM HORACE, 1.363-4. 22. Bles. 265
L8c. " " " 1.370 23. Cambridge edition Poetry, p. $50
L8d. " " " 1.531-5
L8e. " " " 1.542-3
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mind that "like paintings, poems may be too highly finished. "^

Some of his observations were m^de in beautifully poetic

language , such as the following on the purple patches to be founc.

in literature:

"After all, whet is a work— any- -or every work- -but a
desert with fountains, and, perils a grove or two,
every day's journey?"-^

Thus he considered it possible for a long work to have some dull

20
"In a long work 1 1 is fair to steal repose."

In the course of his criticisms, Byron lists knowledge re-

quisite to the art of writing. Since he had traveled widely and

was thoroughly familiar with the customs, traditions, history, ajjid

languages of varicus countries, he had no patience for the write:

who remained in his own country pnd attempted a description of a

thing which he never experienced personally. Eyron considered

this as unfair to the general reader, who naturally took the author's

statements as truth, as it was annoying to the man who had personal

connections with the thing being discussed. Byrcn wrote of himself:

"I could not write upon anything, without some
personal experience ?nd fcundaticn.

"

25

TCmotional experience was another of his requisites.

"To write so as to bring home to the heart, tine heart
must have been tried, but, perhpps, ceased to be so.
Ttfhile you are under the influence of passions, you
only feel, but can not describe them. . ,

T.7hen all is
over... trust to memory--she is then but too faithful.

Byron fully believed that no man of poetical temperament "can avplo.

a strong passion of sd me kind", for this is the "poetry of life

19. L ?- J IT, 326, :
Tov. 17, 1813. 24. Medwin, 133

20. -IT
ATT3 FBOM H0RAC1, 1.57C. 25. L & J III 254, 1816 to llcdfpe

2G. L -
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He wondered what he should have learned and thus have been able

to write accurately about, had he lived the mere life of a "quie

mercantile politician, or a lord in waiting." If one wishes to

write vividly, one must travel and experience the turmoil of ex-

citement and passions.*1

Cne must "think much and read little to be absolutely origifoal.

"

However, Byron finds this impossible because reading is a prere-

C[Uisite to the art of thinking. Byron, who had no faith in inna

ideas, believed that cne must reflect much to make his knowledge

his own personally, which "to a certain degree" will supply a de

ficiency in experience and originality. Byron, who was mtensi

interested in much from the past, and who was at the same time

deeply interested in man, believed that:

"The lapse of ages changes all things—time—rank

—

the earth--the bounds or the sea—the stars of the
sky, and everything 'about, around, and underneath 1

man, except man himself « who has always been, andkl-
ways will be, ^n unlucky rascal,"^

According to Medwin,"' Byron tolc him that one who wants to

be a poet should do anything else rather than make verses, but

according to Byron's HINTS FROM HORACE:

"None reach expertness without years of toil."^

This latter agrees with the classical precept stated in Horace's

ARB POETIGA, to the effect that practice is necessary for com-

petence in writing.

Byron was annoyed throughout his own life by the inaccuracies

which he found in the translations of his works. He stated that

27. Medwin, 290 29. L «
T V, 70, 1820, Moore

28. KI1TT3 FROM HORACE, 1.640 30. Bles. 343
28a. L P J IV, 227, 1818. 31. L & J V, 182, 1821.





one Who translates or cxuotes another author should be thoroughly

conversant in the foreign tongue, for if one doesn't understand i

language, he isn't fit to be trusted with even a quotation. Thi£

was such an important point to Byron, that he actually paid an

Italian a large sum of money for destroying the translation of ot

of Byrcn's works. V/hen Schlegel wrote something against him in

1821, Byron was furious, and stated that:

"There is a distinction between native Criticisms,
because it belongs to the nation to .rudge and pro-
nounce on natives; but What have I to do with Germany
or Germans, neither my subjects noromy language having
anything common with the Co^mtry?"^2

Byron also entered into the controversy of whether Nature w;

more important to a literary work than was art. Unlike the usual

Romantic conception, Byron believed that simple !Teture won't maki

any kind of artist, "least of all a poet", the most artificial,

perhaps, of all artists in his very essence. Poets must take thi

best illustrations from art; for example, it is more pleasing to

use "dagger" rather than "fist" in Antony's speech reading thus:

"You all do know this mantle...
Lcok'. In this place ran C^csius' dagger throurh."

"Fist", o + * course, would have been closer to nature, but less

poetical, for art isn't inferior to nature in poetry. "A High-

lander's plaid" is more poetical than tatooed savages although

they were described by Wordsworth himself like tne "'idiot in his

glory.'" In the L^TT17^ ***/john Murray? in answer to Bowles 1

STRXCTUKE^ C*t TTTTT
! LT^E AND TINGS CP POPE Byron wrote,

^
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"A greet artist will make a block of stone as sublime
as a mountain, and a good poet can imbue a pack of caijds
with more poetry than inhabits the forests of America
It is the business and the proof of a poet... for 'a
good - -orkm^n will not find fault with nis tools, 1

so away with the "cant about, nature", ^

Yet in the !T?TTS FROM HORACE he leads us to believe that he

considers art and nature of about equal value:

M ...v;e loathe an artificial strain--
Yet art and nature jcin'd will win the prize. "^

Although he advocated, as did the Neo-classic critics, the

study of the ancients, as well as detailed studies of Pope and

Tohnson, he wrote of the poets of his own day:

"Our fame will be hurt by admiration and imita.t: on .

V/hen I say our, I mean all (Lakers included)
,
except

the postscript ofthe Augustans. The next generation
(from the quantity and facility of imitation) will
tumble and break their necks o^f our Pegasus who runs
away with us; but we keep^the saddle, because we broke
the rascal and can ride." ^

Therefore, although he desired the writer to employ art and imits

tion of the classics in his writing, he nevertheless believed, as

aid the classic critics to a certain extent, that there was a pla]c

for nature and originality in one's work.

One should not be surprised to find Byron discussing various)

types of literature throughout hisKvork, although he once stated^

hat he wasn't sure whether there were different orders of poetry

for a poet should be ranked according "to the power of his per-

ormance," not b>| the branch oijhis art, for "the ^oet who executes

best is the highest whatever his department. "35a ^no-ther reason i o

his uncertainty as to the common sense of seo -rating poetry into

34. T
T
T]\

TT3 VRCVl HORACE 1.701-2
35. L > J IV, 118.

3£fc. T.pt.t.pr to *^ /Hurra^/7 ->.211





types, was that poetry is in itself passion, and therefore does

not systematize. 3513 If one would stop to list Byron 1 s estimation

of the standard types of literature, he would discover an incon-

sistency in the poet's hierarchy of poetry.

Fe thought there was a "rank fertility" of nineteenth- centui

poets all divided into 'schools of poetry, 1 a category which, lil

the 'schools of eloquence and of philosophy,' c?me into existenc*

only when the decay of the art had caused the number of its ed-

herents to increase . Although he did not believe there was

exactly "an aristocracy of poets", he did think there was a marks

"nobility of thought and of style", which, although open to all

levels, was a result of talent and of education. He realized, he

ever, that it was difficult to decide what would succeed in the

literary world, and even more so to pass judgment on what wouldn'

Ihe opposite of this noble type of writing was the vulgar type, 1

sad abortive attempt at all things, 'signifying nothing,' not de-

pendent on low themes, or even low language, for Fielding revels

Doth. . .your vulgar writer is always most vulgar the higher the

subject.

"

3S

He disapproved of writing an entire descriptive poem, for it

is one of the "lowest branches of the art" to be used only as "a

nere ornament. "40 Neither did Byron approve of writing an entire

composition consisting of fragments, which he called a "species c

composition" acceptable once, "like one ruin in a view, but one

vculd not build a town of thern."^^ Yet he thought that the best

35b. Letter to **VEurray7 38. Letter to ***MxrvayZ p. 591
36. " " " 40. Letter to ***^S!urre^7"

37. L & J v, 587. 41. L <& J 2, 291, 1813 to Murray.
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way to present a romance was in miniature.^

It is interesting- to note that although Byron deeply admired

Italian types and literature, especially of the past, he neverth<

less had a deep dislike for sonnets, although he wrote three him-

self in the course of his literary career.

Sonnets are "the most puling, petrifying, stupidly
platonic compositions. I detest the Petrarch so much,
that I would not "be the m?n even to have obtained his
Laura, which the metaphysical , whining dotard never
could. "43

Byron said th?t he had observed in the course of his reaains

.

that nearly all parodies manage to give a bad impression of theii

original, although occasional works, such as the REJECTED ADDRESSES

for the opening of the new Drury Lane Theatre, are exceptions to

the general rule.^

Byron advocated that a poet choose a subject which he is

capable of handling and actions which will be appropriate to the

subject and purpose, for:

..•"many deeds preserved in history's pages
Are better t old than ?=cted on the stage. "^5

"Dear authors! suit your topics to your strength,
And ponder well your subject ^nd its length;
For lift your load, before you're o^uite aware -

V/hat weight your shoulders will, or will not, bear."4*

One of Byron's typically Neo-classic or eighteenth- century

enets was that the subject matter should be consistent as well a

bporopriate; therefore, characters should be made to use language

consistent with the end for which they are be:ng protrayed and it

'has always been permitted to poesy" to have them do this. u

42. Lecture 14, p. 367 45. HINTS FRCT£ HORACE l.°67-8
IP.. L & J 379, 1813 4-^a. " " " 1.59-62
44. Blrs. 134. g g r V) /\nn
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"But if a new design you dare essay,
And freely wander from the beaten way,
True to your characters, till all be pass'd,
Preserve consistency from first to last."4 '

There is little consistency or dependability in the acknow-

ledgment or literary accomplishment, however, for he states that

much of one's literary success will depend upon the puulisher, aAd

much will depend u^on luck, t'or the number of writers is so greajf.

that the reader 1 s mind will become "satu^atea" ana "allow many

gooa dishes to go away untouched," for one's mind can contain on

a certain amount of poetry.^

Byron advocated the use of common sense and the reason in

ccmoosition , which is a decidedly Neo-classic tendency. He con-

sidered it only natural for the usual writer to expect criticism

although it is, of course, the most difficult thing for him to

face. However, Byron's advice was that:

"The best reply to all objections is to write better,
and if your enemies will not then do ycu justice, the
world will... there is a saying of Dr. <Tohnson's, whigjh
it is as well to remember, that 'no man was ever wriijb^;
down except by himself .' "49

Bvrcn then advised the young writer to wad t b vear before

publishing, which he considered, "a fair allotment of time fori

composition which is not to be Epic," for even Horace's "nonuin

prem^tur " must n^ve been intended for the Hixlennium, or "some

longer-lived generation than ours."^ One can always delay as

51long as he likes in revising, for "books are never the worse fpv

delay in the publication." Byron wanted to carry the rule of

logic to the characters in his literature also, for the writer sjiould,

47. "i:"T3 VRCV W\ lCE, 1. 179-82 50. L & J III, 56, 1814 to I

48. L «T V, 282 to Hodgson, 1818. 51. L & J TIT, 227, 1815 Hur

49. L J 111, 4/, 1&14 Lo "e,yhi,lds.
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"Eke out /S±£7 acts, I pray, with mortal rnsn;
Nor call a ghost, unless some cursed scrape
Must open ten trap-doors for your escape. "52

Although Byron was a staunch supporter of polish, he never

theless refused to alter and revise his own wcrk, for he seemed

think that by so doing he would weaken his expression, for seco

thoughts are not best, although the expression may be;^ thus he

wrote

:

'•Anything is better than weakening an expression, or
a thought. I would rather be as bouncing as Nat.
Lee—than wi shey-washy like—/Gait/. "62

One of the most often repeated and most vehemently worded

principles throughout Byron's critical material, is his desire

for factual truth and his contempt for hypocrisy. In DCN JUAN

stated:

"I detest all fiction even in song. "53

This was often reiterated in his letters to his 'friends;

"I hate things all fiction; and therefore THE MERCHAN
and OTHELLO have no great associations to me: but
lierre CVENICE PRESERVED by 0twaj£7 has. There shou
always be some foundation of fact for the most airy
fabric, and pure invention is but the talent of a li

nl

In his drama he wanted tctaoust as near the truth as he cou

be, 56 for

"...in scenes exciting Joy or grief,
We loathe the action which exceeds belief. "™

"Fiction does best when taught to look like truth."

He wrote his MEMOIRS, depositing them with Moore so that h

friend could sell them to enhance his financial position after

Byron 1 s death. Moore was told to correct the mistakes, for the

52. HINTS FROM HORACE 1.292-4. 57. L r J TV, 118, Murray 1S17.
53. DON JITAN 6, 8 58. L

r
J V, 131, 1820

b&. L ? « ' IV , V-i, l"17,LUrJoU. 5SU. Bit J. IDC.
54. L & J T, 140,1807, pigot 59. HINTS FROM HORACE 286-7.
56. L °- J V, 75, 1820 60. " " " 1.537.

61. L & J III, 263 _ onQ
L ft J TV, 218, 18X8.
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truth was his first object, even if it would be at his own expen

for "opinions are made to be changed, or how is truth to be got

at? ,i5S

Although he wrote a number of times that "tact" is the real

panacea of life, being found in proportion to our sensibility,'

he nevertheless wanted a clear statement cf facts for he disapprove;

54
"insipid, unqualified, common-place compliment."

In connection with his discussion of Pope, he stated that

ethical poetry is the highest type bee -use it does in verse what

"the greatest of men have wished to accomplish in prose." His

decision is in this matter similar to Plato's, for he too, belief ~

Of:
that poetry should be banished if its "essence" is a "lie."

The true poet will reconcile poetry "with truth and wisdom", for

"the highest of all earthly objects must be moral truth." Re-

ligious poetry, however, is beyond the scope of human power to

portray.

This advocacy of truth is, I believe, mainly a. classical

tenet.

This dislike for revision seems to be more a matter of

stubbornness than anything else, for he wrote as late as 1820:

"I can't furbish ," and therefore he stated that he
couldn't and wouldn't correct, for "nobody ever
succeeds in it, great and small« Tasso remade the
whole of his Jerusalem; but who ever reads that ver-
sion? Pope added to the RAPE OF THE LCCK, but did
not reduce it."

Byron carried this prejudice to such an extent that- he dedided

he would rather give his books away than "hack and hew them."

63. L c j Til, 81, Moore 1P14.
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Byron 1 s principle of polish, is, therefore one of the more

flagrant occasions in which his practice did not follov; his

avowed tenets.

Byron vent into great detail when describing his critical

precepts for the closet drama, for he believed it was fitting thfet

there should be good plays now and then, besides Shakespeare 1 s.^a

lie wanted the drama to be very simple with severely compressed

speeches where desirable, and to be written m blank verse

"broken down ^s nearly as possible into common language. "^ Ke

disapproved greatly of rant and bombast,^ for he strongly ad-

vocated a. drama based on classical tenets, and was struggling to

en
have this type of "regular drama" introduced into England. '

believed the dialogue form of writing a story would cause it to

be more interesting, and he was adamant in the portrayal of chart'

ters as they were in life, not in accordance with the preference

of the critics. In the preface to SARDAI TAPALU3
,
Byron stated, a

though perfectly aware of contemporary opinion, his belief that

'with any very distant departure from...ZDie unitiei7> there may

be poetry, but can be no drama. "^^ Tie assured the reader that h

admired the old English dramatists, out this is an entirely diff(

rent field.*® His object was a mental theatre .^

In 1813 he stated that comedy—which, by the way, he enjoyed

nore than tragedy--8 is the most difficult of compositions,^ anc

nglish society of the nineteenth century was far too insipid foi

80
the perfect comedy produced by Gongreve and Vanbrugh.

33a. L & J ITJ, 81, To ore, 1814. 67. L & J 6, 25.
34. L J V, 371-2, 1821 68. SAHDAHAPALUS , p. 550 CambrdJhge
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Although Byron appears to npve enjoyed the performance of a

comedy mere than that o'f a tragedy, his ov/n dramatical works con-

sist of eicrht tragedies, Tn the LETTER TO ***/?ohn Murray/ he

remarked that tragedy is one of the highest orders of poetry. A

classical tragedy can not be written:

"By following the old dramatists, who are full of gross
faults, pardoned only for the beauty of their language;
but by writing naturally and regularly, and producing'
regular tragedies, like the Greeks; but not in imitatic
merely the outline of tl eir conduct, adapted to our
own times and circumstances, and of course no chorus.. 1

;

Love is not the principal passion far tragedy (and yet
most of ours turn uoon it) .. .Unless it is Love, furiou*
criminal, ?.nd hapless, it ought not to do; it is then
for the Gallery and|second price boxes." He illustrates
what he means by a typical Greek tragedy, although he
considers the translations much inferior to the origins
One should not tiudge the simplicity of the Greek plot
by our "mad old dramatists, which is like drinking
Usquebaugh and then proving a fountain; yet after all,
I suppose that you do not me pn that spirits is a noblei
element than a clear spring bubbling in the sun; and
this I take to be the difference between the Greeks
and those turbid mountebanks—always excepting B.Jonsor
who was a Scholar ?nd a Classic .. .Fothing so easy as ir

tricate confusion of plot, and rant. "82

Neither does Byron approve of an English drama which is "too Frer

for:

"...good English, and a severer approach to the rules,
might combine something not dishonorable to our liters

3yron's rales for the portrayal of character are very similar to

those of Aristotle:

"The hero of tragedy and (I add meo periculo) a
tragic poem must be guilty, to excite 'terror and
pity 1

, the end of tragic poetry."^

.Toreover, the pity should be for the criminal, and the terror is

found in the punishment of the criminal. Of course, if he is toe

21. L & J V, 2X7 i 1821 83. L & J V, 243, 1821
12. Ti ? J V. 318 ?M. T. P J V
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great an offender, he won't be pitied, whereas, the punishment

will be unjust if he is innocent. 84

The language should be adapted to the hero's station in lif

Byron felt that he was, almost alone, fighting a crusade in be-

half of the classical principles of tine drama as opposed to what

he ^elt to be the deterioration of the English drama.

Byron uses a great variety of verse in his poetry, but he

stated that:

"As to the poetry of this New-fangled Stanza, I wish
they would write the octave or the Spenser i we have
no other legitimate measure of that kind." '

In his HINTS 7HGM HORACE, he again mentions line construction:

"Though at first view eight feet may seem in vain
Fcrm'd, save in ode, to bear a serious strain,
Yet Scott has shown our wondering isle of late
This measure shrinks not from a theme of weight,
An^ , varied skilfully, surpasses far
Hero/c rhyme, but most in love and war,
Whose fluctuations, tender or sublime, ~R
Are cirb'd too much by long-recurring rhyme."

Byron had deep principles for the critic's procedure. He

did not think that it was always wrong to criticize a new writer

adversely, fcr> adverse as well as favorable criticism is good,

since it "keeps up controversy," thus preventing the work from

being forgotten. Moreover, he believed that all answers to

critiques are "Imprudent", although, "to be sure, poetical flesh

and blood must have the last worc."88a

He thought that, to a. certain extent, "poets have no friend

for even though they dedicate, praise, and write each other

Q"pretty letters", they are not deceiving "e _ ther." b, It

85. L & J V, 268, 1821 B8. HINTS ^FTM HORACE 405-412.
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aroused Eyron's ire to hear that one of his friends had criticized

his works behind his back. Thus when Rogers hesitated in deciding

whether in his HOMAN LT^F (1819) to omit or condemn Byron, the

latter wrote to Hurray:

"He cannot say that T have not been a sincere and a
warm friend to him, till the black drop of his liver
oozed through, too palpably to be overlooked .. .Tn
three months T could restore him to the catacombs.

"

i/J-

After he dedicated TTH; POSCARI to Walter Scott, he apologiz id

thu s

:

"I have abused Southey like a pickpocket, in a note tq
THE FOSCARI, and T recollected that he is a friend 01

yours... and that it would not be the handsome thin;; t
dedicate to one friend anything containing such matters
against another

.

Byron always intended to carry out ethical standards in his

criticism and never attack anyone without taking full respcnsibi

for the abuse. For this reason he at first omitted the Dedicati

to Scuthey for DOTJ JUJ^Sf because the f 'rst two cantos were pub-

lished anonymously, and he considered it "reviewer's work" to

93
attack fiercely without signing one's name.

*"

In 1877 he wrote to Hurray forbidding another republication

of ENGLISH BARDS Aim SCOTCH REVIEWER^ becap.se:

"Zat v/asn T £7 good for much, even in point of poetry...
Zan(^7 after being on terms with almost ?=11 tne b?rds
and Critics of the day, iu would De savage at anytime
but, worst of all now when in anoth erlccuntx-y oo revive
this foolish lampoon.

Byron disliked to hear anyone called a plagiarist, for he

considered it in almost every case an unfair crixicism, because

who is the author that is not, JLnoen^lonally or unintentionally

r 1. L & J iv, 202-3, 1818
. A . 1
»=

' '

>
"

93. J IV, 294, 1819.
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a plagiarist?"^

Of course, even in this phase of his critical work, there ar^

inconsistencies. Even though he had written a number of times t

influential people requesting them to review favorably or to manage

to have published the work of less popular writers then himself,

such as Coleridge and Hunt, he nevertheless wrote to Hodgson in

1810 that "the only way is to despise all brothers of the quill.

Thus we discover that Byron's critical tenets embody many

conflicting principles. As a professed admirer of the classical

tenets, he advocated the use of reason; truth in ail things; ac-

curacy of detail in costumes, scenery, and customs; polish re-

sulting in simplicity, regularity, and order; the use of the

unities in the drama; and, as a rule, lofty subjects. On the

otherhend, he was a great admirer of— and of course, practised

himself—many concepts which are thought of as primarily Romanti

Thus his definition of poetry is premised upon the poet's emotional

experience and capacity. He found a place in some of his critic*-

and certainly in his writing, for nature and freedom in form and

thought. In spite of all the authoritative didacticism found

throughout his letters on the subject of literature, he wrote

himself that the principles of poetry can never be settled, sine

"they mean nothing more than the predilections of a
particular age... it is now Homer, and now Virgil;
once Dryden, and since Walter Scott. .. Shakespeare and
Milton have had their rise, and they will have their
decline. "97

Thus, according to "human opinion", all must "fluctuate" in a

Hiving language."

97. Letter to *** ffTurray7 p. IS?.£5. Bles. 241.
IHJ. L h t ' I, ^\
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"My music has some mystic diapasons;
And there is much which could not be appreciated
In any manner by the uninitiated."

Don Juan, 14, 1746.





Byron was not a good critic of himself, nor was he always

modest. Posterity has decided that some of the works which he

praised highest ere the least valuable, such as the PROPHECY OF

DANTE and the HINTS FROM HORACE. Of course he did write some of

his works very rapidly and being anxious to sell them as quickly

as possible, he told Hurray as each manuscript was finished that

it was the best work he had ever done. Thus it is more difficul

to judge Byron's criticism of his own work than it is that of ctjic

contemporaries, because it follows bo special trend.

He wrote the first two cantos of CHILDE HAROLD when he was

twenty-two, but he said they were written as if by a man older tflian

he wo" 1 Id ever become. He thought this was because he had developed

his passions early, causing an "anticipated melancholy" as a re-

sult of "having anticipated life*" Thus the thoughts of his

earlier poems are equal to tne work o" a man ten years his senio

because of their quantity of experience.

He round that writing "grows a habit,, liKe a woman's gallantry,

tnere ^ re millions of men who have written a book, Dul few who

have written only one*" He believed himseli tne "veriest scrib

on e^roh". He told a friend th-t tie wasn't a 'heaven born T>oet'

nor uio he have any "love or enx.nubiasm for poetry".^ Tnis may

be a type of explanation that would serve to illustrate the reaspn

that he frequently maintained he was going to stop writing, but

never being able to keep the resolution, soon began again.

"Oons dost thou think me of the old , or rather elderly
school? If one can't Jest with one's friends, with

we be facetious? No more rhyme for—or rath

l.I/V V, 45C, 1~"1 ga . St—hope' s ripLI-l'IJ
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from- -me. T have tfeketo my leave of that stage, and
henceforth will mountebank it no longer. I have had m
day, and there's an end. The utmost I expect, or even
wish, is to have it said in the BICGRAPHIA BRITAIN]!GA,
that T might perhaps have been a. poet, had I gone on
and amended...! hive flattered nc ruling pov/ers; I havl
never concealed a single thought that tempted me. They
can't say I have trucked to the times nor to popular
topics, (as Johnson, or somebody, said of Cleveland)
and whatever I have gained has been at the expenditure
of as much personal favor as possible; for I do believ|
never was a bard more unpopular, quod hc_ic, than mysel • -il7

Truth inspired him most; therefore his satires, although not ver;

"1 C
"playful", founded as they were on truth, have "more spirit

/T5eing7 written "co amore . " Cn the other hand, in 1S13, he wrotn

that he had begun a comedy and a novel, but burnt them both because

they ran into reality. He found that he could keep more away from

facts in rhyme. *>* A "rage" came over him at times until he had to

write or go mad, but "as to that regular, uninterrupted love of

writing... I do not understand it." 213

In 1207, Byron wrote to a friend that he saw his volumes in

every bookstore, and basked "in secret" over his fame. Since th<

last review of his poetry and "A Friend to the Cause of Literatu|e"

had requested him to write more, he wondered who would not be a

bard under the circumstances, 1±f all critics would be so polite'

but he realized that this popularity wouldn't last. Me admitted

that his "laurels" had "turned" his head, but looked forward to

the "cooling acids of forthcoming criticism" to restore him to

nodesty again. ^ A little later, he wrote that it was odd that twe

apposite critiques should come on the same day, and out of the five

pages of abuse, only two lines were quoted from different poems to

support their opinion. Byron disapproved of this method of attack,

I
r r TTT

; 5£, Hpc^c 1514
!2, 1307 17. L & J TIT, 64, I.Toore, 1SK
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hcv/ever, for "the proper way to cut up , is to quote long passage

and make them appear absurd, because simple allegation is no

proof. But, as Byron o:
F ten reiterated, his compositions "spea!:

for themselves, and must stand or fall" by their own merit.

"My work must make its way as well as it can; I know
I have everything against me, angry poets and pre-
judices; but if the

w
poem is a poem, it will surmount

these obstacles, and if net, it deserves its fate." 4

He used the fact that he wrote rapidly as an excuse for the poor

passages:

"My poesy is one thing, I am another. . .My poetry is a
separate r ~culty...I can only write when the estro is
upon me; at all other times I am myself,"

for writing to him was agony rather than pleasure .
' Yet he wrot

about the same time that, although writing and composition were

habits of his mind, success and publication were objects of re-

moter reference—not causes, but effects. A few years earlier,

however, he had riven the following reason for his composition:

"To withdraw myself from myself...has ever been my sol
my entire, my sincere motive in scribbling at all; an
publishing is also the continuance of the same object
by the action it affords to the mine, which else re-
coils upon itself." a

However, in 1813 when advised not to publish ZULEIHA, he

stated that it was "physically impossible" net to,^ and he told

lurray to be careful in printing THOUGH THE DAY OF MY DESTINY , b

cause he thought well of it as a composition. ° TYhen he heard

that a critic was writing an article on one of his wcrks without

having read it, he said it was so much the better, for having reid

it, "the critic would be much more severe. 12 He observed ~t this

5. I, P J J, 148, 1807 to Pigot 88. L * J tt
, 351, Dec. 1813.

6. L &. 7 T, 169, 1808 to Dallas 10. L & J jt; 318, 1813
7. T

'

g 1 iy, fifgg (^lv>'rt P-TO 14. I > II, -
, I'll Murray

)

8. L & J VI, 173. 18. L & 7 ttt, 371.
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time that between his friend Hobhcuse»s prose and his own verse,

'the world will be decently drawn upon for its paper-money and pa-

tience."13 He had written the BHIDE CF AEYDCS in four days and

the COH3ATR in ten:

"A most humiliating c?nfession,
(

as it proves my want
of judgment in publishing, andjthe public's in reading
things which cannot have stamina for permanent attention.

1 Tt V.Th 1 C r

In 1817 he told jjurray that he was thinking of writing pros

always "flippant" but he dreaded introducin

living people, or suggestions which might De applied to them.

However, some day he might attempt "a work of fancy in prose, defc-

^ ptive of Italian manners and of hum^n passions. At that time

he was preoccupied, though, and "as for poesy, mine is the dream

of my sleeping passions; when they are awake I cannot speak thei

language, only in their somnambulism, pnd just now they are not

1 o
dormant. "° One must be in love or "miserable" to write poetry,

Vii+
•

i beeran to write, nimself, he decided it was tne air

Greece which made him a poet. 1 - 3 He considered himself ,fs devil

f a mannerist," and therefore should have stepped writing, but

continued because ne needed some kind of exertion io hinder him-

self from sinking under his imagination and reality. 5^

He told Lady Blessingtun tnat, ne could have written better,

if ne had not attempted to please "the false taste" of the age.

The previous year he told Disraeli:

"At present I am paying the penalty of having helped
to spoil the public taste, for, as long as I wrote in

1

the false exaggerated style of youth, ?nfi the times in
whicj live, they applauded me to the very echcj aid

13. L & J IT, 6, 1813, Dallas. 1". L & J IV, 43, 1817.
1~. L ? >

T Til, 56j ::oore, 1814. l?a. L ? J V, 318.
15a. L "

<
T V, i-o, lc'JU. ' - "

-
'

sU. L 5 J J, rg*, 1G17,
21. Bles. 171.
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within these few years, when I have endeavoured at better
things and written what I suspect to have the principl
of duration in it, the Church, the Chancellor, and all
men... even Jeffrey^, .have risen up against me and rny
later publications^3 . . .1 have at least had the name ant
fame of a poet during the poetical part of life, (from
twenty to thirty) ; —whether it will last is another
matter. "23a

'eceding paragraph occurred inAn interesting variation of the

a letter dategl a few days earlier:

''...you see what it is tc throw pearls to swine. As
long as I write the exaggerated nonsense which has
corrupted the public taste, they applauded to the ver
echo, andi now that I have really composed , within th
three or iour years, some things which £they7 should
'not willingly let die', the whole herd snort and
grumble... no man has contributed more than me in my
earlier compositions to produce that exaggerated and
false taste*."45

In 1819 he confessed that he knew "the worth of popular

applause, for few scribblers have had more", a;.d he was certain

jse

that he could regain it if he made the needed effort. :ia However

it would be a "Herculean labor" to correct his poetry. He foutid

that one of his characters often ran away with him, for "like al

imaginative men, I, of course, embody myself with the character

while T draw it, but net a moment after the pen is from off the

paper.

"

2^ Thus, he said of Childe Harold:

"I would net be such a fellow as I have made
my hero for all the world.

"

22a

In 1823} he told Hunt that he always had two things to avoid in

his writing: first, that of "running foul" of his own style in tfie

CCRSAIH, thus producing repetition and monotony; and secondly,

running against the "reign:ng stupidity altogether," in which calk.

21a. L & J IV, 285, 181?
21b. L & <

T T, 122, 1307.
::. l & ,

T vr, 32.

22a. L & J II, 66, 1811, Dallas.
23. L P: J VI, 88, 1822.
29a. L 5 f

T I, 253, Diary 1821.
201. L P t

r VI, C^
7

,
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he would be accused of "eulogizing mutiny ". Thus these two obstacles

naturally produce a certain amount of tameness in his work, al-

though he had attempted to produce poetry "a little above the usihal

run of periodic?l poesy". Byron did not have a very high opinicji

of his readers for he came to the conclusion that:

"the most stilted parts of the political AGS CF ERCNZE
and the most pamby portions of the Tcobcnai Islanders
/TT 7^ ISLM~d7 will be the most agreeable to the en-
lightened public, though I shall sprinkle some uncom-
mon-place here and there nevertheless."^4

After due consideration, he decided that "the nineteenth-century

writers were neither so good nor so bed (taking the best and the

worst) as the wits of the olden time."

On tho otherhand one wonders how he managed to correlate

this statement with the following:

"I do not think that any of the present day (and least
of all, on? who has not consulted the flattering sice

human nature) has much to hope from Posterity."

TTe considered his success so very singular "in the teeth of so

many prejudices", that he almost concluded that people enjoyed

1 . . . - 24b
being contract cted.

Byron never troubled himself with the technic?! details of

his poetry, bs
9

1in "what the learned c?ll Anapests", but frankly admitted that

was "heinously ^orgetful" of such things as metres. "* In a letta!lr

to Hurray in 1813, he wrote: "I am... a sad hand at your punctus

tion,"^ucl and when he discovered "murmur" to be a neuter verb,

changed the line to make it a substantive: "The deepest murmur

life shall be."'-- '3 He disliked an author that was "all author",

26. MJ 111,263.14. vt, 164, ie.i3.
-

.
» " 1 n v •' •m

'
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y,a. L/'-J 1JJ, ^»,'iunt,l«14.
24b. L&J JIT, 25, 1814 ,Murray
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such as "fellows in foolscap uniforms turned up with ink" who

ollowed the principles o^ writing. 27 He was writing only for tin

reader, end cared "for nothing but the silent approbation of thofle

no
who close one's book with good humour and oxuiet contentment.'"-

Thus he took with "calm indifference," the "interesting hysteric!

of the FCST over some o^ his poetry which contained poli-|

ideal implications. 2^

Byron's letters contain a number of references to reviews,

which contained "decisions of the invisible infallibles"

,

29a and

their effect on himself. He believed that a reviewer should not

directly oppose a prevailing party; however, it may direct or "tittrn

or)
away" the currents Of opinion. u Speaking of reviewers to Moore

]J<

said:

"What fellows these reviewers arel 'These cugs do f ea
us all'. They made you fight, ^nd me (the milkiest
of men) a satirist^ and will end by making Rogers
madder than Ajax."°-

After the first ^D7!T?!TRr!TT REVIEW of his work, he wasn't easj

mt^ 1 he had vented nis wratn in rTrine in the same np r'p s p >~ainst

gverything and everybody. All he could remember at the time was

that whoever isn't tor you is against you, and in consequence, he

saw no merrits m anyone else. A few years later ne realized the

the cause of his "couplets" wasn't adequate rcr nis actions. He

was very stuDOorn in some things, for he would not alter or supprjje

syll p Die for any man's pleasure Out his own.'"" He stressed x,ne

bomt ohat aside from reviewing some of Wordswor to. 1 s "trash" in

L811, he could not accuse himself of any anonymous criticism, al-

p7. Beppo
18. L & J V, 231, 1821
bo. Tj e r ttt, 29, huul, leu.

29a. L & J II, 219, 1813.
30. L 3 J ^.

rI, 155, 1822.
01. i ,

r r TI, 2CC, l^IU
32a. L & J" IV, 231, lol8.
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cnce

.

By 180° ound so little common sense in his

readingf that he intended to leave "a Byronian prize" at each

34. L&J III, 33.
35. L&J V, 374, 1821.
36. I/J IV, 1P20.

37. L&J III, 118.
38. L&J IV, 89
39. L&J VI, 143.

though he had been offered the opportunity by different reviews.'

This was absolutely true, fcr Byron did all of his criticism ver

openly, too much sc , in fact, for his own good. It is to be rem tim-

bered that Byron would not allow his dedication to DC17 JUAX to b

published with the first two cantos, because they were published

anonymously.

After an unfavorable criticism in 1814, he wrote to Moore:

"Seriously, I am in, viiat the learned call, a dilemma,
and the vulgar, a scrape j and my friends desire me no
to be in a passion; and, like Sir Fretful, I assure
them that I^am "quite calm",—but I am nevertheless
in a fury."*^

And although he professed to believe that reviews and maga-

zines were "at the best but ephemeral and superficial reauing,"'

he nevertheless found himself at ^ne time "foaming an answer" in

prose to a. Blackwood article which would "set the kiln in a low.

Byron admired Jeffrey, however, and told Moore in 1814 that

this reviewer was so kind to him that he was beginning "to fancy

himself "a golden pheasant, upon the strength of the plumage

wherewith. . .^Te wajj/ bedecked..." On the whole, Byron never cc lid

understand quarrels between authors and critics, and vice vers

or at li&ast'lie wanted libdTe td believe
1

fhl'S' in'181? . In 1822 he

returned a number of tylKRTVRLY K&JVlfcWS unopened, because he had

decided the periodical style o n writing was "hurtful to the habijbs

of the mind, by presenting the superficies of too many things at

,36





university for the first discovery. He, too, had once thought

himself a philosopher, and "talked nonsense with great decorum"

of sucln things as the non-existence of pain, but a fall from his

horse cured him o^ this idea and his hearers of the pain of listen-

ing to him. "40 He quoted Dr. Smollett's aphorism that laughing li-

the sign of a rational animal, but unluckily in his own case, "hfs

spirits dcn't always keep pace" with his opinions, and he founc,

that he wrote "off-hand, without copy of* correction." One of h:

. . 43
critics,*"- however, states that his poetry was too often an msttfu-

nent which he used as a means of attack, defense, or self-explan;

tion, resulting in didacticism. As an example, he cited the newi

paper that Byron had considered editing to 'give the age some ne\

lights on policy, poesy, biography, criticism, morality, theology

and all ether ism , ality , and ologv.. f" This critic concludes,

therefore, that Byrcn never wrote from love of beauty or for per-

fection of form. It appears to the present writer, however, thai

the last flippant phrase of Byron's sentence should be sufficient

to point cut his attitude toward the didacticism of his yet un-

realized newspaper.

Byron had found one pet aversion in his literary life. As

soon as he began to receive the printer's proofs of his works, h<

commenced writing annoyed letters to Murray containing many amus:

epithets against printers in general.

Tn 1813 he wrote:

"It is enough to drive one out of one's senses, to see
the infernal torture of words from the original,"4 '

10. L&J I, 173, 1808 Dallas.
41. L&J I, 198, 1808, Hodgson.

Ln J V, :~:7°'

33. Calvert 88
44. L&J V, 143.
47, I'M y, 3^3, J.Turrry
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He was sure no one had ever been so "misused" as he was by the

"devils" .^7a He rec;uested the printer to be mere careful with h:,;

writings dealing w5th religious subjects, because in addressing

the Deity, a blunder may become s blasphemy, and he didn't "choose

to suffer such infamous perversions of either his words or his ii|.-

tent 3 ens.

"

He commanded them not to omit words for it was quite "enouglj.

to alter or mis-spell them." He found an ingenuity in the man's

blunders "peculiar to himself", and if one of the mistakes had r^-

nained, Byron "would most , have broken his neck" It seemed to

him the "consummation of despair" that a French writer should

be translating Moore's and his own works.

He found it mortifying to be accused of imitation in the

GIAOUR. He had never seen Crebbe's passage and did not mean to

follow Scott any more than in the lyric measure, "which is Gray'd

ilton's, and anyone who likes it." Although the character of hi:

'Hacur was certainly bad, it was not dangerous, and therefore Byi on

thought his fate and his feelings would meet with few proselytes,

He cculd not understand why CHTLDE HARCLD should be thought to re-

semble I.IARI.II01T,
51 whereas no one had mentioned the GTACTJR and EH|DS

OF AHYDOS in this connection. He claimed never to have intentionally

copied Scott, "but if there be any copyism, it must be in the twe

poems, where the same versification is adopx-ed. However, they

sxempt T' 7^ C0H3ATH from all resemblance to anything, - although I

rather wonder at his escape... If ever I did anything originrl, ill

47a. LAT IT, 3CC, 1812, Murre .

47b. I/V TIT, 74, 1814, "

IS. U-J IV, 264, 18IS.

51. U-j TI, S7C, i813, I.

50. 1AJ TI, 292, 1813
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was in CHILDE S^RSED, which I prefer to the other things always,

after the first week.../3e considered the third canto of CH^LDE

HAROLD a "fine indistinct piece of poetical desolation" .. .for he

v;as "half mad during the time of ius composition. .. "^7 EJTGLJ5K

BARD2— (bating the malice)... is the Pest"

.

5S The last sentence

7/8 s written m 1814, "but by the next year, Bfr&LlSH BARDS had be-

come "that ferocious rhapsody". 53 Ey 1822, he considered THE LICR

GAITO a better translation than that from Fulci , and the "best

translation that ever was or v.
rili oo mpde." 53a He wanted to do all

ins cv/n writing independently, Decause, as Lady Mary Wortiey Montagu

wrote go Pope: "No touching for the good will be given to you, q|nd

the bad attributed to me."° But as to originality, "all preten-

55
sions are ludicrous , --there is nothing new under the sun."

He was also accused of us:'ng Goethe's Faust as a basis for

/AIIFRED. .He replied that he had the whole scene of MAHFRED befoifl^

him, "as if itwas but yesterday, and could point it out, spot by

57
spot, torrent and all... The devil may take both the Faustuses,

German and English, --I have tef'en neither. "^ h6 fully believed

hat the time would coin*

other writings, though not immediately.

Since there were so many "divine" poems, he wondered if it

/as nothing to have written a human one /CHTLDE HAROLjj? without

any "worn-out machinery", for he could have spun the thoughts of

the four cantos of GHTLDE HAROLD into twenty if he had only want did

book-make.^ The Italian terza riraa "which always runs on and

hen his dramas would be preferred to tl

52. L£J III, 76, Murray, 1814. 56. I/.<
T IV, 49, Lie ore, 1217

53. L&T ttI? 227, Hunt, 1S15. 57. L&5T IV, 171, 1817
K3a. TS..T VT. 64. ISlL.. 52. L2-7 TV. 177. 1217.
54. L&J I, 211, Dall;
.XR t f>. T TT 'V7*3

52. I/J IV, 284, 1212
T C - T TT ^vd ISO





in, may have led me into experiments, and carelessness into cone < it—

or conceit into carelessness— in either of which events failure

v;ill be prob-ble. . . so that CHIHDE F-JT LD will be like the mermaicf,

ny family crest, vrth the fourth canto for a tail thereunto."^

Although one's intellect should progress, he had had"a devilish

deal of wear and tear of mind and body" in his time, "besides ha^

published too often and much*

When Murray told Byron that half of the third and fourth

cantos. of a work were good, Byron answered:

"You are wrenr-, for if it were it would be the finest
poem in existence. Where is the poetry of which one
half is good? Is it in the Aeneid? Is it Llilton's?
Is it Drycen's? Is it anyone's except Pope's or Gold-)
smith's, of which all is good? If one half be good,
what would you have more? LTo—no: No poetry is genei
ly gccd--only by "f^its and starts—and you are lucky t<

get a sparkle here and there. You might as well want
a midnight all stars as a rh^ne all perfect. " StJ

His practice ''ften conformed to his theory.

This is borne out in his own criticism of MANFRED which he

referred to as **a kind of Poem in dialog (in blank verse) or draa|

very wild, metaphysical, and inexplicable kind... the here a kind

of magician, who is tormented by a species of remorse, the cause

of which is le^t half unexplained...! have no ^rea.t opinion of til

piece cf phantasy: but I have at least rendered it cuite L.west-

ing

G . . .

IS

uie

for the stage, for which my intercourse with Drury Lane has giver

lie the greatest contempt." He often referred to MANFRED as his

'mad drama". 65 The third act was "certainly damned bad, and, lik<

the archbishop o^ Grenada's homily (w ich savoured of the palsy)

6C. I/,T IV, 36, 1818.
62. IAT TV, 168, 1817, Hurray.
63. I&T V, IS, 18X

S4. L&J IV, 54f ,
Murray, 1817.

IS. L£J TV, 80, Moore.
66. Lo'tT IV, 11C, l&irray, 1817
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is s the dregs of my unng t v.
r ?.s written. nOD TTs>nfUsui rec

.

bba

speech to the sun was the only pert he approved of, the rest beii,

"as b^d as bed can be and I wonder what the devil possessed me."

k short time later, however, lU&PMb was referred tc as "one of

67
the best" of his "misbegotten". This is pretty much Byron's me

thod throughout all of his self-criticism and there seems to be ijtc

plausible reason for him to continue to change his mind about so

any phases of his work.

How let us examine some of his criticism of DOH JTJAH, which

was, for the most part, very favorable. ITH JUAN was the satire

"well-calculated to cast . . . intr the shade" what "cant of sentimeiftt

still remained in England ?s a result of CHTLDE HAROLD, 68 for it

was "meant tc be a little quietly facetious upon everything" , anc,

tc "laugh at all things j great and sm^ll things." " Like Caxnj

which was meant to be a drama, not a piece of argument ,^0 it con

tained pointed satire, but did not h^ve any great didactic purpo^ .

.Vhen told that it was censored by many English conservatives, he

expostulated:

"Why, Man, the Soul of such writing is in its licence;
at least j, the Liberty of that licence, if one likes

—

ot that one should abuse it. "71

He considered it cne of the most moral of poems, but of ccuiflL

it wasn't his fault if readers didn't discover the moral. ^ He

arete from the fullness of his mind, from passion, and from im-

pulse, etc.; therefore, he had not written especially for his cor|

temporaries' pleasure; so did. not flatter their opinions nor their

36.1/-J TV, 110, Murray, 1817.
7.1/ J 147, 1817, Murray'.
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70. L&J VT, '16.

71. L-
CJ TV, 342. 1819.
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price. Dulness is the only *::nihil r tor cf pcotr:~, so hn s will

ucceed if it is interesting. Tie despised the c-nt Qjrthe day;

and also, if this prudery were admitted, one would have to "emit

ialf Aricsto, La Fcnt?ine, Shakespeare, Peaumcunt, Fletcher, Mas-)

singer, Ford, all the Charles IT writers; in short, s-mething of

most you have written before Pope which are worth reading, and

nuch of Fope himself."74

Thus the outcry against DC!T JuAIT w?s"pretty cant for people

who read TOM JONFS, and pfciJERICK RANDOM-, and THE BATK TJJDE , and

Dryden and Pope • • .of course I refer lo zne morality of these worJ

and n^x to ^ny pretension of mine lo compete with them in ^nytni]Ji

but decency. Tne "liutle envious knet of pprson poets" could

ly what oney uie^sed, for time v:oulc snuw that he was not mistake

about this composition of "nondescript and ever varying rime." 77

Byron was correct in his aT!!"Drecr" rtion of this poem; for one of h

modem critics'^' even says his digressions are a result of sll h

has to say in his criticism of life.

Throughout DCIT JtXAJf itself, there is casual and unorganized

criticism of his own composition which he often compares to the

work of the Ancients. There is much written in -the spirit of thf

IS rCETTCA or Pope's maxims. The following is a typically amus

passage in which he comments on the epic characteristics of his WP'

"My" poem's epic, and is meant tc be
Divided in twelve books; each book containing,

V/ith love, and war, e heavy gale at sea,
A list of ships, and captains, and kings reigning,
New characters; the episodes are three:
A panoramic view of hell's in training,
After the style of Virgil and of Homer,
So that my name of Fpic's no misnomer.

76
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"All these thin: s will be specified in time,
With strict regard tc Aristotle's rules,
The Vade I Tecum' of the true sublime,
Which makes so many roets, and seme -fools:

Prose poets like blank-verse, I'm fond of rhyme

,

Good workmen never quarrel with their tools;
I've rot new mythelogical machinery,
And very handsome supernatural scenery.

There's only one slight difference between
V.e and my epic brethren gene before,
And here the advantage is my own, I vie en
(Net that I have nox, several merits more,

But this will more peculiarly be seen)

;

They so embellish, that 't is quite a bore
Their* labyrinth of fables to thread through,
7/hereas this store's actually true."

1. 1593-1616 canto I.

The work contains frequent apologies for his violation of th

classical rules, such ap the following mock apology lor not

following the unity of time:

"Here my chaste Iluse a liberty must take-
Start not! still ch aster reader—she'll be nice henc

Forward, and there is no great cause to quake

j

This liberty is a poetic licence,
Which some irregularity may make
In the design, and as I have a high sense

Of Aristotle and the Rules, 't is fit
IP!? his pardon when I err a bit."

1. 953-P60. canto I.

Although Byron mentions his digressions and calls himself

back t^ his story throughout DCTT JTJA1T, he makes the following

statement near the beginning of Canto I concerning "the reularitjr

of his design"!*

"Most epic poets plunge 'in medias res'
(Horace makes this the heroic turnpike road)

,

And then your hero tells, whene'er you please,
V/hat went before—by way of episode,

That is the usual method, but not mine--
Ily way is to beg: n with the beg-'nning;
The regularity of my design
Forbids all wandering as the worst of sinning,"

1. 41-52. Canto I.





Byron v;as especially strict as to the accuracy of the printfn

in this poetry, writing at one time to have an 1 replaced by a. b

because "Gulbeyaz" was a real name, whereas it was only "nonsens

if an 1 were inserted instead of the b. 7g The printer had mrde a;

even worse mistake, however, for he had written:

M ... 'Adriatic shore of the Eosphcrus" instead of the
Asiatic 1 1 All this may seem little to yofi— so fine a
gentleman with your ministerial connections; but it
is serious to me, who am thousands of miles off, and
have no opportunity of not proving myself the foci
your printer makes me." u

These are further illustrations of Byron's call for absolute truth

and accuracy in literature, as well as an illustration that he

himself attempted to fulfill his requirement.

pi
He told I.Tedwin x that it was as much an epic in the nineteeijth

century, with love, religion, and politics forming the argument,

as the ILIAD had been in Homer's day. It would be known seme da^

'or the satire on the abuses society for which it was intended,

and not as a supposed eulogy of vice. Although it was voluptuou

at times, he couldn't help it, and besides, Fielding was not bet

Ariosto was worse, and Smollett v/as ten times worse with his Lore]

Strutwell in volume two of RODERICK" RANDOM. 82

Byron stopped writing DON JUAN, which he had been writing "1

o

Deguile hours of tri stess and wretchedness," however, mainly be-

cause he was afraid it would lessen his daughter's affection, anc

therefore, he wished in 1823 that he had never written a line of

it. nevertheless, he maintained that it would live longer than

2HILDE HAROLD, even though an Italian woman had said, "Ah, but, 1

\ TT v, 351, i::21 82. L r
t
T VT, 155, 182

30. L-V V, 354, 1821. 83. I *J V, 97, 1320.
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would rather have the fame cf CHILDE HAROLD for three years, the

an immortality of D°N JUAN!" 7/hereupon Byron remarked that wane

didn't enjoy DON JUAN because it stripped off "the tinsel of sen

Eyrcn's work contained much scattered criticism concerning

the drama. He maintained that the simplicity of plot in his pla

was intentional, as was the avoidance of £ant and the compressio

of speeches in the more severe situations. He attempted to por-

tray the suppressed passion in TT^ "FO30 ART3 rather than the comm

nineteenth-century rant. 84 Thus his "dramatic simplicity" was

"studiouslv Oreek". He intended to keeo it so, oven though his

dr^ma was not successful, because no reform was immediately triu

He never wrote for the actual stage because he wouldn't alt

lines "to draw down the uoper gallery into the pit", and time ha

shewn that his productions couldn't be adapted to an audience.

Thus MARINO FALTHRO was too x-erular,^^ the time being twenty-l'ou

hours with few changes of scene, and containing ncthinc melodraii

tic—neither sunrises, starts, nor trap-doors. Neither did it

have love— "trie rrand ingredient cf a modern play".^''' Thus the

play was intended solely for the reader, having too regular, toe

simple, and too remote an interest for the stage. He desired a

permanent drama

:

"My ob.iect is not immediate popularity in my present
productions, which are written in a different system
from the rage of the day. But, mark what I say, that
the time will come when these will be preferred tc
any I have before written."

Byron was wrong in this instance, of course, for these plays are

84. Lc\T V, 371-2, 1821. 88. L&J VI, 25.
85. I/JV, 347. 89. L&J II, 3G3, 1313.
86. Trelawny, 25. 90. U:J V, 313, 1321, Moore.
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essentially uninteresting, and seldom read. His most popular

drama- ^MANFRED** by nc means followed the classical rules which

he later applied to his writing.

He wrote the following about his Journal which contains much

of his critical materiel, although generally it is Just a reitera-

tion of the ideas set forth in his letters:

"This Journal is a relief. VJhen I am tired- -as I
generally am—out comes this, and down goes everythin
But I can't read it over and God knows what ccntracic
tions it may contain. If I am sincere with myself
(but I fear one lies more to one's self than to any-
one else), every page should confute, refute, and
utterly abjure its predecessor]."

Eyron could almost have written this with his literary critic!SB

in mind, for it, too, is the outcome of varying m?ods and dis-

positions, thus resulting in numerous conflicting opinions.

In 1821 a dying girl wrote a letter to Byron to tell him

that his poetry had made her happy. She asked him to burn the

letter, but as he told Moore, he considered such a letter "bett^fr

than a diploma from GOttingen, /for/ these are the things which

made one at times believe one's a poet."~^ This is therefore

what Byron would call great criticism. His regard for this to-

ken of admiration illustrates the sentimental strain in his

character and shows that in spite of all he said at times to

the contrary, he, nevertheless, had a high regard for the work

that a poet could accomplish in life, as well as a serious atti-

tude toward his own work which he was, as a rule, reticent in

admitting.





EYHCN'3 CRITICISM OF EiGHTEH^H*CEim3Rlr

AITD EAKLI5R TRITERS





Byron's criticism, especially of Shakespeare, was net of an

orthodox character for his time. Whereas Coleridge was lecturing

and Lamb was writing essays deifying Shakespeare end his works,

Byron's point- of-view was not, on the whole, like the romantic

criticism which wss at that time renewing the nineteenth-century

admiration and interest in Shakespeare.

A study of Byron's criticism of Shakespeare leaves one almo

at a loss to know exactly what his ultimate decision of the grea'

of English playwright s would have been. Byron mentions Shakes-

peare constantly throughout his letters and entire poetical work

usually either deriving a figure of speech from one of Shakes-

peare's plays or characters, or else using Shakespeare—which he

does very frequently- -as a justification for his own philosophy

and construction. The following is an example of the typical ma:

ner in which Bvron brings Shakespeare's characters into his poet

"But Johnson only ran off, to return
With many other warriors, as we said,

Unto that rather somewhat misty bourn,
TThich Hamlet tells us is a pass of dread. "^

Throughout Byron's poetry he uses different variations of the

following figure of soeech derived ^rom MACBETH'!

"While thus Remembrance borrows Banquc's glass
To claim the sceptred shadows as they pass,
And we the mirror hold , where imaged shine~
Immortal names, emblazon 'd on our line..." 1"

Then too, he frequently elaborates one thought from Shakespeare

into almost an entire stanza:

"There is a flower call'd 'Love in Idleness'

,

For which see Shakespeare's ever blooming garden ;--

I will not make his great description less,
And beg his British godship's humble pardon,

it
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if in my extremity of rhyme's distress,
T touch d single leaf where he is warden;

Byron f'reouentiv nientions Shek6speare in his letters in con-

nection witn "une tne^tre end his estimation 01 contemporary ectoi

Thus e+'oer ne had seen Keen as Hi chard he said:

"Just returned irora seeing Kean in Ricna^d. By Jove,
he is a soul! Life--not truth- -without exaggeration
or diminution. Kemble's Hamlet is perfect;--but Ham-
let is not ITature. Richard is a man; and Kean is
Richard. r,i

Kean was "perfection" in the part of lago, and Byron had ne~\

seen an English countenance half as expressive as lago's in the

last look in the third act. Byron was acquainted with no "im-

nateriel sensuality" so delightful as good acting; therefore, "i

is fitting there should be good plays, now and then, besides

Shake spear e
' s . "5

In 1818 he wrote I&trray that he was going to see GTELLO, on

Df Rossini's best operas, which had been taken from Shakespeare'

play. Byron thought it would be "curious to see in Venice the

/enetian story itself represented, besides to discover what they

fail make of Shakespeare in music. "^

Byron was sadly disappointed, however, for a few days later

le wrote to Rogers:

"They hatie been crucifying OTHELLO into an opera: tl

music good, but lugubrious: .but as for the words, a!
+ "U^ _ _ ... • J.-I T !_ -. . -, . ,

'

the

the real scenes with lago cut out, and the greatest
nonsense inserted; the handkerchief turned into a bil-
let-doux, and the first singer would not black his fac
for seme exquisite reasons assigned in the preface."7

At one time Byron saw a version of ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA with

^editions from Dryden's ALL FOR LOVE. This performance was:

o.Don -

Tu:u 11,T 5. L&J III, 81, 1814.
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"'admirably got up and well acted--a salad of Shake speai e

and Dryd en . . . /he considered Cleopatra the/epitome of
her se:r--fond, lively, sad, tender, teasing , humble,
haughty, beautiful, ^nd devil I --coquettish to the last

,

as well v.lth the 'asp' as with Antony ... and the ques-
tions about Octavia—it is a woman all over. 1"?

Ye may conclude, therefore, that Byron considered Shakespeare an

accurate portrayer of human nature.

Although 3AHDAI."ArALT
JS has be'en considered Eyron 's most

Shakespearean play, Eyron himself wrote that it would be found

•very unlike Shakespeare; and so much the better in one sense, for

[ look upon him to be the worst of models, though the most extra-

ordinary of writers. "9 Eyron probably meant that Shakespeare was

i bad model to follow if one were attempting to apply the classical

Tules which Eyron desired. Gait has compared Sardanapa.lus 1 s

character to Ramie t 1 s

.

In 1S2C, Eyron wrote that Shakespeare and Otway had a millici

•dvanteges over himself, besides the

"incalculable one of being dead from one to two centuries
and having been both born blackguards (which are such
attractions to the Gentle living reader). "-^

'Jyron decided that all his vulgarisms were attributed to the cir-

:umst?nces of his birth and breeding which deprived him of a good

sducation; and his abundance of obscurities were excused because

he lived over two hundred je ars before Byron's own time, and a©)

through no fault of Shakespeare's own, his terms had become cbso-

:.ete. Eyron, of course, was correct to a certain degree in his 6 j>-

;erv~tions, for nearly the same thing is expressed today in such

ii manner as to give a more democratic interpretation than Byron's,

7 7 L&J II, 3i:- :^. 11. Bles 335
S'. IS J V, 323, 1821. 12. Bles 338





He to Id Lady Blessington that Shakespeare owed half his

popular! ty tc his lov; origin:

"which, like charity, covereth a multitude of sins witl
the multitude, and the other half tc the remoteness of

the time at which he wrote from our own days...With tv

such good excuses, as want of education, and having
written above two-hundred years before our time, any
writer may pa'ss muster; and when to these is added the
having a sturdy kind of low degree, which to three
parts of the community in England has a peculiar attrac-
tion, one ceases to wonder at his supposed popularity;
I say supposed, for who goes to see his plays, and whc
except country parsons, or mouthing, stage-struck,
theatrical amateurs, read them?'111

Towever, :~rom the few passages which have been qUotecl from the

iany in Byron's letters concerning his opinions of English per-

formances, we are certain that Byron himself was one who went to

see Shakespeare's plays when he had the opportunity. Byron was

-lsc one who had re-d them thorough ly, for as we have mentioned,

lis works are replete with quotations, direct references, and idepis

rom all of Shakespeare's works, including the poems which are

:|iever read today by the average person. Thus we do not need Lady

' ?lessington' s remark that she had rarely met anyone as versed in

Shakespeare 1 s works as Byron,^ for us tc realize that Byron was

|> thorough Shakespeare scholar. Her theor-,r was that he criticised

Shakespeare because he obtained as much pleasure, as a child would

rom astonishing ^nd Vexing the English in this manner.

Ssinte—Peuve wrote that Goethe was ri<?ht when he concluded

[hat Byron feared Shakespeare was more powerful than himself in

he creation pnd realization of his characters. Goethe's words,

c cord inn to Sainte-Beuve , were:





'"He would have liked to clen: r it: the elevation so
free from egoism irritated him; 'he felt when near it
that he could not display Himself at ease. He never
denied Pope, because he did not fear him; he knew
th^t Pone' was onlv a low wall b -"- his side.'"

Thus Sainte-Beuve concluded that Byron desired Pope and the TTec-

CljBSSics to be supreme so that Byrcn would nave been the first

and only poet in his particular st^le , for "the height of Pope's

wall" would shut cut Shakespeare 1 s great figure from sighii Witil-

out the aid of Fcpe, however, Sn-kespeare would be supreme "causing

Byron tc be only second.^ This explanation only poinos cut, «ga:n

that Eyron had a great regard for Shakespeare's genius. The pas-

sages in Byron's letters, however, show that he praised Shakespeare

highly, and that almost the only aristocratically adverse remarkf

are a result of Byron's attempts to set up a classical, closet

dr-?ma.

VJhile Byron was in London, he knew Sheridan and often spent

the evening in the same group of people. He considered Savage's

LIFE CF SKERIDA.IT the best, and observed that:

"The life of such a man may be made far more
amusing than if he had been a V/ilberforce. "1^

Byron found Sheridan a fascinating talker
J
considering his

wit "Saturnine" and sometimes savage. -^a One evening Sheridan de

cried his own L1QICDY CH GAERICKj at which Byron remarked:

"If all writers were equally sincere, it would be
ludicrous."

Pie upheld his friend's character as being no worse than tha

of other contemporaries, for cne could only ccmpare him with the

'coalitioner Fox, and the pensioner Burke, as a man of principle

15. L&J TV, ^30, 1818 IS. DETAC.





LX wd ol j. L. J. O gLi J m views and with none in

e cilent, for he beat them all out and out... in all he ever attempt]

"Whatever Sheridan has done or chosen to do has been,
par xcellence , always the best of its kind. He has
written the best come<iy (SSHOOL VCH SCANDAL), the t i

drama (in my mind, far before that Sir Giles's lampoon
the BEAR'S CPEBA) , the best farce (THE CRITTC--its
only too good for a farce) , and the best address
0:c::rLCGT

.T3 ON GA^RICr) ,
and, to crown all, delivered

the very best Oration (the famous BESOM SPEECH) ever
conceived or heard in this country." 18

heri dan burst into tears upon hearing this eulogy. Byron wrote

tart if they were tears of pleasure, he would rrther have said

these few, but most sincere, words than have written the ILIAD

r made his own celebrated PHILIPPIC.*"

At the time Byron was on the Drury Lane Committee, Sheridan

nd Congreve were no longer popular I Byron considered Sheridan:

"as decent a writer as need be, and Ccngreve no worse than
Ilrs. Centlivre /THE BUSY BODY, 17<W.

i[yron concluded, therefore, that it isn't decency but stupidity

h?t makes the good unpopular. Xt/ Byron said very little, however

bout Sheridan's work, He is usmally mentioned in connection wit

onversstion and social characteristics.

Although Byrcn praised Pope and the Neo-classical style of

the eighteenth- century, he followed its principles in only his

atirical work and his drama, for his lyrics are decidedly emotional,

^aginative , and otherwise typical of the romantic poetry of the

ineteenth century, in spite of this fact, however, Byron main-

ained that Tope and Goldsmith were the on^ perfect English poet!

hus being the only safe models to follow. Since almost all of

17
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ope' s followers had produced "beautiful and standard works,"

Byron considered this sufficient proof that he was correct.

Byron wrote three essays for periodicals as a result of at-

tacks upon Pope's school. One of these letters, written in

Ravenna, February 7, 1821,was in answer to Bowies' STRICTURES ON

HIE LIFE A?rD
T

.JRTTIMCS C^ POPE. Neither Byron nor his friend Hot)-

house approved of Bowles' edition of Pope; therefore, it was sati-

rized in SN&L£SH BARDS AMI) SCOTCH REVIE'.VERS. Byron concluded tha/

le would not do Bowles the injustice of judging his character by

this edition, if he had prepared the work heedlessly. It was ou"

side of Bowles 1 field of literary criticism to bring Pope's pri-

vate life into the work. If Byron were not willing to believe

3owles a good man--"almost as good as Pope, but no better"--he

could have told a much better story about Bowles on the man's owjd

authority. Pope's "profane levity", to which Bowles objected, ws

s

ous,

political, and 7o^tic?l c~nt the gr^nd "primum mobile" of the

England of his day.

Bowles had addressed his INVARIABLE PRINCIPLES 0^ POETRY to

2ampbe.ll in 1819. Byron thought they had remained unanswered be-

cause Campbell was evidently astounded by this title, which "was

the most arrogant ever prefixed to a volume." Therefore, Pyron

limself proceeded to refute them. Bowles had said that Campbell*

•ship of the line' had derived all of its poetry from 'nature'

?ather than 'art'. Byron thought the poetry of the ship depended]

lot on the waves, for the 'ship of the line' conferred its own

etry upon the water, thus heightening theirs. 'Ve know "to our

l°a
Less the tone o^ Pope than of his age. Byron considered religi
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cost", because of the many descriptions in poetry, that parts of

nature are poetical. Since the water would be monotonous withoul

the ship, the latter ^ives it poetry also. ;,Did Ilr. Bowles ever

gaze upon the sea?" Byron asked whether a storm at sea was more

poetical with or without a ship to break its monotony. He suggested

THE SIIIF.TRECr as an example of a poem wherein both the storm and

the bo-t were interest" ng, "but without the vessel What should we

care for the tempest", which would cause the work then to become

onl'" descriptive poetry. By way of pointing out his authority tc

speak on such matters, Byron gave a long digression on his ex-

perience with the sea. "7/crdsworth, who made a. poem about a wash-

ing-tub and a blind bey", is as aware as himself that "even an

old boat, keel upwards, wrecked upon the barren sand", is a

poetical object.

Byron asked What makes the poetry in the image of the "marb]

e

uraste <bf Tadmor" in Grainger's ODE TC SCLIT'TDB. Since the waste

is like all other wastes, it is the marble of Palmyra which make*

the poetry of the poem just a s it does of the place. It is not

the spot in nature, but the art of the temples and shipwrecks

which yield antique and modern poetry. For this reason, Byron al-

ways opposed removing ruins to London from Athens, for although

the ruins themselves were just as poetical in London, it caused

Athens to be less sc. "Take away Stonehenge from Salisbury plaii

and it is nothing more than Plounslow-heath, or any other unen-

closed down..." Therefore, the Pantheon and Laocoon are as poeti-

cal as LTont Aetna, since they are "direct manifestations of mind

and presuppose poetry in their very conception." Byron asked th<





reader tc decide for himself whether b poem on them written by

he 'naturals' such as Vorcsworth and Scuthey, would be more

poetical than "the cmmonwest guide-book", f^r the ground interests

for example, in Virgil, because it will be Rene, not because it

is "Evender's rural domain". Byron considered the most striking

mage in Gray's SLE^y ("the cornerstone of his glory), to be

shapeless sculpture". Byron had a high regard for the art of

sculpture, considering it more poetical than nature, for it attenpts

tc represent ideal beauty and sublimity.

Since landscape painting embodies artificial imagery, it, t<fl<

is superior to brre nature, since the artist, instead of giving

a literal copy, compounds his work from the best of much material

which he has observed. Therefore the beauties of nature should

>e carefully selected and combined in art.

Byron did not consider Dante's DCfVXNE Cr I
TEDY or Tasso's

JERUSALEM DELIVERED epics. Byron was wrong fthen he said Dante ha]a

sailed his poem the "DIVTFE 80MMEBIA% because Dante had really

lamed it only the CCIftlEDIA. Byron, like Aristotle, considered

tragedy the highest type of literature. However, even though

'ope never wrote a tragedy, minor playwrights such as Hughes and

j*enton should not be ranked above him. Hot even Ctway and Rowe,

irho was one ef the most successful dramatists, shculd be rated

is highly.

The only repscn that Pope was not as popular in the nineteenth

lentury *s in the eighteenth century, was because of his type o

)oetry and his statement ab^ut stooping to the truth. Instead of

•stooping", he should h^ve written "rose", according to Bvron who





considered moral truth as portrayed in ethical poetry the highest

of fll earthly objects. Bowles accused Pope of being jealous of

Phillips, "but according to Byron, if there was anything enviable

about Phillips, it could hardly be his "despicable pastorals"

,

therefore "Pope couldn't have envied Phillips any more than he

cculd have T'/elsted, Theobald, or Smedley". 21 Byrcn looked upon

Pone's poetry es "the Book of Life", ^ for "without canting and

yet without neglecting religion, he ha s assembled all that a goo

and great man can gather together of moral wisdom cloathed in con-

summate beauty." Byron found that not even Shakespeare was quot

so much with reference to life as was Pore, but the editor Bowie

was "so like the Devil quoting Scripture," that Byron wished he

were doing his quoting in his proper place, i.e., the pulpit."

:

nc3 Tf ~- •ti

ficial images" should apply to Pope," for he had been one of th

principal inventors of modern careening. No poet ever admired

nature more or "used her better" than had Pope. 24 Byron quoted

Walpole's statement th-t Pope had formed Kent's taste for laying

out grounds. The Prince* of "/ales' garden was copied from Tope's

at Twi ckenham. In the one-hundred and seventy-third number of

the GUAIiDTAN, Pope first criticized, both in prose and in verse,

the "formal. French. • .false and unnatural tp ste in £rardenin fT "

T'/arton's "^SSAY maintained that Pope gave some of the first and

best rules and observations on architecture ^nd gardening. (Tt

is int °r^ stj n^ to note that Port's f^rdeu and £?rotto are earlv

manifestations o 4 ' the rom-ntic trend.) Therefore Byron consider

it H a shame" to hr-pr che I>ke p nd Cockney rects ermine out-- "the

!X« LITERARY PJEMP1
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latter in a wilderness of bricks and mortar"--abouo '"Nature 1 anp

24
Foyje's fartificial in-door habits 1 "."" He could amply quote Pop

for tributes to nature such as no modern poet ever approached.

It would be a thousand years before there was another English

writer as great as Pope.

The Reverend V/ - L. Bowles answered Byron' s letter with T.JC

LETTERS TO THE RIGHT HONOURABLE LORD BYRON, written "more particu-

larly on the question whether Poetry be more immediately ndebte

to what is sublime or beautiful in the Y/orks of Nature, j the

'Ycrks of Art?"26 He said he quoted Byron's poetry in his artic!

in the QUARTERLY as illustrations of his principles which Byron

new disapproved. A poem should^e considered "according to its

class", and Pope, because of his health, knew more thoroughly

artificial life than nature. Stonehenge is mere poetical from

its traditions an

its solitude. He reminded Byron that he never said the works of

Art were not poetical, but that "the sublime and beautiful works

of Nature were., per _se , abstractedly , more sol Has the air of

Italy, I.Tilan, etc. affected your Lordship's recollecticns?. . .If

you have re?4 what I distinctly laid down, or, having read the

first propositions, remembered them, your book would not heve

been so pleasant, but I cannot concede thet ?ny instance you hav

advanced, has affected my original positions," and he found his

"principles of poetical criticism not a
t'ot the less 'invariable

in consequence of any of Byron's arguments.

raphsmaterial for the following oar
3, v.li, CHIEFLY RELATING TO PCETRY FROl? 3IIXTrEY TO EYRCN
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Byron was the only author to defend Tope's moral character

until Disraeli's article in the QCTlRTEELY HEVJFW, July, 1320.

Since Disraeli mentioned Byron's misquotation of one of Bowles'

lines from the 3FTHIT OF DISCOVERS
5

* Evron took this chance tc

write his second letter, which was not published until 1S35, how-

ever. Bowles condemned ELCI3A TC ABELAPD , for it alone was suf-

19a
ficient to convict him of gross licentiousness. " Bvron found

strong passion in this poem as well as in PALAMON AI'D i^CXTE,

Dut the licentiousness was only a '"grand peut-etre' according

to the turn of the times," and there was no grossness to be found

whatsoever. Eyron considered Pope's delicacy at its highest in

3LOI3A, since he did with the facts of the case what only the

•best and purest of poets" cfould have done.

"Ovid, Sappho (in the Cde called hers)--all that we
have of modern poetry, sinks injc nothing compared
with him in this production. . ,

1 - a
'.Then we have thrown

the ancients into the fire there will be time to de-
nounce the moderns. . .there is more real mischief and
sapping licentiousness in s single French prose novel,
in a Moravian hyrnn, or a German comedy, than in all
the actual poetry that ever was penned or poured forth
since the rhapsodies of Orpheus. The sentimental
anatomy of Rousseau and I.'adame de Stagl are far more
formidable then any quantity of versg..they sap the
principles b"* reasoning upon the passions, whereas
poetry i s in itself passion, and does not systematize.

Byron compared Pope's and Cowper's translations of Homer,

'cpe's translation was the only one which had not disappointed

dm\ for it had more of Homer's spirit than all the other trans-

itions put together. 2°a Pope's could be laid aside only for the

riginal, but with all Cowper's scholarship, time, trouble, ^nd

>

27. l&J V, 48S 29. L&T VI , 212
28. L&J V, 582 30. l&tf VI, 213
23a. Bless-: -vtr.n, "38 31 .
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blank verse, it is not Homer or "even Cowper". When a child,

^yron ft*d re-d Pope 1 s with rapture, and "children ^re not the

worse Judges of their own language." He cculd not succeed in

) reading Cowper' s version even with the aid of his mature intelle :t,

for he found it impossible and wondered if anyone had ever read

it. Fope was a "tolerant yet steady" Catholic, whereas Cowper

was "the most biggotted and despondent sectary that ever anticipated

damnation to himself or others .. .Cowper was a good man, and

lived at a fortunate time ^cr his works." Thus Byron was guilty

of calling attention to, and underlining, personal characteris-

tics of an author in order tc dectr-ct from his works.

Although he did not presume to say that Pope was as high a

poet as Shakespeare and Triton, he wondered what would become

"of English poetry in general" if Bowles 1 s opinions against Pope

hold good for other poets also. He "loved and honoured" the

"illustrious and unrivalled" Pope far mere than the "trashy iingle

jf the crowd of 'schools' and upstarts", "ho pretended to rival,

Dr even surpass him. Ho regard for othars, and no selfish feeljrg,

:euld prevont him from realizing that the nineteenth century was

the "declininr age of English poetry". The depreciation of Fope

/as the Worst sign o^ the bad taste o^ the times. It would be

5-T/L.er "Co receive for nroo"^ Mr. Ccboett's rough but stronr* attach

upon Shakespeare and TTSlton, than to ^llow this smooth and 1 c-n-

^

i?HM undermining o^ the -remit- ti on o^ the most perfect English

y pt,
^ and thr- rurest ^o^^list. R^ron indeed Pope -"S an ethi^^l

^o^t, In which ^ield he considered nim unequalled.

Byron considered a de^d l^n^Jiare tne "-lost, jjj^lng o" BajgLgJ ==_
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things." " ir xne English literature were to ue lost, he though

tnat one who wi sited the epic and tragedy to remain, "might wish

for the preservation of Shakespeare and Hilton; but the survivin

world" would retain pope from the wreck, and let the rest sink,

because Fope "is the moral poet of all civilization". Therefore

Byron hopes he will sometime-toe the "national poet of mankind

Zsince7 he is the onl2 r poet that never shocks; the cnly poet

whose feultlessness has been m?ce his reproach." There was grea

variety and charm in Pope's work which did not consist in Just

the melody, since foreigners admire his work in tr? nslation.

According to Spence^l Fcpe never flattered anybody for

money. Byron thought that at the time of the FTT TCIAD princes

would have been just as proud to pension Pcpe as peers would

h^ve been to promote. him. Byron was wrong, however, for Fope

was very unpopular with the party in power at this time.

Byron criticized Bowies' method of criticism, for the latte

had admitted that some important material had not occurred to

him when he wrote his criticism. This, according to Byron,

showed that he was "unfit for his task". This would. not lover

him so much in Byron's opinion, however, as it would if he had

remembered the material, but omitted it intentionally in order

to detract frcm Pope's character. All in all, Byron considered

Bowles "susceptible beyond the privilege of authorship", since <

review must not be devoted to one man's opinions. However, By-

ron decided that he could not dispute forever, especially in a

"polite manner", although he is sure Fcwles will take his Tbe$ng

silent for havinr been silenced. Bowles had not been so civ .
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Byron would be "faceticus" with him,r-

Byron was very fair, however, end didn't hold this dis-

agreement over Pope against Bowles, for later in the same year,

he wrote that Bowles could compete "with the foremost of his con

temporaries" as a poet, and Byron admitted thgt his previous

opinions against Bowles were written long before the publication

of his last and best poem ^Jhe !!ISSICHARY7« and "that a poet's

last poem should be his best, is his highest praise.

When Hurray intended to publish another editicn of Pope,

Byron said it would do him "credit as a publisher", as well as

redeem Fcpe from Mr. Bowles, and "the public taste from rapid

degeneracy." Byr n praised Pope in ccnnecticn with the honor of

England, the perfection of literature, and the glory of the

language

.

Byron was convinced that Scott, Southey, V/ordsworth, Ivloore,

Campbell, end himself "were all in the wrong, one as much as an-

other", being "upon a wrong revolutionary poetical system" from

which only Rogers and Crabbe were free. He was sure the present

and the next generations would eventually be of his opinion. Wfo

he compared Ilocre's, his, and some other poems with those of Pop

mortification resulted "at the ineffable distance, in point of

sense, learning, effect, and even imagination, passion, and in-

vention, between the little Queen Anne's man, and us of the Lo..e

Empire. Depend upon it, it is all Horace then, and Glaudian now

among us; and if T had to beg" n ege^'n, T would mould myself

accordingly. Crebbe's the man, but he has got a coarse and im-

practicable subject... Pope littlp suspected that the art of
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sinking in poetry would become an object of serious study, and

supersede not only his own, but all that Horace, Vida , Boileau

and Aristotle had left to Posterity, of precept, and the greates

poets in all nations, cf examplfe.'"^

Nineteenth century criticism showed bad taste and humbug,

the whole generation not being "worth a canto f the RAPE CF THE

LOCK, cr the E3SAY ON I1AL
T
, or the ' "OTICIAD , or anything that is

his."3^ One should defend Pope "against the bastard Pelicans of

the poetical winter day, who add insult to their Parricide by

sucking the blood of the parent cf English real poetry—poetry

Without fault— and then spurning the bosoms which fed them. "39

Eyron had at last lost patience with the "atrocious cant

and nonsense about Pope" set forth by the blackguard authors of

his own day. In 1320 he decided, therefore, to combat it in

prose and poetry to the best of his ability in order to keep the

"Swan of Thames in his true place", before what little good

writing and taste which still remained had been destroyed. " 8 If

there were no men of t^ste to second him, he would fight alone

"convinced it was in the best cause of English literature."

However, it was the universal concern of all men "of common sens

imagination, and a musical ear. "40 The only reason that some

English scribblers abused Pope and Swift was because "they them-

selves did not know how to write either prose or verse. "41

7/hen the QUARTERLY supported Pope, Byron exclaimed:

. L & <
T ' T

, 310 37. I - J V,
33. BYRPTTA.? 7

^ , 8 38. L & J TV, 304, 1^19
34. L & J VI, 219 ' 39a. L

r J V, 142, 1820
35. BYROTTTA^A , 6. 40. L & J IV, 425
36. L <

p- J TV, 1^9, 1817 .^i 41. L $ T V, 1C4, 1820





"It is a Sin, and a Shame, and a damnation tc think
that Pcne 1 1 should require it—but he cogs. Tho^e
miserable mountebanks pf the day, the poets, disgrace
themselves and deny Sod, in running down Pcpe^ the

most faultless of Poets, and almost of men." -

Byron found not only invention and imagination, but also

sublimity and character in such works as TTTE RAPE CF|THE LOCK,

Dryden's FABLES', the CODE T° ST. &&frt7k
4

*S PAY , and APGALCT k®$

ACHTTOPHEL, T!e found everything in fope and Dryden ijktat could

possibly be found from "ransacking innumerable metres, and God

onl^ knows how many wri t c^s c^ the day, vritnouo finding a tittle

of th e s^me qualities -"—with the addition ~loo, O"^ ^'*it, of which

the latter have none. "43 jt wa.s "rorie f s pure strain /wh? chT
'

sought the rapt soul tc charm. "^^

He could "show more imager"- in twenty lines of Pope than ir

any equal length of quotation in English poesy, and that in

places where they le^st expect it." He used some lines on

SPOHUS, as an example. It was of no consequence whether the

subject was satire or epic, since he was talking of poetry and

nature and art. The images were as follows (al-

though no lines were quoted, how

1. the thing of Silk .

2. Curd of Ass 1 s milk.
3. The Butterfly.

The 7/heel.4.
5. Bug with gilded winrs.
6. Tainted Child of dirt.
7. Whose Buzz ,

'./ell-bred Spar.:' els .

- - -. - .9. Shallow streams ru
1C. 71 rid im^otenc-e .

11. Frompter . rur?et squeaks .

12. The Ear of Eve.
13. Familiar toad.

42. LfcJ V, ICO 43a . SiTf<LI3! T BARDS, 1. 109-K





14. Half-froth, half-venom, spits himself abroad.
15. Fop at the toilet.
16. Flatterer at the board.
17. Amp us i; .

18. How tr:' ^ a lady.
L . flow struts a Lc
... . A : *ub's face.

. i reptile all the rest.
... . The Rabbd as.
23. Price that licks the oust.

He then quoted the two following lines:

"Beauty that shocks you, parts that none will trust,
'.Vit that can cree^ end Price that licks the dust."

and asked if there was a line of all the passage without "the

most forcible imagery" for his purpose and crlled attention to

the variety, the imagination, and the poetry of the passage.

"There is hardly a line from which a painting might not be made,

and is. Eut this is nothing in comparison with his higher pas-

sages in the ESSAY CW T!AN, and many of his other poems, sericus

and comic. There never was such an unjust outcry in this world

as that which these Scoundrels are trying against Pope"...^*

He is a Greek Temple, with a Gothic Cathedral on one hand, and

a Turkish Llosque and all sorts of fantastic pagodas and conven-

tickles about him. ^/ould this be a Heo-classic quality?/ You

may call Shakespeare and Milton pyramids, if you please, but I

prefer the Temple of Theseus or the Parthenon to a mountain of

bnrnt bri ck-work .

"

Since Gifford was the only one qualified with the right

*Fcpe was the greatest name in English poetry,
the rest being only barbadians.

45. L&J V, 274, 1321.
46. I*£J V, 275
47. Blessington 267
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qualities and turn of mind to write a life of rope, Byron though -

he should, since one was more necessary than of Jcnson. Byron

admitted to Lad-,r Blessin~ton that Pooe was the only author of

whom he was jealous, although no one had discovered it because h<

always praised him so much that everyone thought he didn't

"seriously admire" him after all. '

Someone has explained Byron's approval of Pope on the grounc

that "like likes like, congratulating itself by approving itself

in others."48 Although Byron himself wrote that itjwas "better t<

err with Pope than shine with Pye,"^~ I do not think Byron was

using Pone as a shield against the criticism he invoked from his

contemporaries. Byron probably admired Pope's satirical and epi-

grammaticel work to a great extent, because it served as a model

for his similar work, and set the standard which he attempted to

attain. He fully realized that the status of Pcpc ' s work with

nany readers was such that one who now enjoyed reading him and

who

"Was weak enough tc deem Pope a great poet,
And what was worse, was not ashamed to show it." bU

would probably not enjoy Byron 1 s own satirical work if it were

not for its timeliness and immediate interest.

Evrcn was, therefore, justifying himself as well as Pope,

when he wrote:

"...but had none acjmired,
Would Pope have sung, or Horace been inspired?**1

s

48. SCOTT A!TD BYRON, in POETRY AITD CRTTICTSI! 0^ TIIE ROMAirTIC
MOV2L!E2JT, edited by Campbell, Pyre, & Weaver.

49. ENGLISH BARDS AIT) SCOTCH REVTTS7ER3 , 1. 102
L-i^j 1 : s ) i 5 feiS 1
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Because of "his keen insight, therefore, Byron saw that an

interest would always be maintained in satires and works of

taste as such. When it was a question of taste, Byron's aris-

tocratic point-of-view usually prevailed, so thet he was de-

cidedly annoyed with trivial subjects ..iiich might interest only

the c ^mncn T?erscn*

"'Pedlars*, and 'Boats', and '~.7agons!' OM ye shades
Of Fope and Dryden, are we come to this 7"^^

It wps, then, Pope's power of words and ep-xal to authority, his

taste, and the aristocratic and the classical element surround-

ing him that aroused Byron's interest.

51. Df" T ,^ TA", 5, 807-8
52. DON JUAN, 3, 889-90

Short criticisms of Vr e authors listed .are made in the
foilowinr work s

:

Addison - LftJ III, 10 14.
Aristotle - LftJ V, 284.
Burton - BYR0KTA1TA 71, 1807.
Chaucer - 88, 1807.
Dante - LETTER TC Byron 'admired "his" classical

simplicity.
Drummond - Blessinrtcn , 170.
Fielding - L&J V, 148| 1821.
Homer - DdSf JUAN 8, 229-32; Symcn, p. 263, a quotation given
but not the source.

Horace - DCT JUAN ±, 41-4; 13, 47-8.
Milton - DC^T JUAN, 1, 73-88; 3, 817-24: LETTER TC JOHN ****

Hilton and Thomson and the English dramatists' blank vers<
?~e the beacons that shine along the deep, out. warn us
from the rough °nd Darren rock on which they are kindled.
(Calver, 56, ^r^^r jti , 224.) . Religion is" beyond human
powers, and religious subjects have therefore failed in
all hands except Milton's and Dante's.

Johnson - LETTER TC .***; DON JUAN, 13, 49-53.
Pulci - DON JUAN, 4, 43-5.
Virgil - LETTER TC ***;





BYRON'S CRITICISM OF HIS CONTEMPORARIES





The major part of Byron's critical material concerns the wcrk

of his contemporaries. It was usually written either as a result of his

reading the latest books or while in a passion against an article in a criticsip.

journal or a supposed affront of a contemporary writer. Since Byron's critic5j|sm

changes to a certain extent as soon as he is annoyed with an author, one finds

lim writing his later criticism of some authors, euch as Rogers, in an entirely

iifferent mood. The request for the latest works of the following authors to

5e sent to him in Italy will show the trend of his interest:

"...Scott, Crabbe, Moore, Campbell, Rogers, Gifford,
Joanna Baillie, Irving , Hogg, Wilson ( Isle of Palms
man), or any special single work of fancy which is

thought to be of considerable merit," for "have you
no new Babe of Literature sprung up to replace the
dead, the distant, the tired, and the retired? no

prose, no verse, no nothing? no infant Sotheby... a

ie wasn't anxious to receive any "modern poesy" not that of any

"female or male Tadpole of Poet Vvordsworth' s, not
any of his ragamuffins."

Byron considered mediocrity to be the distinguishing style of

liineteenth-century authorship," although the fashion of the day stressed the

two common qualities, imagination and invention. He found by observation of

lis contemporaries that great imagination was seldom accompanied by equal

>o;vers of the reason, and vice versa, so that:

"the very circumstances of a man's yielding to the

vocation of a poet .ou&ht to serve as a voucher that
he is no longer of sound mind."^

le found no modern poet equ?l to Pope and Dryden in harmony and the use of the

leroic couplet which he greatly admired, for, according to his point-of-view,

>nly Rogers, Gifford, Campbell, and Crabbe were proficient in its use.^ He

lb. L&J V,64 3. Blessington.L&J V,373, 1821 -97

I .a. L&J IV, 191, iei7,Murra,y

.

!. Bless'inglon 229
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used the following words to describe the new style:

5
"very, very—so soft and paraby."

He rose against the "absurd" cant of his day, the conventional "half and half

prudery"^ which he abhorred.

The "Upper Lakers" according to Byron consisted of Burns, Chatterton,

and Wordsworth, whereas the "New Under School" /i.e., the Cockney School, whic

he spoke of with contempt^ was comprised of Bowles, Hunt, and Keats. It is

hard to understand why Byron should include Burns and Chatterton in the same

category with Wordsworth, since they not only did their writing in the pre-

vious century, but one lived in Scotlrnd, whereas the other did much of his

composition in London. He might well have included Southey, Coleridge, and

iazlitt with Wordsworth in his "Upper Lakers", since he evidently admired

3urns and Chatterton to a certain extent (for he wrote that Kirke White except

for his bigotry "surely ranks next Chatterton /who was never vulgar/.

.

./and/

lis very prejudices were respectable"), whereas he did not, at least in later

Life, care for the work of Southey and Coleridge, and he never would admit tha

7
lazlitt could even write good English.

In 1S20 he wrote to Murray:

"What with the Cockneys, and the Lakers, and the followers of

Scott, and Moore, and Byron, you are in the very uttermost de-

cline and degradation of literature. I can't think of it with-
out all the remorse of a mugderer. I wish that Johnson were

alive again to crush them!"

"I love Scott and Moore, and all the better brethren,' but I hate

and abhor that puddle of waterworms. . .in the history line."^

He cited Mrs. Hemans 1 style as an example of the "false, stilted, trashy,

+ . L&J IV, 474-95. Reply to Blackwood's EDINBURGH MAGAZINE, August 1819.

5. L&J V, 75
3. L&J IV, 277 8. L&J V, 76

7. L&J VI, 429, 1823 (notes on Byron's 9. L&J V, 18, 1820
CONVERSATION IN CEPHALONIA by Dr.
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heterogeneous styles of the day, "which are all bombastic , /being/ neither

English nor poetry."1^ He considered his own style as a bad influence, how-

ever, for "no one has done more through negligence to corrupt the language.

Then too,

"next to the affected simplicity of the Lake School, he disliked
prettiness, or what are called flowers of ooetry; they are only
admissible in the poetry of ladies. . .which should always have a

sprinkling of dew-ge'nmed leaves and flowers of rainbow hues,
with tuneful birds and gorgeous butterflies," /etc. Although
Lady Blessington is ostensibly supposed to be quoting Byron, it
must be admitted that the latter part of this paragraph does not
sound like Byron 1 s style/ .

^a

Byron found that the Lake School became "superfine" in its attempt to

clear vulgarity, but good birth "saves one from this hypocritical gentility".

There were:

"two sorts of Naturals;—the Lakers, who whine about Nature because

they live in Cumberland; and their under-sect . . ./the Cockneys/
who are enthusiastically for the country because they live in
London."

The Lake poets, however, do not recognize the Cockneys as belonging to their

13
set. * He could understand the

"pretensions of the aquatic gentleman of Windermere to what Mr.

Braham terms 1 entusymusy ' , for lakes, and mountains, and daffodils,
and buttercups; but I should be glad to be apprized of the
foundation of the London propensities of their imitative brethren
to the same 'high argument'. Southey, Wordsworth, and Coleridge
have rambled over Europe and seen nature, although they haven't
always used her very well. "^-3

Instead of the type of excellent p etry which Pope wrote, England now

had the Lake School:

"which began with an epic poem, 'written in six weeks', /JOAN OF
ARCy...and finished with a ballad composed in twenty years, as
PETER BELL's creator takes care to inform the few who will inquire, ..

A deluge of flimsy and unintelligible romances, imitated from Scotl

and myself, who have both made the best of our bad materials and
erroneous system. . .itiADOC. . .neither an epic nor anything else;

11. author of MODERN GREECE, A POfti, 1817. 12a. Blessington 264
12. UcJ V, 82, 182U —;

13. UtJ V, gSfl
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THALABA, KEHAMA, GEBIR, and such gibberish, written in all
metres and in no language."^-

The London poets hadn't seen one-tenth as much nature as had the author

of WINDSOR FOREST, but although they had only seen its "brick", they neverthe-

less sneered at Pope. The fact that they did sneer at one of Byron's favorite

poets may have been one reason why he could find no nobility of thought and

of style whatsoever "in the mock birds and bards of Mr. Hunt's little chorus. 1

Therefore Byron was convinced after "calmly considering the subject," th

a decline of English poetry was taking place in the nineteenth century, for:

"Crabbe is the first of English poets. As I told Moore not long
ago we are all wrong except Rogers, Crabbe and Campbell. There
will be found as comfortable metaphors and ten tines mpre Pure
poetry in Pope's ESSAY ON MAN than in the EaCURSION."16

It will probably not be difficult to understand, therefore, why, except

for his special friends, Byron's criticism of most of the nineteenth-century

romantic writers is in the main unfavorable, for his preconceived notions of

Doetry almost compelled him to condemn the works before he even opened them.

Perhaps we should begin with Byron's criticism of Southey, since he is

said to have been more antagonistic toward the very conventional poet laureate

:han he was toward any of his other contemporaries, and as a result, he wrote

riore against him. Not only was Southey very conventional and the poet laureat

is has been said, but he was also elderly and a member of the Lake School.

Although Byron undoubtedly felt some antagonism against him for these minor

-easons, he nevertheless would admit there was some good in the man's writing

intil Southey did one or two things which left Byron exasperated and full of

latred.

In 1813 Byron wrote that he was the "best-looking bard" he'd seen for a

ong time and to have had his "epic appearance"^-''' Byron "would almost have

.4. L&J IV, 474-95 1!). LkJ \l, Vyl. 16. blRUN THE PuET by Alderman K.Huntstnafri

p. 43. 17. L&J II, 269, 1813 to Webster.
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vritten his SAPPHICS" The wording of this sentence shows that Byron was neb

rery fond of the SAPPHICS, for he found Southey's characters very uninteresting.-^

A little later in the year, however, we find Byron writing that Southey

Is the only existing "entire man of letters", since "all the others have some

pursuit annexed to their authorship." Southey's talents are of the first or-

ier, and his prose is perfect. Of course there are various opinions of his

)oetry; perhaps as a result of there being "too much of it for the present

generation." However, posterity will select, for "he has passages equal to

mything." Although Southey has a "party", he has as yet no "public" except

20
'or his prose writings, such as the LIFE OF NELSON which is "beautiful". In

815 he spoke of Southey's success:

"I have tried the rascals (i.e., the public) with my Harrys and
Larrys, Pilgrims and Pirates. Nobody but S/wouthey7 has done
anything ''forth a slice of bookseller's pudding, and he has not
luck enough to be found out in doing a good thing. "2l"~

Byron used the CURSE OF KEHAMA as his model for the choruses in HEAVEN

IND tiARTH (1821), thus showing an appreciation of some of Southey's work, al-

though in 1811 he had written thus to William Harness:

"Do read mathematics—I should think X plus Y at least as amusing
as the CURSE OF aEHAMA and much more intelligible. Master Southey
poems are , in fact, of what parallel lines might be-viz. prolonged
ad infinitum without meeting anything half so absurd as themselves

In Byron's little-read satire, THE BLUES, Inkel, who represents Eyron,

^mploys a typical epithet for Southey:

"...yes, ma'am; and a fugitive reader sometimes.
On Wordswords, for instance, I seldom alight,
Or on Mouthey, his friend, without taking to flight. "^

Byron found WAT TYLER "rather awkward". He wished Southey wasn't intole-

ant, for Byron hated all intolerance:

L8. L&J II, 266, 1813 to Moore 21. L&J III, 169 to Moore
L9.9. L&J II, 255, 1813 to Moore 22. L&J II, 74-5.
10. L&J 11, jjl, 181,j 23. line 95-9^ =

s
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"It is no disgrace to Mr, Southey to have written WAT TYLER, and

afterwards to have written his birthday or Victory odes (I speak

only of their politics ) , but it is something, for which I have

no words, for this man to have endeavoured to bring to the stake

(for such would he do) men who think as he thought, and for no
reason but because they think so still, when he has found it

convenient to think otherwise. .
."24

Thus we have one of the two major reasons why Byron criticized Southey

so harshly. This point is brought out even more strongly in one of Byron's

Dest poems, THE VISION OF JUDC4LENT "suggested by the composition so entitled

3y the author of VAT TYLER". Southey' s poem was a eulogy written at the

death of George III. Southey had published a LETTIR TO THE COURIER, January

5, 1822 against Byron, ending with the words:

"One word of advice to Lord Byron before I conclude. When he

attacks me again let it be in rhyme. For one who has so little
cownand of himself, it will be a great advantage that his temper
should be obliged to keep tune."

knd so it did in what is not only one of Byron's most famous works, but also

Dne of the best satires in the English language . The PREFACE begins in Byron'

ypically delightful satirical style:

"It hath been wisely said, that 'One fool makes many;' and it hath
been poetically observed,

'That fools rush in where angels fear to tread.'—Pope.

If Mr. Southey had not rushed in where he had no business, and
where he nevdr was before, and never will be again, the following
poem would not have been written. It is not impossible that it

may be as good as his own, seeing that it cannot, by any species
of stupidity, natural or acquired, be worse . The gross flattery,
the dull impudence, the renegado intolerance and impious cant, of
the poem by the author of WAT TYLER, are something so stupendous
as to form the sublime of himself—Containing the quintessence of
his own attributes.

So much for his poem—a word on his preface. In this preface
it has pleased the magnanimous Laureate to draw the picture of
a supposed 'Satanic School', the which he doth recommend to the
notice of the legislature; thereby adding to his other laurels

24. L&J IV, 117-18 , 1817 to Murray





the ambition of those of an informer. If there exists anywhere,

excepting in his imagination, such a School, is he not sufficient-

ly armed against it by his own intense vanity? The truth is, that

there are certain writers whom Mr. S. imagines, like Scrub, to

have 'talked of him ; for they laughed consumedly.'

I thin, I know enough of most of the writers to whom he is

supposed to allude, to assert, that they, in their individual
capacities, have done more good, in the charities of life, to
their fellow-creatures in any one year, than Mr. Southey has done

harm to himself by his absurdities in his whole life; and this
is saying a great deal. .

.

The way in which that poor insane creature, the Laureate, deals
about his judgments in the next world, is li.<e his own judgment
in this. If it was not completely ludicrous, it would be some-
thing worse. I don't think that there is much more to say at

present.

"

Byron was wrong, however, for the "P.S." was of about equal length, for he

did not lose the opportunity to point out that:

"...These apostate jacobins furnish rich rejoinders. . .Mr. Southey
laudeth grievously 'one Mr. Landor, ' who cultivates much private
renown in the shape of Latin verses; and not long ago, the poet
laureate dedicated to him, it appeareth, one of his fugitive ly-
rics, upon the strength of a poem called GEBIR. Who could suppose,
that in this same GEBIR the aforesaid Savage Landor (for such is
his grim cognomen) putteth into the infernal regions no less a

person than the hero of his friend Mr. Southey' s heav-n,—yea,
even George the Third! .. .certainly these teachers of 'great moral
lessons' are apt to be found in strange company."

Throughout the work there are satirical jibes at Southey' s poetry, and

insinuations that it wasn't often read. Southey offered to write a biography

of Satan, but when ignored, glibly turned to Michael with the same offer, for

his "is a pen of all work" and he can choose his own reviewers. There was a

long attack on Southey' s instability and hypocrisy:

"He said (I only give the heads)—he said,
He meant no harm in scribbling; 't was his way

Upon all topics; 't was, besides, his bread,

Qf which he buttered both sides; 't would delay
Too long the assembly (he was pleased to dread),

And take up rather more time than a day,





"To name his works—he would but cite a few

—

WAT TYLER—RHYMES ON BLENHEIM—WATERLOO

.

He had written praises of a regicide;
He had written praises of all kings whatever;

He had written for republics far and wide,
And then against them bitterer than ever;

For pantisocracy he once had cried
Aloud, a scheme less moral than 't was clever;

Then grew a hearty anti-jacobin

—

Had turn'd his coat—and would have turn' d his skin.

He had sung against all battles, and again
In their high praise and glory; he had call'd
Reviewing 'the ungentle craft 1

, and then
Become as base a critic as e'er crawl 'd

—

Fed, paid, and pamer'd by the very men
By whom his muse and morals had been maul'd;

He had written much blank verse, and blanker prose,
And more of both than any body knows."

Are these three stanzas sufficient indication to the reader that Byrorj

did not do merely superficial reading in preparation for his critical work?

In order to make this enumeration, perhaps a pretty thorough knowledge of

Southey' s works was necessary. Therefore, I do not agree with the critics who

naintain that Byron did just enough skimming in order to write a superficiallj

arilliant piece of vindictiveness.

Now for the other major reason for Byron's disliking of Southey. At

bhe time that Shelley and Byron were living near each other, Southey began a

story in England to the effect that Shelley and Byron were living in"a league '|

yf incest with Godwin's two daughters. Byron became furious and wrote to his

friends in England that Southey was a liar and he would gladly prove it in

26
Dlood if he didn't think Southey "to be too much of a poet to risk it". By-

ron also wrote his high estimation of Shelley's character to uphold his friend's

reputation, and, according to Lady Blessington, Byron had remarkable pene-

tration in discovering the characters of those around him."

26. L&J IV, 272, 1818 28. L&J VI, 389 from NOTE TO THE TWO

37. Dloaaington 64 FOSCARI.





Byron believed it difficult to give an impartial opinion of an authorfs

works at the same time that one detests the author. This is perhaps the

reason, therefore, that Byron took pleasure in quoting Porson's words to thjp

effect that Southey, the "Epic Renegade's",
2^ works would be remembered when

Homer and Virgil's were forgotten, and not till then.

Byron found much enjoyment in dedicating DON JUAN, which was considered

so shocking in the nineteenth century, to the staid laureate. The dedication

consisted of a lengthy attack on the Lake School which he associated with

the politician Castlereaugh, whom, needless to say, he despised. Southey'

s

works were condemned as dry, and Southey himself was called a "shuffling

turncoat",-^ "my Tory, ultra-Julian, "31 "that incarnate lie" who

"Would scarcely join again the 'reforraadoes'

,

Whom he forsook to fill the laureate's sty."32

Byron decides after due consideration, that tediousness assures an epic from

Southey every spring. 33 He quoted four lines of Southey' s in the last stanza

to canto one of DON JUAN, to which he added the following four lines express-

ing his opinion of the poet:

"When Southey* s read, and Wordsworth understood,
I can't help putting in my claim to praise

—

The four first rhymes are Southey' s every line:

For God's sake, reader! take them not for mine."

Does anyone wonder why Southey called DON JUAN an act of high treason

against English poetry, 34 or why Saintsbury could say that Southey 1 s criticis i

was very sane except with "my lord Byron (who, by the way, lacked it /the

quality of saneness in his criticism/ quite as conspicuously in regard to

Southey."

29. DON JUAN, canto 1, 1.5. 34. IAJ VI, 383.
30. " " " 11, 1.448 35. A HISTORY OF ENGLISH CRITICISM
31. " " " 1,136 1911, p. 344.
32. " " " 10, 1.907-10 3$a. DON JUAN canto 3, 1.835-6
33. " » " 3. 1.865-70 36. L&J IV. 488. 1819.





"Of —dsworth, the great Metaquizzical poet,
A man of great merit amongst those who know it,
Of whose works, as I told Moore last autumn at Mestri
I owe all I know to my passion for Pastry ,"

(L&J V, 226, 1821)

Wordwworth, who was another member of the Lake School of poetry, had

at one time been a young radical greatly interested in freedom and the Frencl

Revolution, but who had, like Southey, changed his politics, and becoming veiy

conventional, no longer seasoned his pedler poems with democracy as he had

done before he was a stamp collector. Thus Byron felt antagonistic towarc

him for the same reason that he had against Southey, and therefore mentioned

him thus in his satire, THE BLUES:

"For the poet of pedlers »t were, sure, no disaster
To wear a new livery; the more, as *t is not
The first time he has turn'd both his creed and his coat."

Moreover, Byron disliked Wordsworth's style of writing. Poetry to

Byron was not emotion recollected in tranquillity. Neither did Byron admire

little poems on little flowers such as dandelions and daisies, for it^»a»

Byron wi*>- loved mountains and stormy seas—all that was great and powerful

in nature compared to the littleness of man. And, it is almost unnecessary

to mention, that Byron would feel nothing but contempt for a poem on an

idiot boy or a pedler philosopher.

Thus Byron wrote in 1819, in his REPLY TO DISRAELI in Blackwood's

EDINBURGH MAGAZINE, that Wordsworth was the opposite of:

"Moliere's gentleman who 'had been talking prose all his
life, without knowing it; for he thinks that he has been
all his life writing both prose and verse, and neither
of what he conceives to be such can be properly said to be
either one or the other."

He therefore believes that Wordsworth is essentially a bad writer anc|

should not attempt to strengthen his work by the failure of others. Byron

did not believe that Wordsworth's poetry would be remembered by the next genejjra-
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tion, for "our grandmothers are more likely to read him than are our grand-

36
children", and Wordsworth's audience will be "few and fit for Bedlam".

In Byron's LETTER TO ***^Jbhn Murray/, he thus describes his im-

pression of Wordsworth's manner of writing his poetry:

"Perhaps the prescription of these two great men /he has
been discussing Addison's use of a bottle of port as a
means of acquiring inspiration/ was not inferior to the
very different one of a Soi-disant poet of this day, who,
after wandering amongst the hills, returns, goes to bed,
and dictates his verses, being fed by a by-stander with
bread and butter during the operation."

In July, 1807, Byron wrote a review^? of Wordsworth's POEMS in MONTH!

LITERARY RECREATIONS, v.l, 341. Herein he characterizes his music as "simple

and flowing", although the verse was "inharmonious" occasionally. Sometimes

strong and irresistible appeals to the imagination could be found. Although

Byron did not consider this edition as good as former editions, he realized

that some of the poems possessed "a native elegance, natural and unaffected,

totally devoid of the tinsel embellishments and abstract hyperboles of severa

contemporary sonneteers. Although there was no novelty in the sentiment,

Byron considers "the force and expression" of the following two lines to be

those of a genuine poet:

"Another year! another deadly blowl
Another mighty empire overthrown I"

The SONG AT THE FEAST OF BROUGHAM CASTLE, the SEVEN SISTERS, and THE

AFFLICTION OF MARGARET, "possess all the beauties and few of the defects of

the writer."

Byron is most annoyed by MOODS OF MY OWN MIND which he wishes had

been less frequent "or not permitted to occuppy a place near works which onl;

make their deformity more obvious." Wordsworth ceases to please when he ab-

37
37. THE CONFESSIONS OF LORD BYRON, p. 235-7
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andons his mind to the most commonplace ideas and clothes them in language

"not simple, but puerile", for:

"What will any reader. . .out of the nursery, say to such
namby-pamby as LINES WRITTEN AT THE FOOT OF BROTHERS
BRIDGE? THE COCK IS CROWING, THE FLOUGHBOY IS WHOOPING,
ANON, ANON, etc. are written in the "same exquisite measure
This appears to us neither more or less than an imitation
of such minstrelsy as soothed our cries in the cradle,
with the shrill ditty of:

•Hey de diddle,
The cat and the fiddle:
The cow jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.'

Wordsworth's genius is worthy of higher pursuits, however, and shoulc

not be confined to such trifling subjects, for:

"Many with inferior abilities, have acquired a loftier seat
on Parnassus, merely by attempting strains in which
Wordsworth is more qualified to excel."

In 1814 he realized that readers were not much enamoured of

38
Wordsworth:

"Who has just spawned a quarto^ of metaphysical blank
verse, which is nevertheless only a part of a poem."
/EXCURSION/. . .There must be many 'fine things' in Words-
worth; but I should think it difficult to make six quartos
(the amount of the whole) all fine, particularly the
Pedlar's portion of the poem; but there can be no doubt
of his powers to do anything."^

The following year, however, he confided that the "arch-apostle of

mystery and mysticism" had:

"At one time given a promise which is unfulfilled. . .His

performances since LYRICAL BALLADS are miserably inadequate
to the ability which lurks withing him: there is undoubtec
much natural talent spilt over the EXCURSION; but it is
rain upon rocks—where it stands and stagnates, or rain
upon sands—where it falls without fertilizing. Who can
understand him?, Let those who do make him intelligible."^

39. THE EXCURSION 41. L&J V, 452, DETACHED THOUGHTS,

£

40. L&J III, 131, Murray, 1814 41. L&J V, 591
40a. THE BLUES 1.119-20. 40b. L&J III, 238, Hunt, 1815

•
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This outburst may have been somewhat occasioned by Wordsworl h*

s

criticism (in E33AY SUPPLEMENTAL TC XHE PREFACE, FCEMS, 1815) oi

Pope's inaccurate translation of Homer's moonlight scene. 77orcs-

,'orth wrote th?t Greece was a land of:

"Rivers, fertile plains, and sounding shcres,
Under a cape of variegated sky."

Byron objected to his "pretensions to accurate observation", since

"The rivers are dry half the j
rear, the plains are barr<

and the shores still, -nd ticlelees as the Mediterrane?
can make them; the sky is anything but variegated,
being for months and months but 'darkly, deeply,
beautifully blue . '

"

Byron also pointed cut that Wordsworth's cempprison of Eng-

lish cemeteries with crowded monuments to the .remote seclusion c

Turkish cemeteries w°s decidedly wrcnr*", for the Turks have, ten

monuments for each monument in an English cemetery. The correct

of this mistake illustrates Byron's call for accuracy in the por

ra^al of a foreign land. Byron, of course, was correct since he

nad traveled ^nd acquired his knowledge first-hand, =nd con-

sidered Wordsworth:

"...a poet, who singing of pedlex-s and asses, 40,

Has found out the way uo disoense with Parnassus."

Yordsworth and Burns treat of low lire in all o -f»
_• J. „ -u

however, obey are never vulgar. 4^ Tn his DETACHED THnTHITo, By-

ron concluded that Wordsworth's poetry could net possibly be lis

ted under any category other than "trash".42 In ENGLISH BARI

XTCH REVIEV/EH3 is a statement which contradicts the former,

however:

"Yet let them not to valgar 7/ordsworth stoon,
The meanest object of the lowly group,
'tfhose verse, of all but childish prattle void..."43

DS 903-«.
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Byron disliked the TCCURSIC?7
,
though "'Tis poetry- -at least

iy his assertion, "44 since it could be only the work of a "grand

netaquizzicsl poet... of vast merit" though few knew it.

"7/ordsworth' s 1?. st quarto, by the way, is bigger
Than any S"

r nce the birthday of typography;
A drowsy frowzy poem, call'd the 1 Excursion '

,
T

.Vrit in a manner which is my aversion^

"

DON tfftiflf c.3,1.45-£

AfterAreading such stanzas as the following concerning 7/ord^

worth in D0!
T

rTTJAN (and there are a number), we realize that Byrcr

no longer finds any enjoyment in any of Y/ordsworth* s work and is

thoroughly out of patience with his form of writing:

"We learn from Horace, 'Homer sometimes sirens;'
T
.Ve feel without him, 7/ordswc rth sometimes wakes, --

Tc show with what compl~cenc3r he creeps,
T

.7ith his de c r ' '.'Ja.^^c-rs '
, around hi.s lakes.

He wishes for 'a boat' tc sail the deeps--
Cf ocean?—No, cf|air; anjfl then he mi es

Another outcry for 'a little boat',
And drivels seas to set it well afloat...

Gould not the blockhead ask for a balloon?"
TTN JUAN 3, 872-80

Syren's criticism of Wordsworth is a gcod indication of th

critic's lack of sympathy with metaphysical nature poetry writter

in the language of the peasant. Accord-' ng to ITedwin, however,

"Ryrcn did enjoy some of Wordsworth' s poetry under Shelley's in-

fluence, for Byron once h^d "a feeling of nature, which he carri^

Lmost to a deification of it".45a it seems too bad that B^ron

should have felt as he did against 7/ordsworth, for they were muc}i

alike in many ways in .their love for nature, although their atti

tuce toward it differed. Thus they both found pleasure and con-

solation alone with nature, feeling that there was a powerful

ft, , jj ^D. „ .. > -u. . •

,
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Being therein, although the cne loved it for its sympathy and

watchfulness over man's well-being, while the other felt an av;c i

the presence of its unexplained greatness and complete disregard

for minor creatures such as man.

Byron's criticism of Coleridge is both favorable and unfavo-U

rable. In Byron' s early criticism he seems not to have cared mu

for Coleridge's poetry, since he colled him a "manichean /_£ dual-

istic philosophy of poesy"4^ and accused him of attacking Camp-

bell's PLEASURES OF HCTE and "all other pleasures whatsoever .

"

47

The following stanza in Eir-LTS II BARDS AND SCOTCH ROTTSV/SRS,

was devoted to a satire of Coleridge's subject matter in 1811

"Shall gentle Coleridge pass unnoticed here,
To turcid ode and tumid stanza dear?
Though themes of innocence amuse him best,
Yet still obscurity's a. welcome guest.
If Inspiration should her aid refuse
To him who takes a pixy for a muse,
Yet none in lofty numbers can surpass
The bard who soars to elegise an ass.
So well the subject suits his noble mind,
He brays, the laureat of the long-ear 1 d kind."

In 1815 Byron apologized for tnese "pert, and petulant, and

shallow words." He would ''always rerret the wantonness and jerene

Lity" of many of his attempted attacks.^

In 1815 he was consoling Coleridge for an unsuccessful attec

fh th o fn"! 1 r

"I trust you do net permit yourself to be depressed
by the temporary partiality of what is called 'the put
lie', for the favourites of the moment; all experienc
is against the permanency of such impressions. You
must have lived to see many of these pass away, and
will survive many more--I mean personally^ for poeticap.lv «

I would not insult vou bv a comparison.

"

^

\ 'i .
~* ~r ^ T

, 78, 1811 Harness.
67. L° J jt £o JMr-son, 1811
41a. W&TfcH - 25^-2G4.
17b « I

r
'
T TIT « 101- 1 noi ^7 7 - )

48. l&J TIT
,

19*1, 1815 Col
49. L&J III, 81.
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Byron was sure there was never such an opening for tragedy

in 1815, so he requested the best authors, such as Coleridge,

Taturin, and Sotheby to cultivate an interest in better drama.

hoped that Campbell or Coleridge would write a tragedy, for "the

rest of 'us .youth 1 have not heart encurfi."4 - Byron was sure Kea

as capable of expressinr the thoughts and characters which Cole-]

ridge had the "power" to dr^w, for since the success of RETICRSE

rttich nothing had equalled for many years, Coleridge should not

4 7b
be slow in raising the audience's hopes again.*

Coleridge h»d accused Scott of using his 6hBJSTAB3L stanza |n

Kt OF THE LAST T
tT-

t
STT?EIj • Fot until 1830, did Scott acknowledge

h^vinr heard it in 1802. Since Coleridge had made a public accu

tion as e^rly as 1815, it does seem str^nre inati a man as uprigh1|

as Scott took so long before makin^ his acknowledgment. Byron

wrote tnat ^11 he'd ever seen of Scott was "fr^nk, fair, and warn

regarding Coleridge, and he sent Coleridge an extract from THE

SIECrE COKINTH which was also similar to C
TTRTSTA'DT7L , although

id not seen the latxpr he +'ore he wrote it.^

Byron was very fnnd of CHRTSTABEL, saying in 1«±8 that he

wouldn't allow anyone to sneer at it, for it was "a fine wild

53po^m". He said later t^t ne praised it oee^use ne "theurht

well ui it", because Coleridge was in distress and he was doing

what he could to aid him, and he thought a public avowal of his

good opinion would help him with the booksellers. 51a Therefore,

he asked Mocre tc review him favourably in the EDINBURGH:

"Praise him well—-of all things the most difficult."

CI. IT TT, cC?

ne

51a. L&T TIT, 232, 1815, Moore.
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Re was sorry when Jeffrey criticized this man of wonderful talenl

for it would hurt him in both his mindand his pocket.

^

2 This "w:

and singularly original and beautiful ooem" was the original of

all of Scott's metrical tales which was no small merit. Byri_n

quoted fourteen lines from 6hRX^TABEL as an introduction to FARE

rppii'TP
T,
nri

j_,jJ which wa s j
perhaos, B^Tf n ' s most beautiful lyric.

In his reply to Blackwood's EDIIT3T7ROH MA^AZI £fEj Byron

pictured Coleridge:

"employed and predicating /sic7 the damnation of Mr.
Ei-tt» - and the* desolation of England, in the two best
copies' of verses he ever wrote: to wit, the infernal
eclogue of FIRE, FAMINE , AITD SLAUGHTER , and the ODE T(

THE DEFARTIHG YEAR."

When Byron was on the Committee of Drury Lane Theatre, one <

Coleridge's plays was rejected in favor of LTaturin's BERTRAM.

Flow, Byron considered Maturih "a very clever fellow',1 for he hac

talent although net taste, 1-"5 and had won a "well-merited success 1

Coleridge angered Byron by attacking Drury Lane Theatre in his L!

for acting BERTRAI.I. Byron wrote that this was "not very gratefu:

nor graceful on the part of the worthy auto-biographer"; Colerid*

play had been poetical but impracticable, so he will have to

console himself with the ' fervor ,- -the aLmost religious fervor'

of his and Y/ordsworth' s disciples, as he called them. Byron mad<

the taunting remark that if Coleridge meant these words as any

proof of their merits, Byron could find him as much in behalf of

Joanna Southcote. 7/ith this Byr n closes his remarks cn Coler-

idge, for:

Id

f

•

:fe

je>8

52. L&J IV, 31, Moore, 1816 53. ITedwin, 261-3.
54. UrJ IV, 90, 1817, Moore. 55. L&J IV, 136, Hurray, 1317
SC. L&J IV, 171 57. L">T IV, 172, Murray, 1817
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"He is a shabby fallow, and I wash my hands cf
and after him."51

Re didn't quite carry out his intentions, however, for Cole-

dre appears again in Byron's pointing satire:

"Explaining metaphysics to the nation

—

I wish he would explain his Explanation." 58

On the whole, Byron says very little about Burns, although

p.n interest appe ars in 1813 v/hen he ponders over what Burns would

iave acccm lished if he had been born a patrician. He would un-

doubtedly have had more polish, thereby relinguishing his main

?orce; he probably would have written just as much verse, but he

;ould have lost his immortality.^ Since Byron continues the dis

sussion in this vein, it is apparent that he believes the power

end attraction of Burns' verses lies in the fact, that they were

written by a man close to the soil who had felt the passions of

Life, but managed to retain his simplicity and humble love of

latural objects.

A little later he v/rote another elaborate observation on Buiihs

"Whet an antithetical mind I—tenderness, roughness

—

delicacy, coarseness-ersentiment, sensuality— soaring
and grovelling, dirt and deity—all mixed up in that
one compound of inspired clay...Tt seems strange; a

true voluptuary will never abandon his mind to the
grossness of reality. It is by exalting the earthly,
the material, the physique of our pleasures, by veilin
these ideas, by fcrgetting them altogether, or, at
least, never namingthem hardly to one's self, that we
alone can prevent them from disgusting." 50

Tn the LETTHR TO ***£fo&i Hurray? on Pope, Byron mentions

that Burns was often coarse, but never vulgar. 61 Elsewhere in the

same letter he asks Bowles, in connection with a derogatory state

nent about Pope found in a letter, if he realizes %e what rum-

iB. DC IT ,7UAW, 15-16 59. L&J IT, 320, Hov. 16, 1813
:o. i.

r
,
T 377, r~i3 61. i/r v. 5?i





sraglMg anions letters raigtit lead, arid goes on tc relate his experience

3yron saw a collection of "Burns' letters which were so "abominably

ross, and elaborately coarse* that Byron doesn't believe they

ould be paralleled in the English language.

"Hfhat is more strange is, th c t some of these are couche
as postscript s to his serious and sentimental letters,,
to which are t c cked either a piece of prose, or some
verses, of the most hyperbolical indecency. He himsel
says, that if 'obscenity (using a much coarser word)
be" the sin against the Holy Ghost, he most certainly
can not be saved. '"

m editor, however, would not be candid tc t'-e r
r

othing would have provoked Byron to, if it had net been for the

epreci-tion of Pone, for he is only an "ind" fferent spectator".

Byron admired neither t^e men nor the poetry of the Cockney

chool or Under-School as he called it. He characterized them by

heir "vul—~ri tv' j=nd it was in their "finery" that he found then

most vulgar". "The grand distinction of the under forms of the

' shecol o^ poets is their vulgarity. By this T do not mean th

hey are coarse , hut ' shabby-genteel. '
"61s T.7hile under Shelley's

nfluence, Byr^n became less vehement against Hunt and Teats, and

Shelley's suggestion invited Hunt and his large family to Ttal

o edit T^ 17
! IjIBIjIRATj Hunt was common and coarse ^om^^red to

thus Byron felt irritated b^ r him and all

heless, Byron paid his expenses as if ncoMng

4" t h^ h^r'to kaen his nart a rentleman' b~

is children: never-

r, for he

he did

ant tc hurt Hunt's feelings, ^e once said there was no better ra^Ja

H writer than "^unt when he allowed his sense to prevail over his

=ctarian principles. Byron found Hunt's vulgarisms extra ordinary

,

La. L&J V, 5P1
la. LftT TT, 357, Dec. 1817

62. 1AC V, 588
fiS. T^.T TV ,

474-95
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r"0
because essentially Hunt was net vulgar. ^ Barron considered him

all in all an extraordinary character, "not exactly of the preserflt

62a
age." He had talent and great independance of spirit, being £

Little opinionated, however.

Byron felt that Hunt had hao^pov/er to make RIMINI "as perfect

as a fable of Dryden's", but he had sacrificed "his genius and hi

taste to seme unintelligible notions of 7/ordsworth" , which Byron

defies him to explain. ^3 Byron wasn't the last to discover its

Dsauties. TVhen he remonstrated against its vulgarisms, Hunt re-

plied th? t he wrote. upon principle, and that the vulgarisms "made

part of his systemll I then said no more. 7/hen a man talks of l|i

, it j i ....

I th e • b e st , fc i

. . . ....

(\rould admit. Tt had more originality than Byron had yet seen in^

h. The 1 tered

fhey were "mostly verbal ". Byron did make the following critic,

of them:

.ty
coIIogu -

' al
if tc avoid say
difficile est :r

of epi cs , as
ion things in a common way:
:ommunia dicere seems at^times

islator' to hsve met with in you a 1j.o«

3ome t:me later B:rron complained that he had given Hunt

raraing "of the row his favorite antioue phr?seolof=ry would brinr

him into."bb V/hen BTrron went thrc

t / r tv 7 132, 1814 Murray

said he was

55. I/>T 777, 226, 1815, Hunt
^ "** TT T r~i r

, "--.,xt7





sjoing to take notes cn the scenery for he \ Hunt v/ouic oc flae

to know what the background of his poem was like. I do net beliqrv-

pyron meant this to be sarcastic.

Since Byron found "originality and Italianism" in RIMINI, he

bold Htant he would beck him:

"as a bard against half tlje fellows on whom vou havi
thrown away rauen good critieism and eulogy,*©?

[Ie praised it to Hurray "as a man of business", but were he to

talk "as a reader or critic", he would say:

"there was a very wonderful and beautiful performance,
with ^ust enough of fault to make its beauties more-
remarked and remarkable, there is a substratum
of poetry, which is a foundation for solid and durable
fame" to it.°7 The poem "is a devilish good one

—

quaint, here and thare, but with the substratum and
original^tv, and with poetry about it, that will stanc
the test, 6^ /Jfor.7 it is a good poem at bottom, dis-
figured only By a strange style... He believes his tres
of vulgar phrases trrtured into compound barbrrisms %
be old English ."67«-

'.Toore d5d not arree with Byron about the poem, since he never en-

oved readinff ^unt/ tjac^use it nacessit^ted puttinp* on a "prop ar/

pathetic face." 6oft-

. Byron c nsidered I/L^TTTEL

:

"With the exception of a few capers... as heavy a

nightmare as was ever bestrode bTr Indigestion."

;-Tcn preferred the "peri" to the "Silver Veil", because he not

only seems Act so much at home in his versification of the lattei

but he is also a little embarrassed with the horrors. The conce

tior(of

the plan /Js/ of gre«t scope for his genius" anc

will be very Arabesque and beautiful." -

T P.T HI, 246 67a. IAT TTI
, 265, Runt, 1Q16

3s. TAJ TJT, 267, Eoore. 69. WJ TV, 151, Murray, 1817
: . r-T III , 31,

TTi v~:i, 1814. 71. L&T tjt, 69, Murrey, 1814
~
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rtk.* 5

?he thoughts of the

pood, hut "the expressions buckre; :ept here and there

jnt vrrote t
11""^- DESCENT OF1 j^.yp '^yyp'V' while in "^riscr

no
considered "a pretty place," ^or its composition.* In 1R14 Pyrci

told Hunt t&et ne found "poetry and though in the oody" of his

work, -nd "much research end good old reading in...^Thg7 pi*efa

matter, "73 so TSant didn l t have occasion to be disturbed by the ii

appropriateness 01 the external splendour or nis b^uks, since

"they have still moi-e within than without. "74

By 1818, Byron 1 s opinion had begun to change, so he critici

nore freely, with less concern about hurting feelings. Hunt was

still:

"a good man, with some poetical elements in his chaos;
T the Christ-Church Hospital and a Sunday
:o say nothing of the Surrey gaol, Which
3 into a nartvr."' 1-'

but .

newspaper,
conceited

-TIT}tAFSLATEB, 1818',

Byron could only say:

'Of a 1 the ineffable Centaurs that were ever begotten
by Self-love upon a Nightmare , I think 'this monstrou
SagiVtary' the most prodigious. lie is an honest char-
latan, who has persuaded himself intfe a belief of his
own impostures, and talks Punch in pure simplicity of
heart, taking himself .for Vate

s

in both senses, or
nonsenses, of the word... Did yen hear his shimble- '

shamble about Wordsworth be-'ng at the. head of his pro ^

fessien , in the eyes of these whe followed it?... I'll
ine . . .lie is thebe curst if he is

(but of us he is not) whose coronation I would oppos*
ZEfs/ price might have kept him true, even had It

r)T*"i nr»i ~~*~\ 'IV

In the end Byron came back to the epithet "vulgar",

could not help bestowing on the members of this London s

.71

ed

76
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rc nflgE "rat is a good man, and a good father--
see his Cdes tc all the Hastens Hunt; --and a good hus-
band—see his Sonnet to Mrs. Hunt;—and a good frienc-
see his Epistles to different people; and a great cox-
comb and a very vulgar oersen in everything about him. „77

has be
, wS^v uv ^v^ney, Hunt's protege, Kcat

ras criticized most by Byron, v;ho had stated early in his critici

that he ?bhorred compound epithets, ' and, c-p course, Keats em-

ployed them notoriously, especially in his early work. Byron cal

simplicity i , .

'

..

Byron wrote Hurray in IS20:

table75 .. .3To more Keats, I entreat: --flay him alive78

. . .

I.:ankin. ,,b0

:

T
e considered the "poesy of this miserable self-polluter of tlie

led

al.

luma express: .;nici

t&s expiated, of Teats' poetry in a letter, he continued:

•'I don't mean he is indecent , but viciously soliciting
his own ideas into a state which is neither poetry noi

anvthincr else but a Bedl?
fid 0^3 UT

Keats was praised in the EDJT

in Eyron's annoyed outburst:

ie suited

'Of the praises of that little dirty blackguard Keates
in the EDINBURGH, I shall observe as Johnson did when
Sheridan the actor rot a pension: "What! has he got £

pension? Then it is time that I should give up mine 1

Hobody could be prouder of the praises of the EDIFP71^

than I was, or more alive to their censure as I showec
in ENGLISH BARDS ATO SCOTCH REVIEWERS,, etc. At pre sen
all the men thev have ever praised are degraded by tin

insane article. T

.Vhv don't they review and praise
SCLCIXIT's GUIDE TC HEALTH? It

R
is better sense and as

much poetry as Johnny Keates."83

t

77. L&J TV, 239, 1818
78. L&J V, °4, 1820
2r

. IS 7, P. 1 P,90

77 a T^-'

79. *LV V, 96, 1820
T, 15:

LfirJ V, 1no
3^-
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However, Shelley's leve fcr Keats, and sbove all, Keats'

early death softened Byron's attitude, yielding a milder treatmei

for Byron was always quid: to oitv the or-^secuted and unfortunate

Byron said he had "always been battling with the snake about Kea.1

...th^t idol o"^ the Cockneys." " ' olf

reats ! poetry or of his

beats' works fairly, be

pr n<

Q.A.
' He admitted he didn't strove

les of poetry, but he hadn't crit

the young poet's "depreciation o:

Pope", although he was sure that in spite of the "fantastic fop-

peries of his style" he had promise and his death should be con-

idered a loss to ^nrlish literature, especially since he had cc

to the conclusion that he should p^tern his style after the more

classical models. Byron had written a satire against Keats in

one of his works, but as scon as he heard the news of his death,

'^e wrote himself to Hurray, tilling him to omit it, ° for he

couldn't "war with the dead---p-rticularly those already killed b>

Criticism". HYPERION will be a fine monument and will keep his

lTedwin, however, ctuotes ^postulating' whei

told th-t HYPERION oroof of Featft* genius:

cizea

_
perion! * why a man might as well pretend to be ricl

who had one diamond. 'Hyperion 1 indeed! Hyperion to
a satyr."86a

Byron just couldn't understand this "yielding sensitiveness,"

and finally concluded that:

"he who would die of an article in a review would' pro-
bably. have died of something else equally trivial. T'

same thing nearly happeiied to £irke Thite, who after-
wards died, of a consumption." 8^

Byron devotes stanza LTX of C^nto IT o^ DON JtJAN to Ke?=ts:

34. fTedwTnV294
86. L&T V, 331-37, 1821

1
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!Vo u
.n Keats wv c was kiil'd of*' "by rnr critique,

Tust ps he really promised something great,
If not intelligible, without Creek
Contrived to talk about the ^oos ox late,

Much as they might have Deen supposed to speak.
Toor fellow! Rfl was an untoward fate;
'Tis strange the mind, that very fiery particle,
Should let itself be snuf+ '

! d out by an article."

^nop v/i Ti^* to ^"v^x*pt) Feats

TltouK the wrong line as e poet, o no was spoilt by Cock-
neiying, end Suburban 1-, end vers.i.xyinr Tooke's FAifTHEC
and Lempriere's DICTIONARY. . .

8 I would rather he had
been seated on the highest peak of Parnassus than have
perished in such a manner. Poor fellow! though with
such inordinate self-love he would probably have not
been Y.eSy ah-^py. I read the review of EJTDYJUCN- in the
QTTARTERLY. It v/as severe ,.--but surely not so severe a

many reviews in that and other journals upon others *V*

You know my opinion of that second-hand school of poet
Had I known that Feats was dead—or that he was alive
and so sensitive—I should have omitted some remarks
ur>on his ~>oetr*v. to which I was provoked b^ r his a'ttaci

upon Pope /Jh SLESP AND BEAUTY, 18£07nand my disappro-
bation of his own style of writing. 17^

Byron had once spoken of Jeffrey's nobility in standing up

snd admitting that he had made an error in fudging Byron's poetry

r'Onlv a hi rrh- spirited mind will revoke its censure, or can praise

the man it has once attacked". It shows liberality and a great

soul, for "a little scribbler would have gone on cavilling to the

gnd of the chapter." Byron had said then that it took a man witl

courage and a noble mind to admit his mistake. We may now say tl

same for Byrcn's behavior as we close the phase c r his criticism

concerning Feats.

Byrcn's critical material on the minor writers of this peric

//ho did much of their writing in the accepted style of the eight-

eenth century, is favorable on the whole. Byron patterned his

39. L*J V, 267, Shelley, 1°21 PC. L&J v, 268, Shelley, 1-21
?Ca. 1/

f
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ENGLISH BARDS ATD 3CCTGTT HEVT^.VERS after Gifford's HAVTAD (17£4)

and MAEVTAD, 1725, two satires against the Delia Cruscan school.

Although he was editor of the ANTI-JAC0BI1T for 8 yMle, this see:

not to have affected Byron 1 s attitude twoard him, for he only wrc

1

makers in poetry and prose.""'1

Byron felt thet Gifford's censure made him want to improve,

;ecause

:

"It is not ^or me to b-ndy compliments with my elders
and my betters: I receive your anprobation with
gratitude, and will not return my brass fcr your gold
by expressing more fully those sentiments of admiratit

He t-ld Murray in 1814 that he care

:ept Gifford's, because he knew jifford would not abuse him unless

le deserved it, which w ulcl reconcile him to the justice of the

. . .

2Ti ticism.

In 1312, Byron found a long manuscript poem by Lord Brooke,

hilip Sidney's friend. He sent it to his publisher to ask Giffcrp.

f.f it had ever been published, or if mtot, i r it were worthy of

ication. Syron did not feel qualified "to hazard an opinion o

ts merited 'when Gifford's excellent edition of Ifassnger made h

s dec: . hat age

Dallas showed one of Byron's manuscripts to Gifford in 1811.

phis hurt Byron's pride, bec-use he never reraised other "noets in

rder to obtain praise in return:

"gifford' §7 praise is nothing to the purpose: what cov
he say? He could not spit in the f*ce of one who had
praised him in every possible .tvay. I must own that I
wish to have the impression removed from his mind that
I had any concern in such a paltry transaction. The
more I thinfc, the more it disquiets me; so I will say
no more about it. It is bad encu h t:

T
r -

.
- '

v ~ '--

s
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without having recourse to such shifts to extort prais
or deprecate censure."

Byron h?d great respect, however, for Giffcrd's critical a-

Uility: therefore he sent much poetry to him, himself, asking him

o choose between various readings, Gifford was a "born critic;

•sound 1 as the saying is; learned and all t
n

at, and full of good

sense

.

Jt was Gifford ^rm "the one liter;

1 pi n

in his life", i.e., to Pope and Johnson's type of writii

n^i T>les

.

>s high opinion

I

,

every knew, with:

"nothing of the Garrison about their manner: no nonse
nor pf^ect?tion. . .as for the rest .. .tv ere was always
more or less of the ruthor about them--the pen peeping
from behind the ear, and the thumbs a little inky, or
sc . lj9y

A short time before Byron's geath he heard that he ha'<3 been

accused of writing a satire against Gilford, since it had been

ert to ^n^l^nd from It^l* 7'' "P^ron' s l°tter shows hi s s"* ncere re~

great, for he had always considered Gifford his literacy f

nd himself "the prodigal son"."^

though p(

ccncemii

5ay, is overlooked toc>y. Byron's not

appearance of careful textual critici

si i V

J 1!. f P f^ Og. •

?4. Calvert 39
C3b. L&t ji, 41, Da 11a;

95, L'°,
T IV, 85, Mdrray
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In 1814 he told Murray that Campbell had a poem on a Bavari?

scene "that is perfectly magnificent"

.

97 'Then C^.ipbell criticize

DE L 1ALLER^T^ * Byron s?id he was sharpy because Campbell, of ecu:

understood Gorman and was a "first-- ate judge?, rowever, ^lthou'-

Uyron reverenced and admired Cemiobell, he wouldn't give up his o-

r jy f ..
rrv _p. 5-j nfl . >,p n,,,.-] j,, 1 4. v.- ~ .? pVpri e-'fp'nt in his

r a book i

oc
return to it.v

1

:.'ork. Byron wrote the following to ITurray in 1820:

"Tell him ^rom me with f^itv and friendship, three thir
that he must right in his .FCETS: Firstly, he s&y$
Anstey' s BATE GtWTDE characters are t-ken from Smollett
'Tis impossible: --the C-

TT7"DE was published in 1766 end
HUMPHREY CLINFEB in 1771- - <3unfuc, 'tis Smollett who lis

taken from Anstey. ^ampbeil's SPECIMENS 0^ THE BRIT]
POETS, i«l9. Campbell nad v/ritten: "The droll and
familiar manner of the poem is original, but its leadi
characters are evidently borrowed from Smollett, Sec
endly, he does not know to whom Cowper alludes, when h
says that there was one who 'built a church to

;
1; d , an

then blasphemed his name': it was 'Deo erexit Voliair
to whom that maniacal Calvinist and coddled poet al-
ludes. </5cwper's verses from RBTtREMENT were:

'Uor he whQv, ror the bane of thousands ]pcrn, *
m

Built C-od a church, and laugh* d His wurd to sc-m.'

Thirdly, he misquotes and spoils a nassa 'e '''ran Shakes
peare, 'to gild refined geld, to paint the lily', etc;
for lily he put rose, and bedevils in mere words than
one the whole quotation," /NOTICES of Burns j ISlV
reads: 'Every resder must recall abundance of thoughts

j

'To gild refined geld, to paint the rose,
Or pdd "^r^sh npr^ump t.£> thp -v-t r-"I o+ ' VTVtn -rr^~'r tv c

- >

i To -niu ,^J.xLi rei.. nea gcia, xo paint, trie lily,
To threw a perfume on the violet'.

•
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reminded Hurray that

i is 8 f

for the ^irst is an injustice (to Aiistey)

,

id the t^ird ?. blunder."

id Tom Campbell's slips of V e pen.
style affected—but his defence of

rope^/ To be
matter, it is

T rarel^ rer^3

rood

i Q1S C'.Ti "-U Lj

r works, unless an cc

Byre n ' s

he

"^The7 secret cf Campbell's del

MING, 18097 j etc. f\
rennsylvan i ? then w:

th

x 0> tliat hie 3ERTR0DB /of .ye-

th Fenmanmeur. It' is notoriously

i ind

self-love for ever creeps out, like a snake, to sting
anything which happens, even accidentally, to stumble
upon it."10]-

It is to be remembered that Eyron disl-'ked inaccurate scener

manners, ^cr he felt these mistakes were unfair tc the re'

m ^eve his critic?! opinion of Camobell in sunsnarizine- the

"/There ±zj a good deal of taffeta
fatory phrases, but his work is g"MVp V»-?im Kpq+ f-rvne-n -in Vn* " /-sv-ni-.r».c ii±ui ueao, o. uutll, in nis Ov.Tl

ie of T "m' s pre

r r
.

T m n
, 364, 1613

. L&T v, 25, 1°2C
CI. 17 J V, 166, 1821

C8a. L&J v, note 25
ICC. L&T V, 164-1821
ic. 17 r \
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In Ms early li r
e, Byron was evidently attracted by the pol

in "Roger's poetry:

"His elegance is really wonderful- -there is no such

thing as a vulgar line in his bcok. 1Ud /He7 talks
well; and, on all subjects of taste* his delicacy of

.sh

These quotations all refer to the eighteenth-century quality of

' poems. E
"'

ity , which i Leal , of

himself had never succeeded to his ov/n satisfaction in writing

epigram, for it takes "a peculiar talent" which he lacked. Rog<

-f + >io 1-100+ TP-nr-l

hus ] ? the Creek cl

cation what he wished to convev. Eyron cuoted the follow:

-

has no heart they say, hut I deny it;
He has a heart—he rets his speeches by it. .05

7

.7hen Byron's bookseller, Cawthorne, asked him to criticize

D'Arbley's 'VATH^BBBB , he said he would be "very cautious in ven-

turing an opinion on her w* cse CECTLTA Dr. Johnson superintended J

so he sent it to TToore and "Rogers who were ''truly men of taste

.

When the QHAR^RLY KETVXEW spoke of "the highly refined, but

cmewh^t insipid, pastoral t*le ^ACQIMjCTE?1 in connection with!

eviewing TT
TB crP'SAT'R and LARA, Byron told his wife that the re-

iewer wps "a fool", ^or &fi&($m£m is "as superior to LARA as

ogers is t<~ me."-*-07

Byrcn found JA-COTTTTTTT"? "pll ct^pp ?nrl cn^+nooe anH ^r,
tv« r M

Jmd because of the quantity of the last, he felt that one would

05. Blessinrtcn, 253
r?^ ^ v -i • t t- p-m m y tt
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willingly overlook the want cf story which wasj after -11, "simj

ret enough". He wished Rogers would write more of the same type

& ***rto> 108

When Rogers came tc write his 7TUI "AY LIFE (1819), he was un-

decided whether tc condemn*' B^yron*s poetry outright or to omit hi*

.e

prtlrelv

ur<statements for a while. Thus When Rogers told Moore he

"horn with a rose in his lips, and a TTieri Lingale singing on th

h ed —tor " , w^^ron m* d e the lac cni c sta

t

pthent * " l*h e Old 3erppnt ' s

sentimental twaddle". Hndar the circumstances , however, what

could ne De e^recLed to say, unless he o^ose to remain silent?

All in all, however, T thinly th*»t Eyron's continued praise dhfi

Rogers, especially to Lady Blessington in 1823, is very &ood procf

that Byron did not necessarily allow a personal grudge against ar

author to color the remaining criticism of his works j especially

p.f the work came up to Eyron's standards. Re considered Rogers

'amongst the first of living ports102 and evidently along with '

fford, the "poetical papa" cf L'oore and himself; Llocre being

f.he "lawful son", whereas Byron was this time the "illegitimate"-1^
ther than the "prodigal" son. Rogers was "the Tithonus of

cetry--immortal already", while Moore and himself must wait for

heir immortality.

m

In 1823, he told Lady Blessinrton that the fekS&KES CF kS2I-

' '

'

>
Lous, fin:

< cntain/Tng/ not a single meretricious ornament ... -**^ If Rogers

P s not fixed himself in the hif'hor fi-el&s of °nassus

. TM IT, 314, 1 12
11. :
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c "hp o pits Ut--^,- .

ts, Gifford,

J uvea

:.t least^ cultivated a very pretty J lower garaen ci .j

s an

Ibetween inspiration and versification, since it was "a hortus

ecus of pretty flovers. 1,112

This criticism appears to be perfectly fair and absolutely

ee of the vindictivenecs which is sup.. csed to permeate Byron's

-f ha

i

einp* criticized.

This critical material on the three minor

Campbell, and Refers, are examples of Byron's

lassical principles of the eighteenth century. In these poets

Byron found the taste, polish, epigrammatic quality, and satiric^

._ of ]

ohnson. It is partly these four qualities which set the minor

oets apart from the more popt^lsr rem'-ntic poets cf the period.

'nptucus of alij. prettiness in poetry, however, ai

g poets when he fcund the above-mentioned neo-

classical traits to offset it.

The Irish poet, Thomas Moore, was one of Byron's best frienc|.

ding to Byron he possessed a "peculiarity of talents" corn-

rising unique poetical, musical, and vocal gifts. "There is

othinr Moore may not do, if he wall but seriously set about it."'

Although no one equalled Moore in composition or satire, and

ertainly no one was so popular in both, he hadn't done all he QOtpLd,

5 than enough for anyone else." 1^ Bvrcn sometimes

Byron felt con

never

.46

erates. More any other writer, Moore has been the poet
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Df the heart and of women, even if critics believe that instead

representing the world realistic? lly , he portrays it women de

sire it. Since Moore has lived and felt, and since he possessed

'/onderful powers and much variety, Byron believes he shculd write

3 tragedy.148

y heart in 1SC3 when he was only fifteen, to which he always

added the thought:

"Heigho. I believe ell the mischief I have ever cone
or sung, has been owing to that confounded book of

cv

•\.roijr*£
,

ETrrcn was delighted while re; the JAVA SAjjETTE tc di s-

Toore and himself.

"Only think )ur . . . s rriors in prra*vr in
the Indian sea's. Dees not this sound like fame— some
thing almost like posterity ? It is something to have
scribblers squabbling about us five thousand miles 011

1,149so well at home.

en :limning anc

>w, and as

: published

iP aat*. hut

In 1820 Byron wrote to Moore that he l

lipping, in an over them ^core's poein§7 li

pleased as one, over a French edition of H

)y Grallgnsni . The music assists his memory

•her quavers perplex me upon psp er. "^-50

He suggested th-t Ilcore parody HTTTT3 FRCU ECRkCE

Byron was always disappointed because Moore never wro

ock, instead of only "detached pieces", although they were beau-

tiful and "quite al~rie " in English literature. He advised Moor

East since "the oracle, Ste^l",- told him it was

814

:c

, 387, 1814 n A O T J>, T T"r "r OA

f

sc.
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the "only poetical policy' 1 since ''the ITorth, South,

3 11 teen exhausted; but from the East, we have noth

ms£leables--and those he has contrived to spoil, tr

.c\e

but Southe

ore t]

1 1 '"PTi £3 "1 t -f* T c± 7^*^ rT* o^"*) t"ifi — I
^~ 7'

1

diuin'' Byre

r+ rrl51 m, Doetr* r
,

thp

]

Lotives. T? TT*cn adsiired Moore*s e?r"

•ibblirF myself , it was necessary "^or me to find fault,

]

'Cence of m -^ he^rt to 'oluclc that met'5 ' from nr r neifh""

or

smpared Rc 5' he

"To t^^ Valley <

?ttr^ctive, tju"

pp Cv rem be-utifi 1 "' "
?

"n + vmi+

eya frots i/heir ouanti
il in itsel,

,itv. "i^:

n ore

,

hose conversation equalled his writing, 0c5a vvithoui fli

eccssary to p^nh r to nim the expression of Ari stooh^ne

~F^~,
—r7r7

—

n—y5 i
01

152a. Blessin-oon, 253
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iave spoken roses", because his expression and thoughts have

beauty and freshness, whereas the piquant wit prevents them from

154becoming cloved with too much sweetness. ' Bvron found that

Ifoore had the happy faculty of being able to "shine" and "kill"

155
in his reviewing. In fact, Moore can do anything- -"there is

wit , and taste, and learning, and crcod humour (f curh not a whit

Lraitst 2 f s i

riginal

;

[oore "exclaim with Dennis, 'that's my thunder, by Godl' 1 -1-^

[ocre, however, has more imagination than Byron. Moore is

ss

,

witthout being lachrymose, reminding one of the fairy, who, when

she spoke, let diamonds fall from her lips. Moore's poems

covered by such myriads of fire-flies shining and glittering

I, that if '

, an

Brilliant attracts, bewildering one by too much brightness.

Byron had read somewhere a concetto for designating different

poets by cups which Apollo gave them to drink from. Wordsworth

is given a wooden bowl; Byron received a skull cased with gold

s so mel .

i acu]

flower set in brilliants for TTcore* a spooned ~>urrvnkin fnr kj —/ \*

an antique vase of agate for Hcgers; and a champagne glass for

elman.

L54. Blessingtcn llZl 154a. L&T III, 1 .

L55. L&J III, 168 156. L&X III, 178, 1815
L57> IAT TIT, 254 158 BYT^TAffA, 20 "I





In 1821, he wrote:

"Campbell is lecturing, Moore idling, South ey
twaddling, Wordsworth drivelling, Coleridge
muddling, Joanna Eaillie piddling, Bowles
quibbling, squabbling, and snivelling."

blew:

in high life, nor in solitude, and "there is no medium for t"..e

, for they

, which I

poetry on the passions.

Byron found that I.Toore's passion was effectively and

fully portrayed, his poetry being of the Asiatic kind. He was

LSiatic" in 3 e which it 1

Romans; he was not referring to the scenery.

"I am not quite sure that I shall allow the
Miss Byrons (legitimate or illegitimate) to
read IALLA ROOEH. In the first place on
account of this said passion ; and, in the
second, that they may'nt discover that there
was a better poet tv an papa."l°~

ivron found underrated his poetry so "strangely"

that he would think it an affectation in another; if he did not

1^0
[mow, as in this case, that I.!oore did not know his own value.

En 1?15, Byron asked him if he hadn't yet discovered that he had

a particular style. all his own. The fact that he was afraid to

ublish, B Trron considered to be

eminded I.Toore that he himself 1

su^e si
151 Byron

.5?. L:,T V, 3107 1821
L61. 1M T7T, 178, 1811

lad not literary envy, so his

160. tM II, 262, X813
162. L&cT TIT, 59, 1-14
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friend 1 s success was important to ~him, ±0^ for he had a hearty

admiration for Moore's talents. 163

"Byron was very fend of LALLA RCC!"H. He liked a "tough

title", and this one was both orthodox and oriental.

Byron was sorry that he had called some of his own v
.

rorks "tales"
>

because he thinks they are "something better". Moore should use

"poem" or "romance", not PERSIAN TALES. . Moore,, however , claimed

that he never thought of using "tales", for the work was called

"A!T ORIENTAL ROMANCE".166 Byron considered LALLA ROOTTH delight-

166a
ful ~" (although he did not care for the prcse portions), for

Moore had "caught all colors" as if he had been in the rainbow,

and the tone of the east was perfectly preserved. 1^ The poem

"will knock up TLD^TM, and show young gentlemen something more

than having* been across a ''"'c^tipI' q humo is neoesser^ to write a
-

good Oriental tale."x However, m 1S23, according to Lady

Elessington, LALLA ROQKH had disappointed him, and he thought

•Toore would more likely be remembered by his 1!ELCDIT.]3 which were

all perfect.

In 1822, Byron wrote facetiously to Moore in reference to

BLACKWOOD'S article on Moore's IHJT T
IfflLODT^S:

"I thought that you had always been allowed to
be a ^oet, even" by the stuoid as well as the
envicus--a b?d one, to be sure—immoral, florid,
Asiatic, and diabolically/ popular , --but still
always a poet, nem. con.'. . .consolation (accor-
ding to Ro chefoucault) , to find myself : ,0-

poetised in such good company. I* am consent
"to err with Plato"; and can' assure you very
sincerely, th^t T would rather be received

'.63. IAT TTT, §, 164. Lr
-
T TV, 77, 1817

.65. LSJ TV, 85 166. MJ TV, 178

.66a. l&J TV, 169 167. BYRONIANA 3~
, 1817
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a : on-poet with you, than be crowned with all tl e

beys the (yet-uncrowned j Lakers in their
society

.

Byron became acquainted with, and formed an attachment

for , TToore's pcetr,r early in life, and to it always remained

loyal. Tt was undoubtedly the lyrical and sentimental quality

in the poetry which Byron so enjoyed, as well as- the fact that

''oorp was a close fpi pnd , th^t c^uspd Tarpon to sins* his oraises

so hignly.

Scott was undoubtedly Byron's favorite modern author, The

m^n who was told bv BTPcn in 1822 "cn^t ne had nothing ^"or which

to oe jealoUS of either the living or the dead."
1"1

" 3cott was

''the superlative 1
' of B: rron' s" comparative" lie respected

him highly as a man, loving his "manliness of character, ex-

treme pleasantness of conversation. . .Jj?ii<£7 good-nature" toward

Byron himself. Byron noticed that his countenance, especially

when he recited, was ver3r intelligent. Byron admitted to

Lady Blessington that he couldn't easily converse with literary

men, for they seemed to think it necessary to praise his latest

work, and thus he would have to reciprocate, which he found

unsatisfying to both. Scott, however, though a giant in litera

ture, was unlike other literary men; neither expecting compli-

ments, nor paying them in conversation because of his simple,

sincere character. There was "no gene in his society", because

i:S. 1/7 IV, 146, 131% 1G9. Blessington. _41
17C. L&T VI, 29, 1822 113. L&T VI, "4, 1822

113a. DON 55ur, 15, 1.408 114. L&T V, 167-8, 1£21

115. Blessington, 306-7 116. Blessington, „30





he was always truthful

He wrote in 1821:

all praise of him fell short. 1:

"/3cott is7 the most wonderful writer of the cay.
His novels are a new literature in themselves,
and his poetry as good as any- -if not better
(only on an erroneous system) /we thought By-
ron was the man who disliked talk of 'systems^/,
—and only ceased to be so popular because the
vulgar were tired of hearing 'Aristides . called
the Just', and Scott 'the best', and ostra-
cized him." 11'*

His books comprised Byron's favorite reading. Scott was the

only successful genius whom Byron found to be equally beloved

as a man and as an author.

Byron was sure of Scott's integrity in both his personal

compositions, as has been stated in his letter to Hunt, and

in his critical reviews. Byron wrote the following comparison

of the reviews by Scott and T,7ilson of one of his works:

r'Scctt's is the review of one poet on another--
his friend; and Wilson's the review of a poet,
too, on another- -his idol ; for he likes me
better than he chooses to avow to the public,
with all his eulogy. T was judging from the
article, for I don't know him personally. m117

Byre .cl red the 1317 review of CHILD® HAROLD (which he did

not know had been written by Scott) to be generous at that

time, and therefore gave him more gratification than such a

composition ever had before, for it was not "the mere praise",

but the "tact and delicacy throughout" for which he was thank-

ful. 11 7a Byron often mentioned that "tact" was tl

of life.

tl-rpanacea"

±1.(9 urv J-V, <^r-±, loli
tip t p T fir ^.^ i pi 3

117a. L&J IV, 64, 1817,Murrity
119. LftJ II, 400, 1814





Byron's journal for 1813 co .s the following interest-

>bser is:

'•/pcott 3^7 undoubtedly the monarch of Parnassus,
and the most English of bards. T should place
Rogers next in the living list (I value him more
as the last cf the best school)—Llocre and Camp-
bell both third - -Southey and 7/ordsworth and

.oiJTOWOi,

Hoore-Campbell \

Gcuthey-7/ordsworth-Colerid£e

The ManV

There is a triangle Gradus ad Parnassum l—the
names are too numerous for the base of the
triangle." This was based more upon what he
thought was popular opinion than upon his own
opinion, for he c^nside^ed some of Moore's
"Erin sparks. . .worth all the Epics that ever
were composed .

"US

In 1814 he learned there had been a V/estminster Forum

debate as to wh ether he or Scott were the better poet. Eyron

considered this a great compliment, although Scott "deserves

better company .
1,J- J-^

Byron believed Scott's prose surpassed that of Cervantes.

120. Ble ssin^ton

,

122. MJ I, 299
124. L&J TTT, 260, 1216, Hurray
126. U:J IV, 155

121. Plessin.'ton

,

123. IAT T , 134 , 1812, Scof
125. LV TV, 337
"i on t oLc i • Lk 'i •V, 171
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After reading his novels, Byron felt in a better mood, for therj

was "such a just mode of thinking" and so many good definitions

in them that he could easily "fill volumes with detached

thoughts from Scott, all, and each, full of truth and beauty."

In FEVEP.TL OF TEE. PEAK, 3cott had written that 'presence of

mind is course' and real valor exists in beinr* prompt to con-

' this

L courage. used i

illustration of what he meant "b^ Scott's rood definitions.

Byron quoted Hadame du Deffend's criticism of Richardson's

.s, found :

criticism of Scott's novels also:

n t'La mo^ cle y est en action, et n'a jamais
ete" traite*e d'une man: ere plus interessante.
On meurt d'envie d'ltre parfait epres cette
lecture, et l'on croit que rien n'est si

aise.

'

,,1P

Before reading THE LADY OP mTTS iAlS) > Byron remarked:

"Of course it is in his old b?llad style, and
pretty. After all Scott is the best of them.
The end of all ecribblement is to erauee, end
he certainly succeeds there. T lonr to re?d
ins n<

Scott ,,r5 th f~ p PT'^rce "Rerent

the "ooct 0.- Frinces, "as the

AWTOF and TTTE LADY

pt? ""PTC1 T AT"^ tlXclO

Byron feared there T,Tas a resemblance betwe

and the second c~nto of TTATlT.TTO?
T

. Tt was purel11
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p hpd orn"olov<ad Scott's neter in "the CORSAIR « however.

- .piled 'M iosi ' tl " C
TT
TI

'

canto four, for "their <^ ernes, chivalry., war^ and love, were

as like as can be" and the Italians greatly honored Ariosto.

"Ariosto' s in an ocxave stanza, and Scott's anything but a

Stanza". Of course, he didn't intend to call him the "Scotch

Ariosto, which would be a sad provincial eulogy, but 'of the

Ilorth 1 meaning of all the countries that are ct the South .

Byron preferred Scott's novels to his poetry, however.- -

founc tt, -"'-"^ and tc

ED. ana

"Kir T5i >1 "P.•

1

. -

bions"

,

1

st

il34

to

notice 'en • s

see". (LIurray, however, never tooj

.+ c t

n^S. I
,
115, IS 20

130. L&J IV, 117, Hurray
132. UrJ TIT , 117, 1814, Hurray
134. IAJ III, 11C, 1814, Hurray

131. L&J IV, 14C, IS17, Hurra}

135. B
^ 5

J
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following sentiment:

''Ah! I wish these home-keeping bards could

no wind at all.*;. 1 - hctvt it would enliven and
introduce them to a few of the sensations !--

shore, in the way of essay upon the ra^sicns. . .
-

Lng observation which is ,

Havenswood 1 s name, and calls him nd^gr and
then ITorman; and Cfirder, "U e decker, is
styled now Gilbert , and now re'.. ."; and
he don't make enough of I.Icntrose; but Dal-
getty is excellent, and so is Lucy Ashton,

.

...Pray make him write at Ifast two a year:
I like no reading so well." 9

,

'<

(I read all Walter 3cott's novels at least
rifty times), of the third series of TALUS
CP MY LAUDLC^'H- -grand work- -Scotch Fielding,

£

! ,

word of praise for Scott came from Byron's heart. I thin^

•

Byron's pen throughout his life. It is gratifying to the

modern reader who loves both of these authors to know that

Byron should have so greatly appreciated the prcse, especial

of this man who r^ve up writinr dogtry when he realized that

136. l/r IVj 415, 1C2C 11..:- , L&J T

, 151,
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he could never compete with the sensational popularity of the

younger poet, who, like himself , could only find the pleasure

of a life of action through his imagination and composition,

for both Scott and Byron were lame all of their lives. I

wonder if Byron knew that Scott had quietly and generously

steeped aside, giving up his usual type of writing and bravely

setting out anonymously tc create a. public for a new type of

work to which he was not accustomed. If Byron did know this,

I am sure that it created in him an additional admiration for

his friend, just ^s the r act that Scott, too, was fighting

against a similar handicap, must have deeply aroused Byron's

quick sympathy fcr the Scotch writer. Byron found in Scott's

work in abundance the historical detail which had always been

his first love, as well as exactly what he had tried to create

for himself in his own Oriental Tales—the things he longed for

throughout his life, but of necessity, had been deprived olf-

action, romance, chivalry.

Shelley. was one of Byron's closest friends in later life.

Byron had said that he disliked literary men except:

"men of the world such as Scott, and Moore,
etc., or visionaries out of it, such as
Shelley—your literary every-day man and
t r,n;c-p wp"I 1 in f*rinrnft.TTtr nl '8

Byron was extremely loyal to his friends, and Shelley was his

friend. Therefore Byron would not write against his poetry as

he had against th^t of Treats, fcr instance. We find, moreover,

that nearlv ?11 B^ rron wrote about Shelley concerned him as an
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individual, rather than his works. He actaired Shelley's

poetry, however, in that it was based on no •system*, although

q-t r-pq ]n ppcj t^ admit that hp wouldn't understand much le

set that he ftrged Shelley to translate or hir?

clear proo^ that he thought well of Shelley's poetical ability.

Tn 1818, Southey reviewed Shelley in the QUARTERLY in an

oblique and shabby manner according to Byron, who was overjoyed

When it sold an edition of the REVOLT OF ISLAM, "which, other-

mid ho

can understand—T for one."

Bv 1820, Byron* s oninion of Shelle- ;tr^ r had ri sen

MZ3hellev7 has talent and honor, but is crazy
against religion and morality. His tragedy
is sad work; bux the subject renders' it so.
His ISLAM had much poetry..."141

He considered the 2ETTQI a work of power and o
c

' poetry. ^
As Lady Blessin^ton s~id, Byron was an accurate

r1udfe of

charactet*;. This is ^erain apparent when ne s^io Shelley

possessed "a most orxiliant imagination, dul a total want of

worldly wi sdom. "l4 «;i

After Shelley 1 s death, Byron wrote the following eulogy:

"You were all brutally mistaken about Shelley, who
was, without exception, the best and least
selfish man I ever knew." 1^4

It was well, I think, for Byron to have been the intimate

139. U-J V, 507
141. L&J V, 74
143. Elessin-ton 99
145. LS-J VT, 175

14C. L&J IV, 273, 1818
142 .L&J V, 268
144 • Lfp >T VT 00 182
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nd a horn £

'

greatly admired Byron's poetry, and Byron's life snowed that

he was lost without the faith of his fellow-men which he needed

in order to maintain his own faith in himself. We may feel

gratitude toward Shelley when lure read Byron's words written

Just before his death:

his own time

,

er i . Thu s

urate. He eel]

cause he could not find it in South ey, 7/ordsworth, and

Coleridge, who had left their youthful interest in liberty for

middle-class English conventionalism, --two even being employed

by the Tory government—Byron was outspoken in his contempt

for "turn-coats" and did not spend much time in seeking out

praiseworthy portions of their literature.





BYRON'S CRITICISM OF FOREIGN LITERS





Before stating Byron's criticism of foreign writers, it inigflit

be well to refer to his general position in world literature.

George Brandes believed that a study of Romanticism and nineteenth-

century poetry on the continent of Europe should be prefaced by |i

study of Byron. The harshness, bad grammar, and awkward constru

ticns to be found in his poetry are, of course, less noticeable

translation. Because of the love of freedom, the exaltation of

the grand and most powerful and stormy in Fature, and because of

his wide travels and knowledge of men of many nations, and becaufe

of his mysteriously veiled Eastern tales, he was especially in-

fluential in the development of the School of French Romantic pelt

Although Byron may hold no exalted position in English literatur<

he is, nevertheless, thefbest known English writer outside of the

British Isles, except for Shakespeare.

Goethe was one of the greatest worshipers of Byron's genius

Ele didn't think reflection was Byron's strong point, putting him

in the same category with himself. He said:

"".'/alter Scott is nothing compared with Byron...
The wonderful glory to which Byron has in the
present, and through all future ages, elevated his
country, will be as boundless in its splendour as it
is incalculable in its consequences, nor can there be
any doubt t\at the nation which boasts so many *reat
names will class Byron among the f'rst of those
through whom she has acquired such glory."1

Goethe also believed Byron's imagination to be "unrivalled; 1

thus critics were wrong who said he copied MAULED from FAUST, fcr

although some of the ideas might have been appropriated, they hac

ill "passed through the mind of Byron and going through that

process Zha.v£7 become new."^

. quoted by Viscount Ha.idane in BYH'.'F ATTD GCET1^.
p.47
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The great French critic, Tar'ne, said Byron "alone among the

English poets with his contemporaries. . .gets to the very top of

the poetic mountain, 111"

Therefore it is not strange that the writers on the continent

borrowed Byron's moods and themes for their poetry also. Alexancii

Ruchner wrote in ETUDE 3
T
JR LORD BYRCT in 1874:

"C'est Alfred de Musset qui, rapelle le plus souvent
lord Byron par la forme comme par le choix de ses
sujets. "

4

In the PARIS JOURNAL for October 8, 1823, we find from LE

tDIABLE BOIUmUX the following lines:

"Je n'aime pas Fenelon
Ri ce pauvre Racine

Mais J'aime bien lord Byron
Et Monsieur Lamartine.

"

Byron himself said that every translation he had seen of hi

work had destroyed the sense to such an extent that he could not

understand how the French and Italians could. still admire his

work. The fact that they did, was to him a proof of the mediocr:)

of modern poetry in these countries.^ 01 The only possible reason

that he could conceive for their translating his works was because

they thought he didn't like Englishmen. u

This material has been quoted not only to illustrate Byron'

4

popularity and influence outside of his own land and in various

nodern tongues, but mainly to confute critics who believe that tlje

only reason Byron praised Goethe was because the latter approved

of him, thus enhancing Byron's ego. Although Byron was tremendou$ly

popular in France, to such an ertent that French writers wrote

>a. Bles. 17C
-h. t. f r 5.

ty
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poems about him and in Imitation of his poetry, ^nd finished his

own unfinished poetry, he was not induced (as critics would hav(

as believe in the case of Goethe) to praise French poetry because

of this fact. On the contrary, he disliked French poetry tre-

lendously, considering it discordant.

Since Byron was a member of the social circles visited by

Madame de StaSl in England, he met this illustrious Frenchwoman

before his exile from England. She is frequently mentioned in n;

letters, as in the following instance in 1313:

"De Stafil couldn't exist without a grievance, and
somebody to see, or read, how much grief becomes her.

Uany of his comments are more amusing than of literary importance

as is the following:

"Mrs; Stale--as John Bull may be pleased to denominate
Ccrinne, 'yawned' over the humor of Falstaff."'

Although Byron was not particularly interested in her great psy-

chological study of the German people, he nevertheless admitted

that it had "fine passages."^ Byron, of course, did not care for

the Germans, and it is perhaps not to be wondered at that he tolc

lurray he was using DE L 1 ALLEHAG1IE as an opiate." In 1817 he de

aided that her CONSIDERATIONS SOR LA REVOLUTION FRANCAISE would

remain her best work and would be "permanently historical. "~ a

however, our critic was wrong in this instance, for this invecti\

r/crk, written mainly to set forth her hatred of Napoleon, has be<#n

practically forgotten in comparison. with some cf her other literary

projects.

5. Lamartine L*HOMME (A LORD BYRCF) 7, j_, r j jt ^73, 1813,
' T

and LE DERNIER CHANT DU PELERINAGE 8. L & J II J 326, -ov. 181
c ore

6. L 173, 1813 to Ilcore. 9a. L "V 0/l_ c: 1 PI 7 I





Byron's belief that literary works are like deserts with

fountains and groves has already been quoted, but he fills cut t|«

same thought in connection with Sta&lJ for:

"In Madame, what we often mistake, and 'pant fcr,' as
the 'cooling stream', turns out to be the 'mirage'

,

but when one finds the beautiful passages the 'waste1

is remembered to gladden the contrast."

Byron considered her comparison of painting and music very Helo-

quent" indeed. 10 However, he found himself at a loss tc knew

what to say to her by way of compliment on it, fcr unless he could

'twist his admiration into some fantastical expression," she

wouldn't believe him. 11 7/hereas her society after the first hal:

hour had bored him the previous year, by 1814 he had decided tha

her pre-sence was "overwhelming- -an avalanche that buries one in

glittering nonsense—all snow and sophistry , yielding a confu

13
sion of ideas which never convince, for she "writes octavos,

talks folios. !,13a ^he was the cleverest, although not the most

i id

agreeable woman he'd ever known, for she declaimed, stopping onl

for breath, and completely overlooked the comments of others. 14

T
.Vhen she published her SS3AY AGAIIT3T SUICIDE, he wrote to tell

lJoore15 of the event, for he presumed it would "make somebody sr.

himself"; therefore he had not read it himself "for fear the lcv||2

of contradiction" might lead him to try a "practical confutation

In 1814 he told Murray that although he did not love her, he hac

to admit that "she beats all your Natives hollow as an authoress

and I would not say this if I could help it." 1^ Thus we are sv :

10. L & <
T II, 354, 1813.

11. L & J TI, 354, 1813.
12. L 3 J TT, 384 7 1813.
1° ^W. 1
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14. Bles. 59
15. L & J II, 229, 1813.
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that Byron was sincere and not striving for effect when he discussed

the French author.

When Byron left England after parting with his wife, Madame

de StaSl fiercely upheld him on the continent. Byron wrote late

that she had confided to I.Tonk Lewis "v:ith laudable sincerity" th

she defended him through decency because he had named her in a

sonnet with Voltaire and Rousseau. She was referring to the

following lines from the SOOTJET TO EAKE LEMMAS

"Rousseau—Voltaire- -our Gibbon- -and De Stagl,
tlemanj These names are worthy of thy she re."

He once told her that CCRIFME would be called an "excuse fof

violent passions", and it and I3ELPHINE were "very dangerous pro-

ductions" for young women to read. She thereupon told him nobodj-

had done more to deteriorate mo^-ls than he. However, he decide

that she represented her virtue as dull, severe, and bored. It

is worthy of note tjiat in Byron's early criticism, as in ENGLISH

BARDS A!\D SCOTCH REVIEWERS, he o^ten lays stress on upholding th|

moral standards in literature.

Since Byron had been accused at one time of stealing the

opening lines of his BRIDE OF ABYDOS from Stafil who "borrowed"

hers from Schlegel, or "stole" them ^rom Goethe's Y/IL7IELM MEISTEp,

he found himself a "third or fourth-hand stealer o M" stolen goods

However, he didn't ~ead German, so he quotes her lines as the moist

likely object of his plagiarism:

"Cu les rayons des cieux tcmbent avec amour,
tib. des sons enchanteurs dans les airs retentissent

,

Ou la plus douce nuit succede au plus beau jour."

IP. 1816
19. Bles. 63





The only point of resemblance he sees is the use of "the new and

original words 'land' and 'myrtle 1
. He concludes therefore that

to avoid such changes, he must invent e dictionary for himself.

This he considers an example of the liberal spirit of the hyper-

critics in England, but such a bad example is a "triumphant re-

futation" for himself .20

He cites her as stating that "all talent has a propensity

to attack the stronr". He meditates that ne has never flattered

pi
ana wonders if tv is is a proof of nis talent.

Byron's letters ?re sufficient proof that although ne may

not have cared "^or much of her work, he nevertheless appreciated

the fact that she was a conspicuous figure in French li terataire

,

and possessed literary ability, for at her death in 1817, he v.to

to Murray that she would "leave a great gap in Society and liter

ture."21a

Byron wrote a few comments consisting of both adverse and gdfOu

criticism of Madame de Stall's friend, Benjamin Constant. In 18113,

according to Lady Blessington, he considered &DOIME, a psychologi-

cal love story which is supposed to be based on a. personal liais; ...

a "very clever and very affecting story." However, in 1816, he

wrote to Rogers that he had read ADOLPHE and considered it:

"a work which leaves an unpleasant impression, but ver;
consistent with the consequences of not being in love
which is, perhaps, as disagreeable as anything, excep
being so. I doubt, however, whether all such liens
(as he calls them) terminate so wretchedly as his
hero and heroine's.'"^

This is an example of Byron's inconsistency, and no special reason

:0. Bles. 31 . 91la. L & J IV, 156
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can be brought forth as the exact cause. However, since Byrcn i

tc such a great extent, an almost purely subjective critic, we

may imagine that his own personal feelings in the unfortunate

year 1816 may have influenced, this latter criticism.

Byron told Lady Blessin ton he had read only a few lines of

Lamartine' s poem on him, for:

"he calls me... 'Esprit myst^rieux, mortel, ange ou
demon' , which I call very uncivil, for a well-bred
Frenchman, and moreover one of the craft; I wish he
would let me and my works alone, for I am sure I do
not trouble him or his... There are seme things in the
world, of which, like gnats, we are cnly^reminded
of the existence by their stinging us. m23

However, the modern reader will consider Lajnartine ' s L'KOI.IME a

very beautiful eulogy to the great French poet's ideal. It is

rather pitiful that Byron, who was driven tc cynicism because he

found his life lacking in the admiration and respect which he so

desired, should have completely ignored the idealistic Lamartine

who had in the poem just cited and in his DEKMIER CHAHT for CHILf)!

FLARCLD portrayed in such beautiful melody his idealistic piclnkre

of the man who to him was the greatest English Doet the world hajjl

ever known.

Byron discussed with Lady Blessington Diderot's fanciful

description of the manner in which a poet should set about to

picture a woman. Diderot had said that the poet should slip his

pen into a rainbow, and instead of sand, he should use the dust

rom the win s of butterflies with which to dry the paper. Byroji,

who did not consider this as a compliment tc a wmna, showed his

contempt in a typically laconic and somewhat cynical statement:

12. Bles. 317.





'This is a concetto worthy of a Frenchman." Byron on the other-

hand would dip the pen into the heart of a man before he is over

eighteen; and the sighs of adolescence would be found quite suf-

ficient to dry the paper with, for women are best understood by

undisillusioned men who believe in virtue* -

Byron found Montaigne one of the most amusing of French

writers, although he was one of the greatest plagiarists that evftr

existed. "The perusal of his works is like a repetition at scho<|>-

that rubbed up the reader's classic-1 knowledge." Byron enjoyed

Montaigne's "quaint" manner of stating his observations.'-""

Byron considered "Reynard, a minor writer and author of the

play LF JCUEUB, next to Moliere in the scale of French playwrigh

for he had "written some of the best comedies in any language."'

It is unfortunate for Byron's reputation as a critic that he should

have praised some of these lesser writers who employed a tongue

which he professed to consider in itself a detriment to the art

of writing, while he at the same time c:m:iented adversely on soflie

of the world's most renowned writers such as Shakespeare.

Byron commented on LES SAISON, 1769, by St. Lambert, one of

the better precursors of French romantic poetry, who had used

Thomson, Young, and Grey as models. Byron decided that St. Lam-|

bert was "dead as a man, and (for anything I know to the eontrar f)

damned, as a poet, by this time. However, the SEASONS have gooc

things, and, it may be, some of his own'.'
27 Byron was gust about

right in this criticism, for the poem is not very interesting, allnd

it is largely a result cf the influence of the eighteenth-centui

y
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Graveyard School of English poetry.

Byron quoted two "celebrated lines on Fortune" from CorneiliLe 1 s

POLYEUCTE", as an illustration "of the noble use which may be mad

o^ artificial imagery," which may be "quite equal to any taken

from Nature": 28

'Et comme elle a l'dclat du Verre,
Elle en a la fragilite .

'

2§

In both his DETACHED THOUGHTS30 and in his letters, 31 he

spoke of having been compared to Rousseau by several of his ac-

quaintances. He thereupon enumerates in an interesting and ba-

lanced manner, the differences which he thinks exist between theifli

He is not a philosopher, but his "little world" seems to think h|m

"in a plot against it". Rousseau was a philosopher, but thought

the world was plotting against him. Moreover, Rousseau was a

gre-t man, and"the thing, if true, were flattering enough;—but

I have no idea of being pleased with the chimera." The reader

probably will decide that he was pleased, nowever, for no other

reason than that he develops uhe thought to such a great length.

In the third canto of CIITLDE HAROJjp tnere are a number of

stanzas concerning Rousseau introduced by the lines:

"Here the self-torturing sophist, wild Rousseau,
The apostle of affliction, he who threv;
Enchantment over passion, and from woe
Wrung overwhelming elocuence. . .yet ne knew
How to make madness beautiful, and cast
O'er erring deeds and thoughts a heavenly hue
Of words, liKe sunbeams, dazzling as they past
The eyes, which o'er them shed tears feelingly and fabt.

Rousseau's "love was passion's essence" which lblasted him,

for it was the love of "ideal beauty, which became in him existence.

30j T:ooTlp , R TiTT?rr. n.7P.T V O
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The character of Julie was the result this wile and sweet ideflu .

Byron realized that Rousseau's fees were "self- sought" cr Just

friends banished by himself as a result <f the suspicion which

ruled his mind. He was inspired against tyranny, however, when ;

was in the throes o^ this disease. 353 Doubtless Rousseau's grea

work for the cause of freedom would hove been reason enough for

Byron to have sung his praises.

Byron never knew a woman who did net "protect" Rousseau, no;

one who did not dislike deGrammont, Gil Bias, and all the " corned:

of the passions", when it was brought out naturally. Byron was

"struck to a degree" he couldn't "express, with the force and

accuracy" of Rousseau's descriptions, and "the beauty of VaBlr

reality. ,,32a

He knew Voltaire's work thoroughly, and evidently admired

the character Candide, for he stated in 1817:

"I am a quiet man like Candide, though with somewhat
of his fortune in being forced to forgo my natural
meekness every now and then.

Voltaire was to BToron:

„33

"...fire and fickleness, a child,
Most mutable in wishes, but in mind
A wit as various,—gay, grave, sage, or wild,--
Historian, bard, philosopher, combined.
He multiplied himself among mankind,
The Proteus of their talents; but his own
Breathed most in ridicule ,—which, as the wind,
Blew where it listed, laying all things prone,

—

How to o'erthrcw a fool, and now to shake a throne."

In 1821 he commented on Grimm's CORRESPONDENCE thus:

"ZGrinTm7 repeats frequently, in speaking of a poet, or
a man of genius in any department, even in music* .

.

that he must have 'une ame qui se tourments, un espri

38a. L £ <.
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violent. 1,1 If t' is were true, Byron believes he would
be a ^oet "per excellenza" for "I have always had une
ame, which not only tormented itself but every body
else in contact with it; and an esprit violent, which
has almost left me without any esprit at all."

Grimm is an excellent critic and literary historian, however.

"His CQRBESPOITpErTCE forms the annals of the literary part
of that age of France, with much of her politics, and still
more of her 'way of life 1

. He is as valuable, and far
more entertaining than Muratori or Tiraboschi--I had
almost said, than Ginguene--but there we should pause." 04

Therefore, although Byron may not have enjoyed the literatu:

of France as much as that of other lands, he nevertheless shows

himself to be widely read and familiar enough with the literaturi

of the country to form his own ooinirns of its value. He wanted

to bring home to the English readeijthat one must jpudge a country

by experience, not entirely by books,.'

Byron lived in Italy for a numl or of years. He had not

visited Italy, however, on his first Albanian Tour. Although he

often called the Italian language a "bastard tongue", and imitat:

of the Latin, he evidently did not mean this in any derogatory

sense, for he considered it the only modern state with a poetical

language.
"'7

He is often quoted as having said thst he intended t<

write his greatest work in Italian, and he is known to have

collected folk-sonrs and ballads in both the Greek and Latin lan-

guages. He did not admire modern Italian literature very much,

however, and declared the "Rosa Hatildish school of poetry", whi<

had been set up in Italy, very effeminate and "pretty."

Byron admired the Italian dramatist, A.lfieri, whose ccnstru<

34. L n J V, 196, 1821.
3$. L ? J IV, 474-9 S. Reply to Blackwood 5 9 Edinburgh Magazine,

August 1819, to Disraeli.
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tion was simple and severe.'- In connection with Alfieri 's writiw^,

Byron questioned:

"What has poetry to do with a pley, or in a play?
There is not one passage in Alfieri strictly
poetical; hardly one in Racine." c (Although Byron's
earlier drama had been very lyrical, in his later
years when he was advocating classical standards for
playwrights to follow, he dwelt a good de-1 upon the
importance of natural dialogue in his plays in
particular, and for the drama, in general.)

Tn 1°>20 Byron had decided that the Italians have no tragedy, for

"Alfieri' s are politic?! dialogues." T
.Vhen a Venetian translate^

MAIIFRED, Byrcn gave him two -hundred francs not to publish it, foih

"Cur modes of thinking and writing are so unutterably
different, that I can conceive no greater absurdity
than attempting to make any approach between the English
and Italian poetry of the present day. . .1 am not the
least ambitious of being the subject of their discus-
sion, literary or personal (which p^rpeev to be pretty
much the same thing, as is the case in most countries

The literature of both Germany and England is Nordic. Ther -

-^cre, since tney are both the result of the northern atmosphere

and temperament, as contrasted to the literature of France for

stance, (which, by the way, was so greatly influenced by Nordic

literature in the development of its romantic movement), one

might naturally suspect that Byron would be more attracted to Ge

man literature than he had been to ohe Krench. This does not ap

pear uu be the case, however, for he loathed the Austrians and

had no interest whatsoever in the Germans. However Goethe, who

was to Byron the greatest German writer, commanded his interest

for he greatly admired T
.V

TERTTTTTK and FAUST, two typically Nordic

pieces; the one containing the morbid and melancholic subjectivity

38. L 8 J V, 323, 1821.
39. Hedwin, 1C4-8

40. L <S J V, 64. 182(3^
41. L & J IV, 2C4-5, 1818 Hoppne:*
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of a typically romantic work, and the other "being based upon the

superstition 2nd mystery so pleasing to the Romantic. Byron, ho

ever, as is illustrated by the following remark, was often unabl^

to appreciate some of the things which the schools of German and

French romanticists made a point of worshiping; for example, he

remarked in 1821 that "air replete with Scotticisms" such as mis

and "mizzle", might be fine in the descriptions of Ossian, but a

41
nevertheless, somewhat tiresome in real, prosaic perspective."

Thus since Byron was not always attracted by what might be ccnsi

dered today the most romantic literature of his period, he there

fore never found himself "almost falling sick... to get at" the

work of a. German writer as he believed himself to be doing while

waiting impatiently for his bookseller to send him one of I'adame

41b
D'Arblays latest works.

Friedrich Schlegel' s SESfOKf CF LITERATURE (1814) was trans

lated at Edinburgh in 1818. Byron at first could make nothing ojjit

of it.

"He evidently shows a great power of words, but there
is nothing to be taken hold of. He is like Hazlitt,
in England, who talks pimples- -a red and white corrup
ticn rising up (in little imitations of moutains upon
maps) , but containing nothing, and discharging nothin
except their own humors. I dislike him the worse...
because he always seems upon the verge of meaning; anttl

lo, he goes down like sunset, or melts like a rainbow
leaving a rather rich confusion,—to which, however,
the above comparisons do too much honor."

(Byron is not forgetting the effect of words even in an un-

inspired criticism.) After reading further, he decided Schlegel

wasn't such a fool after all. Byron qualified this statement,

however, by pointing cut that he was referring to Schlegel' s disf

lie. I r r 41b. L ? , 1813 Lu MGRTri T• 5





egelcussion of the Forth. Byron still dislikes the way in which Sch

speaks of things all over the world with an authority which a ph:

losopher would disdain, and which a man of common sense, feeling

and knowledge of his own ignorance, would be ashamed to profess.

"The man is evidently wanting to make an impression,
like his brother, --or like George in the VICAR OF WAK
FIELD, who found out that all the_jpod things had bee:
said already on the right side, /and th erefcre7dresse<
up s^me paradoxes 'upon the wrong side--ingenious , bu"

fiise, as he himself says- -to which the learned world
said, 'Nothing, nothing, &% all, sir." 1 /chapter 2C/

The last sentence illustrates one of Byron's typical methods of

writing his criticisms, i.e., he compares the author's treatment

of the topic which he is discussing with a well-known work by a

standard author. He went On to say that the learned world, howe^e

had said "something to the brothers Schlegel." Schlegel said of

Dante, "that at no time has the greatest and most national of al

Italian poets ever been much the favorite of his countrymen."

"Tis f^lsel" cried Byron, for:

"there have been more editors and commentators (and
imitators, ultimately) of Dante than of all their poel
put together. Hot a favorite I Why, they talk Dante

—

write Dante--and think and dream Dante at this moment
to an excess, which would be ridiculous, but that he
deserves it... In the same style this German talks of
gondolas on the Arno— a precious fellow to da^e to
speak of Italy!"

In speaking of Tasso, Schlegel said that "individual parts and

episodes of his poem are frequently sung in the gondolas of the

Arno and the Po." He said also that Dante's chief defect was a

^•ent of gentle feelings.

"Cf gentle feelings!" expostulated Byron, "--and Fran-
cesca. of Rimini--and the father's feelings in Ugolino-
and Beatrice— and LA PIA! T

./hy, there is gentleness ir.

Dante beyond all gentleness, when he is tender. It i£





true that, treating of the Christian Hades, or T-Tell,
there is not much scope or site for gentleness—but whc
hut Dante could have introduced any 'gentleness' at all
into Hell ? Ts there any in Milton's? fro—and Dante's
Heaven is all love, p nd glory »nd majesty...! have
found out, however, where the German is right- -it is a
bout the VICAR OF WAKEFIELD," for Schlegel had said he
thought it to be the most exquisite miniature romance.
"He thinks! he mi ;~ht be sure. But it is very well for
a Schlegel," for Byron4fionsidered it the "most exquisi
of miniature romances.

It has been stated that Goethe was a great admirer cf Byron 1

poetry, although he said that Byron was a mere child in his refla-

tions and philosophizing. Both Byron and Goethe found a fascinating

attraction in each other's characters and throughout their lives

maintained a lively interest in the work of the other. Byron co|l

sidered Goethe the greatest genius of the age.^

Matthew Monk Lewis gave Byron an oral translation in 1876 o

FMTST. Byron was "much struck" by the work, and admitted that tfe

opening scene of T1AHFRED was "very similar."

The dedication of MARIFG FALIERC was facetiously written to

Goethe. He quoted Goethe* s words:

"that 'in English poetry, great genius, universal poweiK
a feeling of profundity, with sufficient tenderness a: id

force, are to be found; Dut that gltorether these do
not constitute poets ' . I regret to see a great man
falling into a great mistake. This opinion cf yours
only proves that the DICTIONARY OF TEN THOUSAND LIVH
ENGLISH AUTHORS has not been translated into German.

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY OF LIVING AUTHORS OF GREAT
BRITAIN ATD IRELAND , 18167. You will have to read, i|
your friend Schlegel's version, the dialogue in mACB!

"There are ten thousand!
Kacbeth: Geese , villain?
Answer: Authors , sir." /soldi era7

Nov/, of these 'ten thousand authors' there are actually
1987 poets, all plive at this moment .. .It is owing to

42. L 3 J V, 191, 1821 43. L
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this neglect en the part of your German translators th<

you are^not aware of the works of '.Villiam Wordsworth,,
you do not perhaps know that this gentleman is the gre;

est of all poets past—present— and to come--besides
which he has written an "Opus I.Tagnum" in prose JSWO
ADDRESSES TC THE FREEHOLDERS CY WESTMORELAM) , 181S7-
His principal publication is entitled P^T7^ BELL which
he had withheld from the public for one and twenty yea:
tc the irreparable loss &UL those who died in the ii

terim, and will have no opportunity of reading it befo:
the resurrection."4 '

He told Goethe, and quoted Stsgl as authority, that his prcse wo:

7/ERTREH, would more nearly go under the category that Goethe had

made for English authors when he wrote: 'The predominant characti

of the whole body of the present English poetry is a disejust and

contem'D.t for li re.' However, Goethe's opinions are always interei

47
ing even if not favorable. "Goethe will go down to posterity

as the frrst literary Character of his age."44

The dedication to SARDA!rArALUS was also to Goethe, offering

the "homage of a literary vassal to his liege lord, the first of

existing writers, who has created the literature of his own coun'

and illustrated that of Europe .

"

WERNER was also dedicated "to the illustrious Goethe by one

of his humblest admirers."

In speaking of Schiller, Byron said that the novel ARMENIA®

46
"took a freat hold" of him when he was young.

Byron, cf course, could not read German, therefore his read:

was limited to translations, and as a consequence, he was not as

widely read in German literature a s he was in the French.

In 1821 he read an Italian translation by Guido Sorelli of

the German Grillparzer 1 s SAFPHC (1819). (While in Italy, Byron

44. L & J V, ICC 47. L & J V, 36, 1820.
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said he did neerly all of his reading in the Italian language, bit

it seems a little inconsistent that he should do this after say12:

that the Italians were the world's worst translators.) Byron tho

this "a devil o r a name" for posterity. Tie did not care very mu

for this translation, since the Italians are the worst translate

except from the classics, since they "ape" the Latin. However,

"with every allowance for such a disadvantage, the tragedy of

SAFFTIC is superb and sublime. There is no denying it. The man

has done a great thing in writing that play.".

Thus we have Seen in this chapter that Byron 1 s criticism of

foreign writers was not influenced by his reputation in the country

in question as many critics have maintained. Seme critics also

thinly that Byron's criticism was almost entirely an indication o|f

an author's personality as interpreted by Byron, but this could

not be the case wath his criticism of foreign writers, for he knfei

very few personally. Similarly, I can not agree with critics wtab

maintain that Byron was interested in criticism only as a tool t|p

be used to depreciate his contemporaries whom he believed to be

his rivals in the public's favor, for Byron scatters \jhort

critical references to non-English writers throughout his letterfe

in the same manner that he used in criticizing his British con-

temporaries. Since Byron knew that he held such an important

place in the literature 0^ continental Europe, it was only natu-

ral that he should show some interest in foreign literature.

-1 c J V, 171, 1821.





EVALUATION CF BYRON A3 A CRITIC

"A msn must serve his time to ev'ry trade,
Save censure, critics ail are ready made."





It was Swinburne who said, that Byron '-s critical faculty was

:, zerc, or even a frightful minus quantity", because his judgment

was never worth the expense of a. thought or of a word.
1

Vie have seen how personalities influenced his oomicns, and

how he was carried -way in his criticism by the mood of the momefit.

All of Byron's work contains a. great deal of his personality;

rarely do we find him giving an objective opinion of even an artist

who has long been dead, for he was nearly always subjective and

impressionistic. Byron had considered it difficult not to regar

with disfavor tne works of an author whom he detested, and he re

lized his own inability tc judge impartially, thus criticizing

a man mere than poetic principles.

~r -p Q<Trip oti p on f>"h p c ^2

m
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began an attack upon him, nevar omitting that he had lirst Waits

3

until ha had been attacked. Pope, before him, had done tnis in

tne cpsg o ^ his DUJTfTAI)

When Byron became most vehement m his derogatory criticisir

one wonders if he was not being just a little mocking and enjoying

himself at another's expense. At i-ast Lady Blessington report

that he bec c te gey when he ridiculed another poet's work, tjyror

never claimed tc be a fair eritlCj for he said he usually wroue

when he was angry. His usual rnetnoc was to satirize his subjec

thus making him look ridiculous. He therefore made a good-natuijted

study of Johnson for his critical LETTER TO***/^fOHN I1UHFAY/.

His work, which gives a broad sweeping effect, is full of

Quotations, but often the careful reader will discover discrepancies,

1. 3vr
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such as in the letter which he ended "Vale; 'I can nc more 1

, lik

Lord Grizzle." It Was the ghost, however, and n. t Lord Grizzl'e

who made this remark. Cf course he could not be expected to che

all of his references, especially when we think of the haste wit

which he wrote. In speaking of a passage which he had once crit;

cized, Byron wrote:

"Search and you will f^nd it; I ramember the passage
though not the pare. Mii

Some critics believe he quoted far too much, but Calvert

believes the quotations sre "always apt".^

Not only did Byron make mis-statements, but he used poor

grammar as well. Cne example will suffice, taken from a letter

Lloore in 1315:° "I meaned to write to you before on this subject

It is interesting in reading his letters to notice the poet

cal variations of tie same thought expressed several times. Gal

vert thought that Byron's faith in his artistic principles was

"constitutionally too weak to weather the neglect that had been

visited on the dramas... his trouble was that he was never atsclu

sure of what he wanted to do for longer than a brief time. In

poetry, as well as religion, he lacked the capacity for faith. "^

He had a "classical attitude" rather than body of rules, since h

approach to the past was largely through an instinctive love for

personalities and interest in men who had lived before him. His

prose is strongly in favor of eighteenth-century, Neo-classical

literature typified by use of the reason and understatement, rat

than excess of the passions, yet when he himself came to write

g^UT-EBABY PJJ PHI "73, 205. 5.L ? J III, 186.
3» Calvert, 76.
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poetry, the satirical quality is at'Ut the only Neo-classical re-i

semblance it contains amidst the wealth cf romantic characterist:

For Byron was a romantic writer with the following tendencies foq;

that type of poetry: he was lost in the subjective, the persona

J

the exotic in local color; he dreamt and attempted an escape froa)

reality, seeking the remote, especially in plfce; he favored de-

mocratic principles and the French Revolution, being strongly anlji-

conventional while longing for- impossible ideals; he revelled in

solitude and the morbid longings of one alone with nature, and hej

eulogized primitive life and God in nature. However, one of By-

ron's most striking characteristics--his great interest in the

Welfare of man,—was a classical element of his nature, for our

great humanists were the classical writers. I wonder, then, why

Harlyle commanded: "Close thy Byron, open thy Goethe", especial

since Goethe himself had advised Eckermann to study English to fi

limself to read Byron in the original, for he was greater than

lilton and "his like would never come again: he was inimitable. "^

Although ENGLISH BAUDS AM) SCOTCH REVIH.TJHS is in the form

snd style of the classical satire, i.e., it consists of the heroi

couplet and contains an invocation, reason, nevertheless, did not

"He the writer; Byron denounced every poet imaginable for the

slightest excuse he could muster to his purpose. Since all of hi

iharaeters were definite, he did not create type characters as di

!

5ope , for instance. On the other hand, Byron was always very kinj§

,o the new or the unappreciated writer, and asked his friends to

,reat him kindly. In Moore's private Journal, Hay 3, 1821, is th

a. L/,T V, 517. 6. L£J IV, 196
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following observation, however:

"Looking again over his letter in reference to Bowles*
controversy. It is emu sing to see through his design
in thus depreciating all the present school of poetry
Being quite sure of his own hold upon fame, he con-
trived to loosen that of his contemporaries, in order
that they may fall away entirely from his side, and
leave him unencumbered, even by" their floundering.

"

e

Byron realized, himself, that one of his worst faults both

in poetry -^nd in prose, lay in digression. This played a very

important part in his poetry and criticism. He was not only

guilty of digressions, but of inconsistencies else Shelley sai

he was indecisive, not being able to m^ke up his mind, and Byron

himself confessed he was not "famous" for decision.^ Since much

of his work was a kind of confessional, we would expect inconsis

tencies to arise. It has been said that ne was "always seeking

to get free of himself, and his poetry is a kind of frightened

ogic".^ Lady Blessington wrote:

"In moments of inspiration, with his pen in his hand,
he would have dared public opinion, and laughed to
scorn the criticisms of all the literati , but with re
^lection c-me doubts and misgivings; and though in
general he was tenacious in not changing whet he had
once written, this tenacity proceeded more from the
fear of bein^" thought to want mental courage, than
from the existence of the Quality itself."' 3

Calvert's interesting comment follows:

"As ffi^h and thinker, he w as as superficial as, and no
more sincere than, the rest of us. Fe perversely re-
fused to look steadily at the truth, to see both side
of a question stt the same time, to admit mere facts
when they were unwelcome to him ... Byron 1 s genius wa s

responsible ior his terrible sincerity."8

nere seems tr be a little inconsistency between the first and t

l°st sentence of tnis ppr??rp'ph
1

out, we will excuse Calvert, who

7. Prn-fpssnr ^n-odp . Halvert 30. 8. Calvert, p. 19.
7a. Bles. ±73.
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is one of Byron's most sympathetic critics, for both are absolutely

correct. Anyone as subjective and as desirous of ultimate truth

would of necessity be inconsistent.

Eyron wanted free speech to be prevalent enough bo that it

would not have to bear criticism. Calvert considered his pleas

for frank speech the first original contribution to the critical

theory of his age. It has been said that the poet had the highest

of moral aims', he was not a hypocrite, because his aspirations

'.
rere those of a good man, even though he could not attain them.

T believe this is the correct conclusion to be drawn from his

poetry, "or one c~n not read through that without feeling the

nysticsl idealism and striving for the heights which ultimately

Decame one of the main causes for Byron's disillusionment and uti*

happy state in his later years as he realized his failure to at-

tain his goal.

Tn the light of this, it is too bad, I think, that Byron

should have had so many critics who have read his works employing

Little of either sympathy or insight, thereby giving the average

eader an entirely wrong impression of Byron by such supposedly

:lever statements as the following:

"Some critics consider him second only to Shakespeare;
others put him where sensible travellers put themselvelb
in the third class because there is no fourth." 1 ^-

Byron used words effectively and had acute judgment ana in-

sight. Arnold, however, considered him "emptor of matter" like th

'est of the nineteenth-century poets who were full of creative

energy, nevertheless. 12

-C. Frcfessor ^rank Granger, THE MORAL INFLUENCE OF BYRON, 91.
- - ' -

»

.2. Arnold, 614.
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In the preface to BYRONTANA , it is maintained that Byron f s

opinions are all interesting either as "beautiful specimens of

composition", cr as the ideas of an eccentric man "who fearlescl;

snd without reserve wad in the habit of speaking and writing his

inmost thoughts."

Both Macaulay and Hazlitt had interesting theories as to whj

Byron began writing literary criticism. According to Macaulay, 1

although Byron's verse had lost much of the energy which distingi

it, "he would not resign, without a struggle, the empire which hi

had exercised over the men of his generation." Thus he acquired

a new ambition--to act from Italy as the leader of the literary

circle in England as Voltaire had done in France. Bffacaiilay gave

this as the reason for his establishing the LIBERAL^ which was dc

nainly to subsidize Hunt and his family, however, for Byron real:

for some time that the paper would not be a success. Macaulay a]

so claimed that Byron never wrote without some direct or indired

reference to himself, which is probably true, for he was very sut

[jective. He f-unded an "exoteric" 15 or external Lake School to

/•/hich all the European verse readers "hastened to sit at his feet

Byron said, with more perspicuity, energy, and conciseness, "like

1 man of the world", what Wordsworth had set forth as a "recluse'

According to Hazlitt, 1S Byron had no opinions of his own anc

,vas interested only in denying other people "out of mere spleen

and rashness," thus making a point in his criticism of contradict

Doth Bowles and himself.

L4. Macaulay, LORD BYRON, 13.
L5. " " " 36.
L6. Hazlitt, PCPEj LORD BYRON A*1? BOSilLES.v.11,486.
I
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Arnold Eennett, however, has a good word for Byron the cr: tic:

"The weird and even terrible spectacle offered by the
Sta"e Society at Drury Lane Theatre, in the alleged
shape of Byron's MA1IERED , did prove one thin-'--nemely
that Byron was not such a wild fool as he sometimes
a-ipeared. . .still , it is the first business of the Stag*
Society to experiment, so I do not complain. The scent try

locked as if it had survived from the first British per-
formance of DTE 7/ALFUTIE. Heavens! tot Alps!' 1

Saintsbury-^ did not think it necessary to say very much a-

bout Byron as a critic, for he wrote "innumerable contiaclicticns

of critical opinion". He then gave an interesting summary of By-

ron as a critic, written in somewhat that style that Byron him-

self Would use for a similar purpose:

"jfTh£*7 innumerable ccntradictions. . .which show that they
were mere flashes of the moment, connected not merely
by no critical theory but by no critical taste of any
consistency, flings, *half-bricks* directed at dog or
devil or divinity, according to the mood in which the
! ncble poet' chose to find himself. Let us confine our-
selves to that unquestionably remarkable LETTER TO
JOHN T-IUPiRAY on Bowles and Pope, which is admittedly hii
critical diploma-piece. There are of course very good
things in it. Byron was a genius; and your genius will
say genial things now fend then, whatsoever subject he
happens to be treating. But he cannot in the very lea;
maintain himself at the critical point: he is like th(
ball in the fountain, mounting now and then gloriously
on the summit of the column and catching the rays that
it attracts and reflects, much more often lying • "wallow:
in the basin. Fever was such critical floundering. Hi

blasphemes at one moment the "invariable principles of
poetry' , about which the amiable but somewhat ineffectual
Howies prated; he affirms them at the next, by finding
in his way, and blindly picking up, the secret of secr<|ts
that the poet who executes best is th* highest, whatso*
ever his department; and he makes his affirmation va]
less, by saying, almost before we have turned the page
that Lucretius is mined by his ethics, and Fope saved
by them. Even setting ethic against ethic, the propo
tion is at least disputable: but what on earth has
Ethic to do with Execution, ercent that they both occuf
in the dictionary under E? There are otner excellent
things in the letter, and yet others the reverse of ex-

cellent; but T h^ve not the least intention of setting

t
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up a balance-sheet -fter the manner of Robinson Crusoe
of ranging Byron's undoubtedly true, though not novel,
vindication of the human element as invariably necessa]
to poetry, against his opinion of Shelley, and of Keati
and of the English poetry of his greatest contemporari<
generally, as •all Claudi an 1

, and against the implied
estimate of Glaudian himself. This would be a ccnfusi<
like his own, a parallel isnoratio elenchi, a fallacia
a" fallacioribus. Suffice it to sav. that to take him
seriously as a critic is impossible. 1 '

In fact, Saintsbury concludes that the critical opinions of Byroi

are less "genuine" than are these of Feats.

Thus we have a summary of some critical opinions concerning

Byron from the pens of more important and standard critics of the

nineteenth century. Let us not forget to mention Chesterton, hov

ever, who tells us that Byron taught the poet hov; not tc take hin

self seriously. "Everyone must judge according to his own feelir

so I will not again enumerate the opinions of Byron's criticism

that I have tried to bring out in this work, and will only say as

3id Hobhouse when his friend sailed for Greece:

"God bless him for a gallant spirit and a kind one."20

"What is the end of Fame? 't is but to fill
A certain portion of uncertain paper:
Seme liken it to climbing up a hill,
Whose summit, like all hills, is lost in vapour;
For this men write, speak, preach, and heroes kill,
And bards burn what they call their 'midnight taper,'
To "have, when the original is dust,
A name, a wretched picture, and worse bust."

Don Juan 1, 1737-44.

V/EBNER dedication, p. 671 Cambridge edition of poetry.
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ABSTRACT

The first chapter was written as a background for the

rest of the discussion of Byron's literary criticise, since his

criticism was to a. lars^e extent the result of his "personal

characteristics. This chapter accounts for his inconsistencies

and his impatience over hypocrisy, and it points cut his kindly

nature, his fairness, and his desire to aid the oppressed.

An attempt is made in the second chapter to suggest the

works, such as HINTS FROM HORACE and DCF '."TJAli", which contain

the na;or portion o: on's critical remarks.

cuses for entering the field of literary criticism are given:

his search for and dependence upon an authoritj^, his opinions

resulting from his reading, and his use of criticism as a justi-

fication for his own methods and as a means of counteracting

accusations of plagiarism.

The third chapter contains a discussion of some of Byron's

critical tenets which he employs throughout his work. Ilany of

his views are Ileo-classic in character, tut frequently one finds

scattered romantic principles which are their exact epposites.

Thus his criticism becomes rather complicated, since we find

him vacillating fr^m one school to the other ^. few of BTrrcn's

interesting definitions and opinions of poetry and poets are





given, as well as the end in his mind for which poetry should

he written. Travel, wide experience ?nd knowledge, as well as

emotion end art were in his opinion requisites to composition,
j

Byron wanted common sense and reason with appropriate and con-

sistent subject matter, and he did not approve of an entire

descriptive poem or of sonnets. Ethical and moral poetry which

maintained factual truth throughout was to him a 11-important .
j

Byron claimed to have enjoyed comedies far more than tragedies,

but a large part of his critical material deals with the
j

classical concepts which he advocated in writing tragedy.

The fourth chapter gives seme of Byron's vast quantity of

criticism of his own works. From this criticism we find how

the poet felt as he wrote them, and how much pride and pleasure

he took in the popularity of his works. In some of his letters

and conversation he admitted having condescended to "the false

taste" of his age. He disliked being identified with the

characters which he had portrayed, for although he was fre-

quently carried away with them while he was drawing their

characters, he was entirely apart from these fictitious per-

sonages after they were completed. He frankly admitted his

lack of knowledge in the field of poetic forms. A number of

his conflicting views on critical Journals are given to
!

illustrate his varying opinions. More detailed criticisms

of Mttmit) and DC1T jUM are given as illustrations of his

changing attitudes toward his own compositions.





The fifth chapter deals with some of his material on

eighteenth-century and earlier writers. A few pages are de-

voted to Shakespeare whom he mentioned most frequently through

out his entire poetry and prose. He not only derived many of

his figures of speech from Shakespeare's plays, but he also

used Shakespeare's works as Justifications for his own methods

Although Byron stated that Shakespeare was no longer popular

on the stage or a s general material for reading, he neverthe-

less wrote much material concerning Shakespearean performances

which he had attended. Although he considered Shakespeare a

bad model, he was thoroughly acquainted himself with all of

his works.

Even though Byron wrcte a considerable quantity of

material about his friend Sheridan, little of it can be

classed as pure literary criticism, for it is in general an

evaluation of Sheridan as a man belongin to his London circle

Byron's three essays intended fcr publication as well as

his numerous references to Tope in his letters are mentioned

in seme detail in connection with his controversy with Bowles,

because Byron cl?imcd that Pope was the rreatest English

writer and one of his literary models.

Chapter six is a survey of Byron's evaluation of his con-

temporaries in England. His criticism of the Lake and Cockney

Schools is given as a foundation fcr the rest of this chapter.





cf

Eyrcn's reasons fcr criticizing Southey, Wordsworth, ~nd

Coleridre are riven, comprising such things as accusatioi

hypocrisy, condemnation as conservatives who left the fo.

radicalism to accept rcvernment appointments, and personal

antipathy. Htirit and Teats are condemned as members of the

vulgar Cockney School, but hir- judgment of Feats is softened

as a result of Byron's ready sympathy. Gifforc, Campbell,

s the :

followed eighteenth- century ITeo- classic principles to a great

extent. Byron enjoyed Moore's sentimental work, and his prai

was augmented also because I.Tcore wat"a close friend. Byron's

literary friendship with Scott was undoubtedly the best and

most devoted of his life, fcr Byron's admiration for the older

] e s 11 ' unbounded. There

are various reasons ^or this admiration, but one of the most

important was the fact that Scott's works dealt with the

things Byron had longed for throughout his life, dux had un-

fortunately been deprived of. Byron had a high opinion of

Shelley as a man, although he confessed that ne could not

understand Shelley's ethereal poetry..

Chapter seven is a rapid surnrey of Byron's critical

material concerning foreign writers. The criticism is pre-

ceded by a summary cf Byron's important Place in continental

liuerature. Byron's opinion of Madame Stae*! was much the





same as that of others, although at first he felt a slight

antagonism to such a great talker. His opinion grew more

favorable when she stood on his side after his departure f : om

England. Other important French writers such as Constant,

Lamartine, Housseau, and Voltaire are mentioned, although not

to any great extent. Byron's contradictory opinions of the

Italian language and literature are summarized, together with

an evaluation of Alfieri.

Schlegel's authoritativeness a noyed Byron who disagreed

that 1 , e speciall ' -

ticn in Italy . Byron had a great interest and admiration for

jOex<ne wnose wcrics wcu.L'wi i t^is. jlh cij-vc x (-<ii<_fc:x uiici.i Uiiwot. w_ ui.c

other nineteenth- century writers with whom he was familiar.

luations

a critic. Calvert's opinicns appear to be net only the most

reasoned and carefully thought out, but also the most sympathe

tic and favorable. Swinburne's is undoubtedly colored by his

dislike of Byr^n as a. stylist, and I.Iacaulay's and Hazlitt's

are probably influenced by their opinion of the man and poet

's enti

pression 6if the poet's critical work, which, after all, was in

tpnflpd tc be neither infallible nor absclutelv perfect critici
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